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Preface
U.S. Department of Energy
Routine Environmental Audit
Conducted at
The Hanford Site
Richland, Washington
The Secretary of Energy's July 20, 1993, Environment, Safety, and Health Policy establishes
daily excellence in the protection of the worker, the public, and the environment as the
hallmark and highest priority of all DOE activities. That policy also calls for a proactive
program of continuous improvement to move the Department beyond minimal c_mpliance with
standards. In furtherance of that policy, the Office of Environment, Safety and Health (EH)
has established, as part of the internal oversight responsibilities within DOE, a program within
the Office of Environmental Audit (EH-24) to conduct environmental assessments of DOE
programs and operating facilities. The ultimate goal of this program is enhancement of
environmental protection and minimization of risk to public health and the environment through
systematic and periodic evaluations of the Department's environmental programs within line
organizations.
Through its environmental evaluation program, which provides measurable goals with
milestones, EH-24 is committed to helping establish the DOE as a model of responsible
environmental stewardship. In addition, this program will serve to reinforce the Secretary's
goal of building on the efforts currently ongoing to a_ain and maintain compliance in
cooperation with the regulatory authorities and other affected stakeholders.
This document contains the findings identified during the Routine Environmental Audit of the
Hanford Site, Richland, Washington, conducted May 2-13, 1994. The audit included a review
of all Hanford operations and facilities supporting DOE-sponsored activities. The audit's
objective is to advise the Secretary of Energy, through the Assistant Secretary for
Environment, Safety and Health, as to the adequacy of the environmental protection programs
established at Hanford to ensure the protection of the environment, and compliance with
Federal, State, and DOE requirements.
May 1994
Washington, DC
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report documents the resultsof the routine environmentalaudit of the Hanford Site
(Hanford), Richland,Washington. Duringthis audit, the activities conducted by the audit
team includedreviews of internal documents and reports from previousaudits and
assessments;interviews with U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), State of Washington
regulatory, and contractor personnel;and inspectionsand observations of selected facilities
and operations. The onsite portion of the audit was conducted May 2-13, 1994, by the
DOE Office of EnvironmentalAudit (EH-24), located within the Office of Environment,
Safety and Health (EH).
DOE 5482.1B, "Environment,Safety, and Health Appraisal Program," establishesthe
mission of EH-24 to providecomprehensive, independentoversight of Department-wide
environmentalprogramson behalf of the Secretary of Energy. The ultimate goal of EH-24
is enhancement of environmentalprotection and minimizationof risk to public health and
the environment. EH-24 accomplishesits mission by conducting systematic and periodic
evaluations of the Department's environmentalprogramswithin line organizations, and by
using supplementalactivities that strengthen self-assessment and oversight functions
within program, field, and contractor organizations.
The audit evaluated the status of programs to ensure compliance with Federal, State, and
local environmental laws and regulations;compliance with DOE Orders, guidance, and
directives; and conformancewith accepted industry practices and standards of
performance. The audit also evaluated the status and adequacy of the management
systems developed to addressenvironmentalrequirements.
The audit's functional scope was comprehensiveand included all areas of environmental
management and a programmaticevaluation of the groundwater and surface water
monitoringprograms. Althoughthe audit was designed to be thorough and to consider a
representativesample of Hanford's environmental activities and programs, it was not
intended to be exhaustive in scope. Instead, it was meant to provide DOE organizations,
includingthe Secretary, with an indicationof the status of Hanford management's
effectiveness in achieving its missionin an environmentallyresponsiblemanner.
In a precedent-satting move, EH-24 met with Richland Operations Office (RL),
WestinghouseHanford Company(WHC), and Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) senior
management approximately one month before the formal Hanford pre-audit site briefing. In
an open forum, the Hartfordmanagerswere providedthe opportunity to present their
recommendationsfor management systems and programmatic areas of audit concentration
in orderto providethem with the optimum return for their investment of time and
resources. This innovative technique resulted in the establishment of an atmosphere of
mutual trust and respect which carried over into the actual audit. It reinforces EH-24's
positionthat all audits it conducts are collaborative efforts, in which the audit team works
together with the site to identify areas needing improvement. This processstrives to take
the site beyond mere environmentalcompliance, seekingto achieve the ultimate goal of
environmentalexcellence.
The audit team identified 12 findings, of which 10 were in the environmental management
systemsarea and 2 were related to groundwater monitoring. An evaluation of these
findings resulted in the identificationof two "key findings":
ES-1

Environmental Program Integration -- There is inadequate integration and/or coordination of
many environmental management activities among the contractors and RL.
Hanford has multiple contractors with their own functions and objectives. Crosscommunication between these activities usually is conducted on an informal basis,
with inconsistent results. Formal integration plans generally are absent. For
example: there is no sitewide environmental as low as reasonably achievable
(ALARA) program, although pieces of one exist in various organizations; a wide
variety of monitoring functions are conducted by many parties, often informally
coordinated, but without a sitewide plan for coordination of these activities; and a
variety of self-assessment and oversight activities are conducted and tracked in
several systems without adequate coordination. These issues, among others, are
being addressed by RL top management in the current reorganization planning.
Program Oversight and Control -- There is inadequate oversight and control of the Hanford
environmental program by RL.
Primarily due to resource constraints and organizational issues, RL is not adequately
overseeing contractor environmental operations to ensure efficient pursuit of
compliance with requirements and, ultimately, environmental excellence. RL is not
providing sufficient guidance and direction, oversight, direct involvement in
environmental issues, or self-assessment. The primary causes appear to be lack of
staff resources and somewhat unclear roles and responsibilities. The former is
being addressed with a significant infusion of full-time-equivalent (FTE) employees,
and the latter with planned organizational changes.
While these issues present big challenges, they also provide excellent opportunities to
make the changes that will make environmental excellence a reality. These issues are
addressed in greater detail in Section 3.
The audit team identified the following strengths in Hanford's environmental management
program.q:
•

Employee Concem Program -- RL's Employee Concern Program addresses all
concerns that are submitted. Concerns are directed to the highest level of
management necessary in order to conduct an adequate investigation. This
program has been used as a model for programs at several other DOE
facilities including the Savannah River Plant, and the Albuquerque, Oak
Ridge, and Nevada Operations Offices.

•

External Communication - The external communication activities at
Hartford are very impressive. Public interest groups have been kept informed
about the remediation processes at Hanford through publications such as
H_trfford Today and through the use of videotapes addressing the remedial
activities at Hanford as well as the natural resources and cultural resources
heritage of the site.

•

Waste Reduction and Recycling Initiatives - WHC, PNL and the Hanford
Environmental Health Foundation exhibit a commitment to environmental
protection demonstrated by their waste reduction and recycling programs.

ES-2

•

Radioactive and Mixed Waste -- Overall, the radioactive and mixed waste
program at WHC is strong. The site has met the criteria for exclusionfrom
the mixed waste moratorium, and currently is completing constructionof the
first DOE ResourceConservationand Recovery Act (RCRA-)compliantmixed
waste disposaltrench (equippedwith liners, leachate collection,holding
tanks, etc.). The solid waste management group actively audits #enerators
against waste acceptance criteria.

•

EnvironmentalRemediation/Decontamination and Decommissioning(D&D)
Activity -- The environmental remediation and D&D programsappear to be
well managed and proactive in stabilizing radiologicallycontaminated areas.

•

Quality of WHC's Formal Documentation -- WHC's goals to maintain an
exceptionally high quality of formal documentation, both in proceduresand
quality assurance, was, in the estimation of the audit team, among the best
in DOE complex.

•

Quality improvement Initiatives -- PNL has initiated proactivequality
assurance activities and the ProcessQuality Department has been working
closely with project managersto initiate processimprovementactivities.

•

RadiologicalEmergency Respon_ -- WHC has developed a model technical
approach for radiologicaiemergency response.

Overall, Hanford has been effective, to varying degrees, in addressingthe myriad
environmentalissues and responsibilitiesit faces. This is a challengingperiod for Hanford,
since it is transitioningfrom a defense program missionto one of environmental
remediation. Although some deficiencies were observed by the audit team in
environmentalmanagement and environmentalcompliance, the generalconsensusof the
audit team was that top management of RL, WHC, and PNL have committed themselves
and their organizationsto resolvingthe organizational, management, and resource issues
affecting the program.
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

This report documents the results of the routine environmentalaudit of the Hanford Site
(Hanford), located near the Tri-Cities area of southeasternWashington State. The onsite
portion of the audit was conducted May 2-13, 1994, by the DOE Office of Environmental
Audit (EH-24).
DOE 5482.1 B, "Environment, Safety, and Health AppraisalProgram," establishesthe
missionof EH-24, which is to provide comprehensive, independentoversight of DOE
complex-wide environmentalprograms on behalf of the Secretary of Energy. The ultimate
goal of EH-24 is to enhance environmental protection and minimizerisk to public health
and the environment. EH-24 accomplishes its mission by conductingsystematic and
periodicevaluations of the Department's environmental programswithin line organizations.
The Department also uses supplementalactivities to strengthen self-assessment and
oversight functions within program, field, and contractor organizations.
These evaluationsfunction as a vehicle to apprise the Secretary and program managers of
the current status and vulnerabilitiesof Departmental environmentalactivities and
environmentalmanagement systems. Several types of evaluationsare conducted,
including:
=

comprehensive baselineenvironmentalaudits;

=

routine environmental audits;

•

environmental management assessments; and

•

special issue reviews.

The purpose, scope, and approach of the routine environmentalaudit of Hanford are
describedbelow.
1.1

PURPOSE

The purposeof the routine environmental audit of Hanford was to providethe Secretary of
Energy, through the Assistant Secretary for Environment,Safety and Health, with concise
information pertaining to the following 8reas:
•

The adequacy of environmental management programsand organizations;

•

DOE vulnerabilitiesand liabilitiesassociated with environmental management
practices;

•

Compliance with environmental laws and regulations,DOE Orders, and DOE
environmental policies (as identified in Appendix E) that address
environmental management programs;

=

Adherence to best management (and accepted industry) practices pertaining
to environmental management programs;

1-1

•

Progressand effectiveness of environmental corrective actions resulting from
the 1990 Tiger Team Assessment; and

•

Noteworthy environmentalmanagement practices.

The information gathered duringthis audit and embodiedin this report will assist DOE in
determiningpatterns and trends in environmentaldeficienciesand strengths. The Assistant
Secretary for EnvironmentalManagement, the directors of the Offices of EnergyResearch
and LaboratoryManagement, and DOE RichlandOperations Office (RL), are expected to
use this information to develop corrective actions; to identify root causes; to make
appropriate modificationsto specific programsto prevent recurrence; and to implement
lessons-learnedprograms to ensure broadapplicationsto other operations, programs, and
facilities.
1.2

SCOPE

The scope of the audit includedthe eight environmentalmanagement disciplinesdescribed
in Protocolsfor Conductina EnvironmentalManaaement Assessments (DOE/EH-0326), and
a programmaticassessmentof the groundwater and surface water monitoringprograms.
The management disciplineswere organizationalstructure (OS); environmentalcommitment
(EC); environmentalprotection programs(EP); formality of environmental programs(FP);
internal and external communication(IC); staff resources, training, and development (SR);
program evaluation, reporting, and corrective action (PE); and environmental planningand
risk management (RM).
Environmentalmanagement was evaluated within and among RL, Westinghouse Hanford
Company (WHC), and Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL). In addition, a limited review of
the environmental management programsof ICF Kaiser Hanford Company (ICF KH) and
Hanford EnvironmentalHealth Foundation(HEHF) was conducted. One Hanford
environmentalprogram omitted from the scope of this audit was the Tank Waste
Remediation System. This omissionwas due primarilyto the significant involvement of
EH-24 in the Hanford Tank Farm Mentoring Program.

1.3

APPROACH

The routine environmentalaudit was conducted in accordance with the DOE Environmenta!
Audit Proaram Guidance (January 1994 Draft Final), Protocolsfor Conductina
I_nvironmentalManaaement Assessmentsof DOE Or0anizations (DOE/EH-0326), and
Performance Objectives and Criteria for Conductina DOE EnvironmentalAudits
(DOE/EH-0358). Accepted assessmenttechniques were followed.
The audit was conducted by a team of professionalsmanaged by a DOE Headquarters
Team Leaderand Deputy Team Leaderfrom EH-24, and staffed by technical and
administrative support contractor personnel. The names, areas of responsibility,
affiliations, and biographicalsketches of the team members are providedin Appendix A.
The audit includedthree phases: planning,conducting onsite activities, and reporting.
As part of the planning phase, a memorandumwas sent to Hanford announcingthe audit
and requestinginformation about Hanford management systems and selected
1-2

environmental programs. A pre-audit site visit was conducted April 7, 1994. The site's
responseto the information requested, combinedwith the pre-audit site visit information,
formed the basisfor the "Plan for the DOE RoutineEnvironmentalAudit of the Hanford
Site" (see Appendix B), which included a preliminaryschedule for onsite activities. The
audit team modified the preliminaryschedule duringthe onsite activities as more
information was obtained and additionalareas of interest were identified.
Onsite audit activities includedinterviews with RL personnel,contractor employees, and
State regulators;document reviews (includingpreviousaudit and self-assessment reports);
and observationsof actual environmental management activities or operations. The audit
team conducted daily debriefs that were attended by RL and contractor personnel. Using
information from site observations,document reviews, and interviews, the audit team
developed findings, as discussedin S_ections2.0 and 3.0 of this report. Lists of site
documents reviewed and interviews performed are providedin Appendices C and D,
respectively.
Deficiencies identified by the audit team were categorized as findings. Findingsare
conditionsthat, in the judgment of the team, may not satisfy one or more of the following:
environmentalregulations;DOE Orders; ConsentAgreements with regulatory agencies;
environmental permit conditions;DOE or contractor environmentalpoliciesarid procedures;
regulatory agency guidance;accepted industry practices or technical standards; DOE
guidance; and/or best management practices.
Overviews and findings are detailed in Section 3.0 and are organizedinto the eight
environmentalmanagement disciplines,as identified in Section 1.2 of the Introduction.
TC_eoverview and findingsthat address groundwater and surface water monitoring are
found in the environmentalprotection programs (EP)discipline. Each finding is organized
into three sections: the performance objective, the finding statement, and a discussionof
the facts and observationssupportingthe finding. The performance objectives specify the
Particularstandards against which the finding is being evaluated. The findings are not
arranged in order of relative significance.
When documentingenvironmentalmanagement and specific environmental compliance
concerns in the report, the concern is called a "finding." No other terms are used. The
bases for specific environmentalcompliancefindings usuallyare non-compliance with a
regulatory or agency-related requirement, and/or non-adherenceto a good industrial
practice. Such terms as "compliance findings"and "best management practice findings"
usually are associated with these concerns. Further, these two terms are found in the
context of environmentalcomplianceaudits, rather than environmentalmanagement
assessments. On the other hand, the basesfor environmentalmanagement findings
usually are associated with voluntary standards that are designedto achieve environmental
excellence, thus going beyondthe minimum standard for environmentalcompliance.
Since the management findings usually are associated with management practices rather
than environmentalrequirements, the use of the terms "compliance finding" or "best
management practice" would serve only to diminishthe importance of any management
finding. Hence, when developinga corrective action plan with schedules and milestones,
each management- related finding should be addressedas though it were at least as
important, if not more important, than a specific compliance-relatedfinding. This is
because the management principles,when effectively developed and employed, can ensure
1-3

that line organizationsacross entire facilities achieve sustained excellence in overall
environmental
performance.

1.4

BACKGROUND AND PROJECTDESCRIPTION

Hartfordoccupies 560 square miles of semi-arid desert in southeastern Washington State.
This land area, with restricted publicaccess, provides a buffer for the smaller areas used
for operations, waste storage, and waste disposal. The Columbia River flows through the
northern part of the site, and, turning south, it forms part of the eastern boundary. The
Yakima River runs along part of the southern boundaryand joins the ColumbiaRiver near
the city of Richland. Adjoining areas to the west, north, and east are principallyrange and
agriculturallands that include vineyards, orchards, and both dry and irrigatedfarms.
Immediately southeast of the site, the cities of Richland, Kennewick, and Pasco (often
called the Tri-Cities) comprisethe nearest population center, with about 150,000 residents.
Figure 1-1 shows the regional setting of Hanford. Figure 1-2 is the Hanford site map.
Hanford was chosen for the Manhattan Project in 1943 to produce plutoniumfor the
world's first nuclear weapons. An important factor in the original selection of Hanford was
the presence of the ColumbiaRiver, which could provide the large volumes of water
needed to cool nuclear reactors. Although defense productionhas been a prime missionof
Hanford for most of its existence, the missionhas changed over the years. Today, there
are virtually no productionactivities. The focus has been shifted to environmentalcleanup
and remediation;scientific and environmental research; development and applicationof
radioactiveand hazardouswaste management technology; and the design, construction,
and operation of major energy-related test and development facilities.
As a result of Henford operations, the ColumbiaRiver is one of the most studied rivers in
the world. Routinemonitoring began in 1945, shortly after the start-up of the original
productionreactors. River water and sediments are collected from a numberof locations
and water from selected riverbank springs (seeps) is also sampled. Samplesof various
speciesof wildlife (e.g., fish, clams, and waterfowl) are routinely collected. Local
agriculturalproductsthat are irrigatedwith river water downstream of Hanford (e.g.,
alfalfa, wheat, apples, and cherries), and wine produced from locally grown grapes and
milk from local dairy farms also are routinely sampled. Results of these samplingactivities
are summarizedannually in the Annual Site EnvironmentalReport.
In 1991, as a reflection of its changing mission, management responsibilityfor Hanford
was transferred from the Office of Defense Programs (DP) to the Office of Environmental
Restorationand Waste Management (EM). This office has undergone reorganizationand is
today the Office of EnvironmentalManagement, with EnvironmentalRestorationand Waste
Management being offices in the new organization. In addition, the Offices of Energy
Researchand LaboratoryManagement have management responsibilityfor PNL. Day-today oversight and program management of Hanford is performed by RL, which currently
has a staff of 421 people.
In addition to the routine DOE contractor monitoring and surveillance programs,other nonDOE programs perform environmental surveillanceat Hanford. Both the Washington public
Power Supply System, which operates an electrical power generating reactor on land
leased by the State from DOE, and U.S. Ecology, Inc., which operates a nuclear waste
1-4
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disposalsite on land leased by the State from DOE, perform environmentalsurveillanceto
assure compliance with the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commissionand Washington State
Department of Health (WDOH) regulations. WDOH also performsan environmental
monitoringand surveillancepro_;3,_ at Hanford which includescollocated sampling,split
sampling,and compliance samplingwith both DOE and non-DOE programs.
The Hanford Site currently employs a total work force of approximately 18,000 people.
The RL organization includessupportand line organizationsresponsiblefor the oversight
and management of the site contractors. WHC is the management and operating
concractorfor the site, and manages its own subcontractors,includingICF KH, a
contractor that hasassumed significantfacility management and support roles in addition
to its construction responsibility. WHC leads the site's environmentalcleanup and
environmentalremediation activities under the Tri-Party Agreement between the
EnvironmentalProtectionAgency, the Washington State Department of Ecology, and DOE.
Battelle Memorial Institute operates PNL, a multi-programnational laboratory and research
and development center for the site. PNL's missionsare to advance science and to rapidly
develop and deploy technology. Hanford EnvironmentalHealth Foundation (HEHF) provides
personnelhealth servicesin the fields of occupetional medicine, behavioralsciences, and
industrial hygiene for DOE and its Hanford contractors. Figures 1-3, 1-4, and 1-5 provide
organizationalcharts for RL, WHC, and PNL, respectively.
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2.0

SUMMARY OF ROUTINE ENVIRONMENTAL AUDIT RESULTS

The following summarizesthe resultsand conclusionsof the routine environmental audit of
the Hanford Site (Hanford) conducted May 2-13, 1994.
The focus of this audit was to have been a standard follow-on to the EnvironmentalSurvey
(I 988), the Tiger Team Assessment (I 990), and the Environment,Safety and Health
(ES&H) ProgressAssessment (1992). However, the transition from the Office of Defense
Programs(DP) to the Office of EnvironmentalManagement (EM), with the accompanying
change to the Hanford mission, made it more logical for this audit to consider the new
missionin concert with the activities that occurredunder the old mission. Relevant issues
identified during the previous assessmentswere also considered. In addition, this audit
emphasizedthe environmentalmanagement assessmentapproach developed by the Office
of EnvironmentalAudit (EH-24).
Overall, Hanford has been effective, to varying degrees, in addressingthe myriad
environmental issues and responsibilitiesfacing them. Although this audit revealed some
environmentalmanagement and compliance deficiencies,the audit team observed
extensive effort at all levels toward resolvingthe organizational,management, and
resourceissues affecting the program.
During the audit, 12 findings were identified, I0 of which were in management systems
disciplines. Two were in the groundwater monitoringtechnical discipline. The finding
numbersand titles are presented in Table 2-I.
The audit team identified a number of strengths in the environmentalprogramat Hanford.
The following areas represent pockets of excellence within the overall program.
•

Employee Concern Program-- The EmployeeConcern Programaddressesall
concernsthat are submitted. Concerns are directed to the highest level of
management necessaryto adequately investigate the issue. The Hanford
EnvironmentalConcern Programhas been used as the model for programsat
a number of DOE sites (e.g., the Savannah River Plant and the Albuquerque,
Oak Ridge, and Nevada OperationsOffices).

•

External Communication -- Hanford has undertaken a number of initiatives in
the area of external communication, includingthe production of three
videotapes relevant to the relationshipbetween the site and the surrounding
communities. The latest, relating to Native American heritage, was reviewed
by the local tribes during production. Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) has
been providinga large amount of site information to school teachers
throughout the state, and is currently developing a teaching guide to
accompany the videos.
The PublicOutreach Program,includingsuch publicationsas Hanford Today.
has been successfulto the extent that several of the public interest groups
have opted not to request hearings on recent Environmental Impact
Statements. When hearingsare held, they are now are participative rather
than unidirectional. The Hanford communicationsorganizationscontinue to
seek innovative ways to publicizeHanford activities. The Washington State
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Department of Ecology (WDOE) also has lauded an overall opening-up and
sharing of information by the site.
•

Waste Reduction and Recycling Initiatives - WHC has prevented 530,000
liters of liquid chemicals and 120,000 kilograms of solid chemicals from
becoming waste. In addition, WHC recycles cardboard, office paper, scrap
metals, antifreeze, gel cell, lead acid batteries, etc. Hanford Environmental
Health Foundation (HEHF) has reduced ozone-depleting chemical purchases
by two-thirds (35 kilogram_ par year to 10 kilograms per year) through
redistillation. The PNL Poilution Prevention Program recycles unopened and
opened chemicals to other laboratory centers within PNL, thus reducing
chemical purchases and disposal. Similar programs are being initiated in
other areas at the site.

•

Radioactive and Mixed Waste - Overall, the radioactive and mixed waste
program at Westinghouse Hanford Company (WHC) is strong. The site has
met the criteria for exclusion from the mixed waste moratorium, and
currently is completing construction of the first DOE Resource Conservation
and Recovery Act (RCRA-) compliant mixed waste disposal trench (equipped
with liners, leachate collection, holding tanks, etc.). The solid waste
management group actively audits generators against waste acceptance
criteria.

•

Environmental RemediationlDecontamination
and Decommissioning (D&D)
Activity -- The environmental remediation and D&D programs appear to be
proactive with regard to stabilization of radiologically contaminated areas
(e.g., cribs, ponds, and inactive waste sites).

•

Quality of WHC's Formal Documentation -- The quality of the formal
documentation of environmental programs within WHC, in terms of both
procedures and quality assurance, was deemed by the audit team to be
among the best in the DOE complex.

•

Quality Improvement Initiatives - PNL has initiated proactive quality
assurance activities and the Process Quality Department has been working
closely with project managers to initiate process improvement activities. For
example, in the Groundwater Surveillance Project, the project manager and
the Process Quality Department have started efforts to develop streamlined,
cost-effective data management processes.

•

Radiological Emergency Responses -- WHC has developed a "model"
approach for radiological emergency response. The approach involves a
hazard assessment of each facility with a source term inventory
determination, accident scenario development, offsite dose calculation for
worst-case releases, and plotting of those doses versus distance for
emergency zone delineation and protective action guide response. The
results of these efforts are summarized by facility and printed on laminated
tabletop cards for first responders. Emergency response authority is well
defined, and facilities and support equipment are provided. Tabletop
scenarios are drilled monthly and field exercises are drilled quarterly. This
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emergency responseplan has been shared with other DOE facilities (e.g.,
Fernald EnvironmentalManagement Project and the Savannah River Plant).
2.1

FINDINGS SUMMARY

The following paragraphsbriefly describe the findings in management systems and the
technical disciplinediscussedin the Hanford Site Routine EnvironmentalAudit Report. Full
details for each disciplineare found in the overviews and findings in Section 3 of this
report.
Or0anizatiorlStructure (OS). There were three findings in this portion of the audit. The
first pertains to unclear organizationalroles, responsibilities,and authority at Hanford; the
second relates to difficulties in resolvingroutine data validation issues in the Hanford
monitoringprogramsas a result of organizationalissueswithin the PNL Analytical Support
ServicesProject; and the third relates to insufficient integration of environmental programs
and activities. The overview of this disciplineis found in Section 3.1.1.
EnvironmentalCommitment (EC). There was one finding in this portion of the audit,
pertainingto top management's not having presented definitive indicators of a full
commitmentto environmental excellence. The overview of this disciplineis found in
Section 3.2.1.
EnvironmentalProtection Proorams(EP). There was one finding identified in this portion of
the audit, relating to the lack of a formal environmentalas low as reasonably achievable
(ALARA) program for comprehensiveevaluations of Hanford activities and facilities, as
required by DOE 5400.5. Parts of such a program exist within the various organizationsat
the site, but they have not been integrated into a complete program. The overview of this
disciplineis found in Section 3.3.1.
Groundwater/Surface Water Monitorin_a.There were two findings in this portion of the
audit. The first relates to the incomplete integration of the multiple groundwater
monitoringprogramsat Hanford; the second pertains to the fact that some elements of the
Hanford Groundwater Protection Management Programhave not been fully implemented.
Improvementsin these areas have been noted since the May 1992 ProgressAssessment,
but the deficiencieshave not yet been fully corrected. The overview of this discipline is
found in Section 3.3.3.1.1.
Formalityof EnvironmentalPrograms(FP). There was one finding in this portion of the
audit. While overall formality of environmentalprogramsat Hanford was deemed
adequate, oversight was not sufficiently formal and consistent. This includes policiesand
procedures,findings and regulatory tracking, and field surveillanceand documentation.
The overview of this discipline is found in Section 3.4.1.
Internal and External Communication(IC). There was one finding in this portion of the
audit, relating to deficienciesin internal communicationwhich contribute to problemswith
requireddata reporting and communicationof programrationale/strategy. There were no
findingsrelating to external communication. The overview of this discipline is found in
Section 3.5.1.
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Staff Resources, Training. and DeveloDment (SR). There was one finding identified in this
portion of the audit, relating to the limitations placed on Richland Operations Office's (RL)
oversight of Hanford sitewide environmental management by limited technical staff
resources. A carefully placed infusion of new personnel authorized for RL is expected to
provide some relief for this problem. The overview of this discipline is found in Section
3.6.1.
Program Evaluation. Reoortino. and Corrective Action (PE). There was one finding
identified in this portion of the audit, relating to the lack of a comprehensive, integrated
self-assessment program. Such a program must involve such elements as program
charters and implementation plans, comprehensive scope, performance objectives and
criteria, and schedules. The program must include all levels of organization, avoid
duplication and gaps, and promote a culture of accountability; it must ensure timely
implementation of corrective action. The overview of this discipline is found in Section
3.7.1.
Environmental plannina Qnd Risk Manaoement (RM). There was one finding identified in
this portion of the audit, pertaining to management of certain hazardous materials that are
radioactively contaminated. The issues cited indicate that risk management is not
uniformly applied. The overview of this discipline is found in Section 3.8.1.
2.2

KEY FINDINGS

A key finding is a group of observations relating to a single issue which, in the judgment of
the audit team, is essential to understanding the nature and scope of the environmental
management deficiencies of the facility audited. The key findings are:
*

Environmental Program Integration -- There is inadequate integration and/or
coordination of many environmental management activities among the contractors
and RL.
Hanford has multiple contractors, each with its own functions and objectives.
Cross-communication between these activities usually is conducted on an informal
basis, with inconsistent results. Formal integration plans are generally absent. For
example: There is no sitewide environmental ALARA program, although pieces of
one exist in various organizations; a wide variety of monitoring functions are
conducted by many parties, often informally coordinated, but without a sitewide
plan; and a variety of self-assessment and oversight activities are conducted and
tracked in several systems without adequate coordination. These issues, among
others, are being addressed by top management in the current reorganization
planning.

*

Program Oversight and Control - There is inadequate oversight and control of the
Hartford environmental program by RL.
Primarily due to resource constraints and organizational issues, RL is not adequately
overseeing contractor environmental operations to assure efficient pursuit of
compliance with requirements and, ultimately, environmental excellence. RL is not
providing sufficient guidance and direction, oversight, direct involvement in
environmental issues, or self-assessment. The primary causes appear to be lack of

staff resourcesand somewhat unclear roles and responsibilities. The former is
being addressed with a significant infusionof full-time-equivalent employees, and
the latter is being dealt with via plannedorganizationalchanges.
The individual findings in Chapter 3 contain much more detail on these issues. While these
areas present a big challenge, they also provide an excellent opportunity to make the
changes that will make environmentalexcellence a reality.
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3.0

ENVIRONMENTAL AUDIT OVERVIEWS AND FINDINGS

The audit findingsare presented in the following pages and are not necessarilyin order of
importance. They are groupedby area of investigation,as listed in the protocols for
Conductin9 EnvironmentalMana0ement Assessments(DOE/EH-0326). This set of
protocols is one of the primarytools used by the Office of Environm6ntalAudit (EH-24)
team to conduct this audit. In addition to these protocols, the technical specialists used
the DOE EnvironmentalAudit Program Guidance(January 1994 Draft Final) and
PerformanceOb!ectivesand Criteria for Conductina DOE Environmental Audits
(DOE/EH-0358) to conduct the audit. Each area of investigation is introduced by an
overview that describes(1) the approach taken by the management or technical specialist
in conductingthat portion of the audit; (2) Hanford programsand activities related to the
area of investigation; (3) characterization of the strengths and weaknesses of Hanford's
environmental management activities; and (4) a brief summary of the findings. Each
finding is organizedinto three sections: the performanceobjectives, the finding statement,
and a discussionof the details of the finding. The performance objectives section specifies
the particular practices or standardsagainst which the finding is being evaluated. In many
cases, where the phrase "best management practices" appears in the performance
objective, there are no specific regulatory or DOE references cited. Where this occurs, the
best management practices are often based upon the protocolsdescribedabove. The
finding statement providesa concise descriptionof an issue requiring resolution. The
discussionsection details the facts and observationssupporting the finding.
Within each finding, references to other findings, interviews, and documents are presented
parenthetically. An example of a referenced finding is: "(see Finding EP-1)," in which EP
stands for "EnvironmentalProtection Programs,"and "1" is the finding number. The
abbreviationsused to identify findings are as follows:
OS
EC
EP
FP
IC
SR
PE
RM

OrganizationalStructure
EnvironmentalCommitment
EnvironmentalProtection Programs
Formalityof EnvironmentalPrograms
Internal and External Communication
Staff Resources,Training, and Development
Program Evaluation, Reporting,and Corrective Action
EnvironmentalPlanningand RiskManagement

These abbreviationsare used rather than the more conventional annotation for
environmentalmanagement findings (i.e., EM-1) so that the reader can more easily
determine the specific areas of investigation from which the finding was derived. The
groundwater/surface water monitoringportion of the audit is reported in the environmental
protection programssubsectionof the report.
Someaudit team specialistscovered more than one of the areas listed above. As such,
interviews and document reviews quite often were completed with multiple areas of
responsibilityin mind. In order to reduce unnecessaryduplication when referencing
interviews and documents, they are identified as follows. An example of a referenced
interview is (I-A-l) where "1"denotes an interview, "A" denotes an individualaudit team
member, and "1" is the assigned sequential interview number. Documents referenced for
this audit are designated first by the letter "D" for document, followed by a letter
3-1

designation for each specialist as described betow, followed by a sequential number (e.g.,
D-A-l). The list of documents reviewed and interviews conducted are presented in
Appendices C and D respectively.
Designator

gg.Lg
A

Stow Walker

B

David J. Allard

C

Edward F. Maher

D

Mark O. Heuberger

E

James C. Melloni, Jr.

F

Joseph Lischinsky
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3.1

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

3.1.1

Overview

The purpose of the organizationalstructure portion of the routine environmentalaudit was
to evaluate whether Hanford's environmentalmanagement organizationis consistent with
the overall organizationalstructure; whether roles and responsibilitiesare well defined,
clearly communicated and understood, and supportedby appropriate management systems
and documentation; and whether a group independentof line management is responsible
for the policy and standards development and oversight functions. The regulations,
requirements, and guidelinesused to ev, "Jate the site are shown in Appendix E.
The general approach to this portion of the audit includeda review of background
documents provided by Hanford and onsite interviews with key personnel. Documents
reviewed included organizationalcharts, organizationalunit descriptions, position
descriptions, and a variety of other documents that describethe current organizational
structure and roles at the RichlandOperations Office (RL), Westinghouse Hanford Company
(WHC), Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL), and ICF Kaiser Hanford Company (ICF KH).
Interviews were conducted with selected managersand staff of several RL support and line
offices, divisions, and branches,including RL Office of the Manager; Office of the Deputy
Manager; Office of EnvironmentalAssurance, Permitsand Policy (RL-EAP);Office of Chief
Counsel;Office of Chief FinancialOfficer; Office of the Assistant Manager for Technical
Support; and the Office of the Assistant Manager for EnvironmentalManagement.
Interviews also were conducted with individualsfrom WHC, PNL, and ICF KH organizations
with relevant environmental planning, implementation,and oversight roles, responsibilities,
and authority.
At Hanford, the RL manager, with assistance from the deputy manager, has primary
responsibilityand authority for overall line management and operations. The RL manager
reports to the Assistant Secretary for EnvironmentalManagement at DOE Headquarters
(DOE HQ). The RL Assistant Managers report to the RL Manager, as well as to their
respective EnvironmentalManagement, Energy Research,and Laboratory Management
organizationalcounterparts at DOE HQ. The RL organizationincludes support and line
organizationsresponsiblefor the oversight and management of the site contractors. WHC
is the management and operating contractor for the site, and manages its own
subcontractors. One such contractor, ICF KH, has assumedsignificant facility
management and support roles in addition to its constructionresponsibility. The site
subcontractorsto WHC report directly to WHC, which in turn reports directly to RL. Each
WHC manager has an identified RL contact for management and reporting activities.
RL roles, responsibilities,and authority for environmentalmanagement generally are clear,
but in some cases involve matrix relationshipsbetween support and line organizations.
Specific ro_es,responsibilities,and authority then are less clear or inconsistentlyrecognized
by all parties. There has been no comprehensivereview of missionstatements developed
by individual RL organizationsto ensure congruence,clarity, and adequate formality. In
addition, DOE HQ maintains a high level of involvementin certain Hartford decisions, and
there is uncertainty about roles, responsibilities,and authority between RL management
and DOE HQ.
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The organizationalstructure of environmentalmanagement functions among contractors
and subcontractorsis characterized by generally clearer lines of authority. WHC
subcontractorsare responsiblefor conducting their environmentalmanagement activities,
and reportingtheir performanceto WHC, which in turn reports to RL. PNL, an RL
contractor, is responsiblefor its own environmentalmanagement programs, and reports
directly to RL.
The roles, responsibilities,and authority of the compliance function in RL's Regulatory
Policy, Planning,and Analysis staff within the Office of EnvironmentalAssurance, Permits
and Policyis of particularconcern. Although the RL regulatory compliance specialistsare
assignedto this office, managersin RL line organizationshave the final decision-making
authority for projects. Tensionexists between those who are focusing on demonstrating
tangible progressin the site's missionand those who are knowledgeable about potential
and real legal complicationsposed by any proposedplan of action. This is a result of the
high environmentalcomplianceprofile of Hanford operations, the complicated nature of
problemson the site, and the need for the site to demonstrate cost-effective success of
operations. RL must increase its effort to ensure that the environmental compliance
assuranceand project management functions of its organizationare adequately staffed and
effectively integratedto producethe most informed level of project management decisionmaking possible. The events surroundingthe delay in the disclosureto the Washington
State Department of Ecology(WDOE) of the presenceof mixed waste in PNL's 324 Bldg.
B-Cell illustrate the management challenges and regulatory risks involved.
Hanford's organizationalstructure, including roles, responsibilities,and authority, is
changing. The lack of clarity within RL in part reflects the overall change in site mission
from defense programsto environmentalremediation. The need for additional clarity in RL
roles, responsibilities,and authority had been identified priorto this audit, most recently
during the Stand-Down conducted by RL in January 1994. "Undefined mission, roles, and
responsibilities,accountabilities,authorities, etc." was specified as one of the major
obstacles to improved performanceat Hanford, and is one of the four areas selected by RL
top management for followup analysisand corrective action. In addition to the RL
reorganizationnow being formulated by RL top management to reflect a sitewide project
management orientation, there are several other ongoingefforts at Hanford designedto
introduceand measure processimprovements. These activities will result in further
clarification of Hanford management's organizationalroles, responsibilities,and authority.
It is also important to note that Bechtel Hanford, Inc. (BHI) will assume WHC's current
Hanford cleanup responsibilitiesas the site's first EnvironmentalRestoration Contractor on
July 1, 1994. Although the exact details of the BHI organization have not yet been
determined, it will reinforce the RL reorientationtowards integrated, sitewide project
management.
There are three findings in the area of organizationalstructure. The first pertains to the
lack of clarity in RL's organizationalroles, responsibilities,and authority; the second
pertains to specific organizationalproblemsinvolvingthe PNL Analytical Support Services
Projectand the PNL Laboratory SubcontractingDepartment, which effectively prevent
routine resolutionof data validity issues in Hanford environmental monitoring programs;
and the third is related to a lack of integration of environmental programsand activities.
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3.1.2

Findinas

0S-1:

RL OrganizationalStructure and Roles and Responsibilities

PerformanceObjective: DOE 5400.1, "General EnvironmentalProtection Program,"
requiresthat DOE organizationsdevelop management plansthat clearly define the roles
and responsibilitiesfor environmentalmanagement activities.
DOE 5480.19, "Conduct of Operations RequirementsFor DOE Facilities," states that clear
lines of authority and responsibilityfor operations shouldbe established.
DOE 4700.1, "Project Management System," establishesguidelinesfor project
management systems that entail the establishment of clear lines of authority and other
basesfor managingprograms.
DOE 5700.6C, "Quality Assurance," requiresthat roles, responsibilities,and authority
shouldbe well conceived, well defined, clearly communicated, and understood by all
personnel.
Best management practices suggest that the structure of the organization should be such
that environmentalmanagement functions are congruent and effectively integrated with
other functions and processes. Roles, responsibilities,and authority should be well defined
and clearly communicated to effectively manage environmentalissues. Authority should
be delegated to organizationallevels that can ensure the effective implementation of
environmentalprograms.
Finding: The overall RL organizationalstructure is not uniformly supported by clear roles,
responsibilities,and lines of authority to ensure efficient and effective decision-makingand
implementation of environmentalprograms at Hanford.
Dkmuuion: Sitewide organizationaladherence to agreed-upon roles and responsibilitiesis
particularlyimportant at Hanford. The complexity and number of problemsat this location
requireinformedand well-defined interactions between RL and DOE HQ organizationsthat
includeEnvironmentalManagement, EnergyResearch, and Laboratory Management. In
addition, there must be an effective matrix of relationshipsbetween RL line or,janizations
that are responsiblefor project management, and RL support organizationsthat have
specific knowledge and experience necessary for successful project planning and
implementation. The requirement for a clear framework of explicit roles, responsibilities,
and authority is underscoredby the current DOE HQ, RL, and Tri-Party Agreement
emphasison achieving significant new economies in Hanford operationsand on
demonstratingcompetence and environmental excellence to regulators and the public.
Althoughthe organizationgenerally is adequately structured to support Hanford operations,
this audit has identified areas where further definition is required. RL management
recognizesthat its current system of roles, responsibilities,and authority, which governs
interaction among DOE HQ, RL, and contractors, must reflect the overall transition now
under way at Hanford from a defense program missionto one of environmental
remediation. Althoughthe organizationalreform processis under way, results have not yet
been fully developed. The current organizationreflects Hanford's environmental mission,
to a certain extent, through changes in divisionnames and missiondescriptions; however,
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it does not explicitly reflect the new integrated, sitewide, project orientation embraced by
RL management. IndividualRL organizationalroles, responsibilities,and authority,
including individualdivision and branch missionstatements recently created as part of the
Training Development Program retreats conducted by the Oak Ridge Institute for Science
and Education, have not yet been subjected to a comprehensive review by senior
management to ensure overall consistency (I-A-5, I-A-1 6, and I-A-20).
Of particular concern is the need for increased understandingand agreement on the
appropriate roles of RLsupport organizationsin RL and contractor project management
decisions with respect to regulatory compliance. The mission statement of the Office of
EnvironmentalAssurance, Permits and Policy (RL-EAP)includes the following compliance
and permitting responsibilitiesto:
•

ensure that all Hanford activities are conducted in an environmentally
compliant manner;

•

support all Hanford environmentalpermitting operations;

•

establish permitting proceduresand protocol;

•

provideregulatory interpretation, general guidance, and assistanceto RL
divisions, RL project offices, and site contractors in obtainingall
environmental permits consistent with requirements set forth in DOE Orders
and Federal, State, and local laws and regulations;and

•

serve as the RL focal point for interactions with the regulatory agencies for
negotiating the conditionsand issuanceof environmental permits (D-A-37).

•

Nevertheless, as part of the customary project planningand management process, RL and
contractor line organizationsperform internallyactivities that are part of the missionof
RL-EAP. At times, these activities place the line organizationsand RL-EAPin conflict. For
example, there have been recent instances when RL line organizationshave chosen to:
•

develop regulatory positions internallywithout consultingRL-EAP;

•

supportregulatory interpretations contrary to those of RL-EAP;and/or

•

initiate discussions/negotiationswith regulators independentof RL-EAP
(I-A-18).

Events surroundingthe delay in the disclosureto the Washington State Department of
Ecology(WDOE) of the presence of mixed waste in PNL's 324 Bldg. B-Cellillustrates the
management challenges and regulatory risks involved in the practices listed above.
Without properrecognition of the organizationalroles and responsibilitiesof RL-EAP,
Henford will experience difficulties in the planning and integration of environmental
compliance issues with line organization management.
The problem of inconsistent reliance on RL-EAPfor regulatory guidance is exacerbated by
inadequate staffing in RL-EAP. This shortage of personnellimits the office's ability to track
all projects and issuesand address all inquiriesfrom RL line organizationsand contractors
3-6

in a timely manner. Although RL-EAPwill receive 9 of the 12 additionalfull-time-equivalent
employees that it requested duringthe recent Office of EnvironmentalManagement bid
process, these additions will be allocated broadly across the office's many responsibilities,
includingmanagement of the Tri-Party Agreement. As a result, RL-EAPindicated that the
increased staff will not be sufficient to proactively manage all of Hanford's compliance
issues (I-A-24) (see Finding SR-1).
Another area of concern relates to the lack of comprehensivemanagement of selfassessmentactivities conducted throughout Hanford. Self-assessmentactivities at the site
currently are performed under multiple programs by multiple organizations,including groups
within RL, WHC, and PNL. There is no RL management system specifically charged with
integrating the results of these separate programs into a meaningful and useful summary of
sitewide self-assessment that would enable RL to fulfill its reporting responsibilities,
evaluate the performance of individualorganizationsand contractors, and more clearly
assessenvironmental risks throughout the site (see FindingPE-1).
It is important to note that the lack of clarity in organizationalroles, responsibilities,and
authority was explicitly recognized by RL and its contractors duringthe three-day StandDown in January 1994 (D-A-21). This issue was identified by RL management to be one
of four major obstacles to be addressed by the RL Post Stand-Down Action Plan. At a
recent LeadershipTeam meeting of RL senior managers, approval was given to initiate
implementation of the Action Plan (I-A-22). This work, along with the ongoing
reorganizationbeing conducted by the manager, deputy manager, and other senior
managers, is designed to addressthe issues raised by this finding (I-A-16).
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0S-2:

PNL Analytical Support Services Project

Performance Objective: DOE 5400.1, "General EnvironmentProtection Program," requires
that DOE organizationsdevelop management plans that clearly define the roles and
responsibilitiesfor environmentalmanagement activities.
DOE 5480.19, "Conduct of OperationsRequirementsfor DOE Facilities," states that clear
lines of authority and responsibilityfor operations should be established.
DOE 4700.1, "Project Management System," establishesguidelinesfor project
management systems that entail establishmentof clear lines of authority and other bases
for managing programs.
DOE 5700.6C, "Quality Assurance," requiresthat roles, responsibilities,and authority be
well conceived, well defined, clearly communicated, and understoodby all personnel.
Best management practices suggestthat the structure of the organizationshould be such
that environmental management functions are congruent and effectively integrated with
other functions and processes. Roles,responsibilities,and authority should be well defined
and clearly communicatedto effectively manage environmental issues. Authority should
be delegated to organizationallevels that can ensure the effective implementation of
environmental programs.
Finding: The roles, responsibilities,and authority of the management system used by the
PNL Analytical Support Services Project (ASSP) impede the efficient and effective
implementation of environmentalmonitoringprograms at Hanford.
Di=cu,ion: The need for an effective and efficient management system for environmental
monit_ing sample analysis is grounded in the fundamental requirement that Hanford
oPera_:ns demonstratecompetence and environmentalexcellence, as well as by the
curren_DOE HQ, RL, and Tri-Party Agreement (TPA) emphasis on achieving significant new
budget savings.
ASSP manages the analysis by subcontract laboratoriesof samplesfor most non-CERCLA
sitewide environmental monitoringactivities. These analytical activities are conducted for
many Hanford "customer" organizations,including RL, WHC, PNL, and Hanford
EnvironmentalHealth Foundation(HEHF), and consist of soil, solid and liquid wastes,
groundwater, surface water, air, and bioassay analyses.
A significant barrier to the resolutionof potential environmental monitoringdiscrepancies
involves requirements imposedby the PNL Laboratory Subcontracting Department. That
department has established a requirementthat its subcontractingrepresentative act as the
single point of contact with subcontract laboratories. Inspectionsof these laboratories,
however, are performed by ASSP quality assurance representatives and ASSP technical
task leaders without the presence of the subcontractingrepresentative. In addition, the
PNL Laboratory SubcontractingDepartment requiresthat its representative, who does not
have relevant technical qualifications,determine whether there is adequate justification for
discussingthe data discrepancy with the laboratory in question. The threshold requirement
for such • discussionbetween the environmentalmonitoringtechnical managers and the
laboratory is whether those requesting clarification of the data have developed formal and
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conclusive proof that the potential discrepancyis not the result of any sampling procedures
or practices by the Hanford "customer" organization(I-C-15, 16, 19, and 24).
The PNL LaboratorySubcontractingOffice controls were instituted following a lawsuit
several years ago involvinga former subcontract laboratory. Now, however, those
controls create unnecessaryand highly disruptive barriersto effective management of
sample data discrepancies. The requirements do not represent best management practices
for the routine resolutionof potential inconsistenciesin analytical data.
The PNL LaboratorySubcontractingOffice communicationlimitationshave had a noticeably
negative impact on Hanford environmental programs(I-C-15). The degree of difficulty
involved in meeting the requirementsfor a discussionwith the laboratory is substantial,
especially with respect to providingformal and conclusivesample quality assurances.
Laboratoryinspections, which are conducted in lieu of routine discussionsof suspected
discrepancies,are unsatisfactory for addressingthe questions surroundingthe analysis of a
specific sample at a particulartime, and have not produceduseful resolution of data
validity concerns. Taken together, these restrictionseffectively prevent the resolutionof
many questionsinvolvingsuspect sample data quality from environmental monitoring
activities sitewide.
For example, a suddenand substantial increase in tritium concentrations in air, which
occurred at the site duringthe first 6 months of 1992, was investigated only as part of a
subcontract analytical laboratory inspection. A brainstormingmeeting between ASSP
staff, environmental monitoringtechnical managers, and subcontractlaboratory personnel
was eventually held, following the laboratory inspection,to attempt to trace the problem;
however, it was late in coming and could not be considereda proper substitute for an
ongoingdialogue between data gatherers, managers, users, and the analytical laboratory.
The brainstormingmeeting was an exception to standard procedures,rather than a
recognitionof the need for routine, direct, easily organizedinteractionamong the parties
involved. In this case, the elevated tritium levels were presented in the 1992 Hanford Site
EnvironmentalReport, but could only be reported as "suspect." The actual source of high
samplereadings could not be identified through laboratory inspection (D-A-64).
The PNL manager of the ASSP is supported by four technical task leaders responsible for
interfacing with Hanford customer organizationsand the PNL subcontract and quality
assuranceorganizations. These task leaders also manage and participate in the interaction
between these laboratoriesand those within Hartfordwho must interpret the results and
use them to make project decisions. Three of the four technical task leaders are assigned
to managersin research and development groupselsewhere in the PNL organization, and
do not report directly to the manager of the PNL Office of Health and Environment, the line
organizationresponsiblefor ASSP activities. Under this arrangement, the primary
responsibilitiesof these three individualsare to other offices, and they devote less than 30
percent of their time to the ASSP (I-C-10 and I-C-24).
The indirect reporting relationshipbetween the PNLASSP manager and three of the
technical task leaders representsan inadequate level of management control of ASSP. The
ASSP manager shouldhave direct management control of project staff responsible for the
interaction between Hanford and its contractors on issues of oata validity. This issue was
recognizedand addressedwith respect to the fourth technical task leader, who has been
assignedto report directly to PNL's Office of Health and Environment. Nevertheless, the
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balance of the technical task leader responsibilitiesremain unconsolidatedamongthe three
part-time positions who report indirectlyto the ASSP manager (I-C-10 and I-C-15).
These concerns about the efficiency and effectiveness of the PNL ASSP have been raised
with PNL seniormanagement (I-C-10 and I-C-27), but no action has been taken to:
•

EnableASSP personnelto resolve data validity issueswith the contractor
without: (1) the presence of PNL Laboratory Subcontracting Department
staff; and (2) prior irrefutable proof that the cause for the sample data
validity concerns is not attributable to sampling activities.

•

Train ASSP staff and other appropriate Hanford personnelin contact with
laboratory contractors to be skilled in dealing with the issues which resulted
in the current high level of PNL Laboratory Subcontracting Department
oversight.

•

Consolidatethe three part-time technical task leader responsibilitiesinto one
position that would report directly to PNL's Office of Health and
Environment.
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0S-3:

Integration of Environmental Protection Programs and Activities

Performance Objective: DOE 5400.1, "General Environmental Protection Program,"
requires that DOE facilities design and implement a comprehensive environmental
protection program. Best management practices suggest that etl of a facility's
environmental activities be performed within a clearly defined and communicated structure
of environmental programs, projects, and activities, which guarantees that all such
activities are performed in a manner that ensures effective performance through the
integrated development of goals and objectives and consistency of missions, procedures,
and performance.
Finding: Some elements of Hanford's environmental programs do not provide an integrated
framework for coordination of program requirements, regulatory requirements, and similar
environmental activities among the multiple site contractors.
Discuuion:
DOE 5400.1, "General Environmental Protection Program," requires each DOE
facility to design and implement a comprehensive sitewide environmental protection
program. These programs may vary among contractors, depending on their missions and
specific operations. Both WHC and PNL have comprehensive programs and procedures for
their respective operations, and these programs and procedures appear to be reviewed and
updated on a regular basis. The baseline standards and policies of these contractors'
programs, however, are not integrated on a sitewide basis to facilitate management control
and oversight. This function is not contained in the roles, responsibilities, and authorities
of the RL organizations charged with oversight and reporting responsibilities related to
these programs.
Examples of activities that support the need for such programmatic integration include the
following:
•

RL's Hanford Site Waste Minimization Coordinator voluntarily transmits
semiannual waste minimization reports to the Washington State Department
of Ecology (WDOE). The information included in these reports is a result of
consolidation of the various site contractors' semiannual waste minimization
reports by WHC for RL. WHC, PNL, ICF Kaiser Hanford Company (ICF KH),
and the Hanford Environmental Health Foundation (HEHF), however, each
maintain separate Pollution Prevention Awareness Programs (PPAPs) as well
as stand-alone procedures.

•

Groundwater monitoring activities at Hanford currently ere performed under
multiple programs by multiple organizations, including organizations within
WHC, PNL, ICF KH, HEHF, and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE),
under the oversight of multiple organizations at RL. These programs are not
integrated to facilitate sitewide management and coordination (see Finding
EP-3).

•

In February 1993, RL contacted the chief executive officers of the four
principal contractors at Hanford and requested their assistance in
establishing the Hanford Training Council. The Council's charter suggests
that it "operate as a steering group and actively participate in the overall
planning of training programs at Hanford" (D-F-73). RL's goals for the
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Council included such items as development of a comprehensive, integrated
effort to meet new training requirements; eliminationof redundant training;
implementation of changed to make training at Hanford effective, adaptable,
and coordinated; and establishment of other task forces in areas such as
needs assessmentand training evaluation.
Through the combined efforts of the respective site training organizations
and the Quality Training ResourceCenter, many of these activities have been
initiated and the integration of several training courseshas occurred.
However, many environmental training activities at the site remain
unintegrated. Training organizationsexist within RL, WHC, and PNL, with
both WHC and PNL providingenvironmentaltraining to their respective staff
in health physics, radiation protection technician training, and pollution
prevention training. Resourcesare duplicatedin the areas of instructional
design, technical writing, and desk-top publishing,and may present an
opportunity for consolidation. Although these support activities are available
through the Quality Training and Resource Center, the Center is not utilized
as a sitewide resource in these areas (I-F-28 and I-F-29). Finally, the level of
support providedto environmental trainers (i.e., lack of "train the trainer"
education) and the quality of training materials is not consistent across all
organizationsconducting environmental training at Hanford (I-F-12, 13, 23,
28, and 29). RL's Office of Training & Educationidentified deficiencies in
the "train the trainer" programs during a November 1993 assessment of the
WHC Instructor Qualification program and directed WHC to implement
corrective action.
Integration of sitewide environmental programsand oversightresponsibilitiesis
essential to limit duplication of efforts, ensure the establishmentof a fully compliant
program, and ensure efficient and cost-effective management of the site
environmental program.
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3.2

ENVIRONMENTAL COMMITMENT

3.2.1

.Q.Y_

The environmentalcommitment portion of the routine environmental audit was conducted
to assess Hanford's overall awareness of relevant environmentalissues and its
commitment to environmental excellence. More specifically, the review included an
assessmentof Hanford's environmental policy, seniormanagement's support of and
involvement in environmental issues, the extent to which all employees take personal
responsibilityfor the potential environmentalimpacts of their activities and decisions, and
Hanford's overallcommitment to environmentalexcellence. The regulations, requirements,
and guidelinesused to evaluate the site are shown in Appendix E.
The focus was to review seniormanagement's supportof environmentalissues, and the
degree to which individualsin Hanford's organizationsare aware of and take responsibility
for potential environmentalimpacts, and seek to eliminate those impacts in their activities.
The approach involved a review of DOE Ordersand backgrounddocuments from Hanford
priorto visiting the site. Documents reviewed includedHanford publicationsfor employees
and other interested parties, job descriptions,environmentalmissionstatements, policies
and procedures,and other documents. Additional documentation was reviewed onsite as
providedby the Hanford staff.
Basedon this information, interviews were scheduledfor the site visit. Supplementary
interviews were added as concernsand issueswere investigated. Interviews were
conducted with the RL Manager and Deputy Manager; the Offices of the Chief Financial
Officer and Chief Counsel; the Office of EnvironmentalAssurance, Permitsand Policy; and
the Offices of the Assistant Managers for Technical Support and Environmental
Management. Interviews also were conducted with management and staff at WHC, PNL,
and ICF Kaiser Hanford Company (ICF KH). Input from all members of the audit team were
includedin this portion of the audit.
Hanford is now in transition from a defense program missionto one of environmental
remediation, and has indicated dedication to environmentalexcellence. Given the
complexity and magnitude of environmentalproblemsand risks, RL and contractor
responsibilitiesand reporting relationships,and issues of publicinterest, Hanford represents
a formidableset of management obstacles. Within this challengingcontext, top
management at RL, WHC and PNL have publiclycommitted the organizationto attaining
environmentalexcellence. Examplesof this environmentalcommitment include the
following:
•

The Hanford Strategic Plan states its vision as "(o)perational excellence in all
that we do", and the EnvironmentalProtection Implementation Plan (EPIP)
states "The new missionis to transform the Hanford Site into the nation's
model for...(e)xcellence in environmentaland waste management."

•

Top and middle management at Hanford generally are familiar with the EPIP,
which establishesthe sitewide environmentalplan and broadly outlines
environmentalroles and responsibilities.
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•

While staffing is not yet adequate, there has been a substantial overall
commitment of staff resourcesto environmentalsupport activities for
Hanford, includingareas such as RL's EnvironmentalAssurance, Permits and
Policy; Office of PerformanceAssessment; and Quality, Safety, and Health
ProgramsDivision; and WHC's Office of Regulatory Support.

•

Managers and staff throughout the organizationgenerally recognize the
environmentalaspects of their job, and execute those duties professionally.

•

There is a generalsense of dedication to environmental protection and
compliance by both top and line management.

•

Hanford RL and contractor organizationshave formed sever_i Norking
groups, includingthe EnvironmentalIssuesRoundtable, the Central
EnvironmentalCommittee, and the ICF KH EnvironmentalCommittee, to
support analysisand increased awareness of environmentalrequirements and
issues.

•

RL has developedand implemented a highly successful EmployeeConcern
Program, which was designedto encourage all Hanford employees to identify
and report potential problemsat the site.

®

RL management has explicitly recognizedthe need to approach its
environmentalmissionthrough an integrated project management orientation
with sitewide prioritiesand planning processes.

•

Reorganizationand processimprovement efforts designedto assist Hanford
in its pursuit of operationaland environmentalexcellence are under way.

RL seniormanagement at Hanford demonstratesan understandingof environmental
protection and regulatory compliance, but has not differentiated environmentalexcellence
from a culture of compliance. Despite the positive efforts of some groupswithin
contractor organizations,interviews with senior management and line employees indicate
that, overall, the Hanford organizationalculture generally considersenvironmental
excellence to be the meeting of compliance requirements, typified by the Tri-Party
Agreement (TPA) milestones. As a measure of the degree of overall organizational
commitment, Hanford personnelinterviewed during this audit view endorsements of
environmental excellence as obligatory, but not particularlymotivational.
Moreover, RL top management has not demonstrated commitment to environmental
excellence through a level of personal involvementthat is visibleto the vast majority of the
Hanford organization. This personalinvolvement would communicate a coherent, practical
vision of environmental excellence at Hanford, and would includevisible actions taken by
seniorand top management in RL as well as contractor organizations.
There are some indicationsthat RL top management is determined to take a more
aggressive leadershiprole in improvingenvironmentalperformance. Two of the most
prominent of these actions are:
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•

The appointment of a permanent deputy manager to effect greater
cooperationof RL senior management in the adoption of a project-oriented,
integrated sitewide approach to the Hanford mission;and

•

The creation this year of an integrated Hanford budget request to DOE
Headquarters(DOE HQ) that focuses planning on specific projects and
sitewide priorities. Critical DOE HQ support for this innovative budget
planningeffort is providedby the DOE Assistant Secretary for Environmental
Management.

RL's effort to addressthe issue of reprogrammingdelays also is supportive of the site's
commitment to environmentalexcellence. The ability to obtain timely budget
reprogrammingto respondto unexpected changes in environmental prioritiesis critical to
Hanford's environmentalperformance. Swift action by DOE HQ and Congress on
reprogrammingrequests is needed to provide Hanford with the flexibility to reallocate
resourceseffectively and efficiently. RL has been unable to obtain timely approvals of
reprogrammingsubmittalsin the current fiscal year and in previous years and, therefore,
has been unableto respond appropriatelyto unexpected and evolving developments.
Management has been frustrated by this restriction, and now is working in conjunction
with representativesof DOE HQ and Congressto develop an expedited reprogramming
process.
Basedon the documents reviewed and interviews conducted, Hanford appears to
demonstrate an overall goal of environmentalcompliance and excellence. The Hanford
program, however, lacks several specific characteristics of a strong organizational
commitment to environmentalexcellence. As a result, there is one finding.
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3.2.2

Findina

EC-1:

Environmental Commitment

Performance Objective: Consistent with the guidance given by DOE, includingSecretary
O'Leary's Environment,Safety, and Health Policy, it is the goal of all DOE facilities to
demonstrate a commitment to environmental excellence in all aspects of their operations.
Best management practices suggest that this commitment to environmentalexcellence
shouldbe supported by all aspects of an environmental program. This includes
comprehensive,formal environmental protection programs and proceduresas well as an
organizationalstructure that effectively coordinates environmental professionalswithin the
organizationand integrates environmental activities into the overall site operations.
Rndling: Top management within RL, WHC, and PNL have publiclycommitted their
organizationsto attaining environmentalexcellence at Hanford, but specific definitive
indicators of a full commitment to environmentalexcellence are not evident.
Discussion: Hanford top management has stated its goal that the site become "the DOE
Model for EnvironmentalRestoration"through "operational excellence" (D-F-42). A central
requirement for this objective is commitment to environmental excellence. Although the
elements cited in the Overview demonstrate environmentalcommitment, certain key
elements characteristic of this commitment are not evident at Hanford. Hanford cannot
demonstrate full commitment to environmental excellence because of the following
deficiencies:
•

RL top management has not demonstrated a commitment to overall
environmentalexcellence through a level of personal involvementthat is
visibleto the organization.

•

RL senior management has not communicated practical guidanceto pursue
environmentalexcellence at Hanford.

•

RL and PNL managers have not demonstrated commitment to environmental
excellence through clear statements and actions on certain particularly
difficult issues of environmental compliance.

•

Proceedingsof weekly RL Senior Management LeadershipTeam meetings are
not formally recordedto document management's considerationof
environmental issuesand problems, as well as commitments to those actions
n_cessary to pursueenvironmental excellence at Hanford.

•

RL top end seniormanagement has not created a cultur_ of teamwork
conducive to achieving environmental excellence.

RL top management has not demonstrated commitment to environmentalexcellence
through a level of personal involvementthat is visible to the vast majority of the
organization. Several interviewees could not identify clear, convincing evidence of RL top
management's personal involvement in demonstrating commitment to environmental
excellence, and indicated that they view statements concerning environmentalexcellence
in Hanford documellts to be obligatory, but not particularly motivational (I-A-l, 4, 5, 11,
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18, 20, 25, and 26). An additional indicator of a lack of visible top and senior
management commitment on this issue is indicated by the January 1994 Stand-Down
finding that identified a "lack of upper management leadershipand consistency" (D-A-21).
Furthermore, rather than viewing the term "environmentalexcellence" to mean "beyond
compliance," several individualsinterviewed indicated that environmentalexcellence is
generally construedby Hanford personnel to be satisfaction of compliance requirementsas
typified by the meeting of the Tri-Party Agreement milestones (I-A-1 through 5, 8, 9, 11,
and 25). Although there are documents describingHanford environmental programsand
the overall goal of excellence, RL has not producedan explicit roadmap to environmental
excellence at Hanford. No RL document or other type of presentationexists that
specifically defines environmentalexcellence as it appliesto Hanford, that recognizes RL
and contractor programsthat reflect this standard, and that assists employees in
understandinghow to implement the concept within the context of their individualjob
responsibilities.
RL and PNL managershave not been overly proactive in demonstratinga commitment to
excellence through timely, clear statements and actions on particularly difficult compliance
issues. This is indicated by the delay in RL's disclosureto State regulators of the presence
of mixed waste in PNL's 324 Bldg. B-Cell (I-A-11 and I-A-18). Regulatorswere notified of
the presence of the radioactive component of the waste in a timely manner; however, it
appears that the presence of hazardous waste within the B-Cell had been recognizedfor
more than 2 years before regulators were informed of its existence. It shouldbe noted
that even though regulators received this notification after significant delay, they felt that
the material was being managed in a responsiblemanner, given the complex and difficult
management issuesand risks associated with the cleanout of the contamination.
Discovery of the hazardousconstituents has not impeded cleanup activities to mitigate the
radiologicalsafety hazard.
It should be noted that WDOE has been notified of high-levelmixed waste at several other
Hanford locations. Because of the regulatory and technical problems of mixed waste
management, includingthe absence of any licensed/permitted disposal facilities, WDOE has
made mixed waste a lower regulatory priority at the site. WDOE has been made aware of
other mixed waste locations on the site as they have become known. By contrast,
because of the financial and operational concernssurroundingdisclosure of high-level
mixed waste in the 324 Bldg. B-Cell in particular, there was s substantialdelay in the
acknowledgement of the hazardouswaste component of the material at this location.
No formal written recordsare kept of weekly RL Senior Management LeadershipTeam
meetings. This practice prevents the institutional documentation and tracking of senior
management's environmentaldiscussionsand decisionsover time, and makes it extremely
difficult to gauge whether organizational commitment to environmentalexcellence was
evident duringthese meetings.
The lack of seniormanagement's demonstrated commitment to teamwork for
environmental management, an important element of organizationalcommitment to
environmental excellence, was reported by many individualsinterviewed. This reluctance
by senior management to work collectively toward an integrated approach to the site was
attributed in part to a lack of top management leadership,and to individualsenior
managers' concernsabout protecting their own organizations'budgets and areas of
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control. Interviewees expressed belief that the basisfor this culture among senior
management relates to the traditional DOE Headquartersfunding mechanism, which funds
sites through separate programmaticbudgets rather than integrated planningexplicitly
related to site projects and priorities.
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3.3

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTIONPROGRAMS

3.3.1

Overview

The purposeof the environmentalprotection programsportion of the audit was to evaluate
the extent to which Hanford has developed and implemented specific environmental
protection programsand plans directed by Federaland State regulations, DOE Orders, the
Tri-Party Agreement (TPA), and best management practices. Appendix E lists the
regulations,requirements, and guidelinesused in the audit.
Becauseof the scope and size of Hanford, environmentalprograms were reviewed from a
broad programmatic perspectiveto determine the general quality of programs, whether
basic programelements exist, and the overalleffectiveness of those programs. Specific
environmental protection programsthat were evaluated, on a samplebasis, during this
audit include: air emissionsmonitoringpursuantto the 1990 amendments to the Clean Air
Act; surface water protection includingsourceidentification, spill prevention control, and
reporting; envirenmentalremediation programs under the ComprehensiveEnvironmental
Response, Compensation,and LiabilityAct (CERCLA); groundwater protection programs
includingthose under the ResourceConservation and Recovery Act (RCRA); operational,
and sitewide environmentalmonitoringand surveillance plans and programs required by
DOE Orders; the National EnvironmentalPolicyAct (NEPA); and the management of solid,
hazardous, radioactive, and mixed wastes includingsource identification, characterization,
training, minimization,contingency planning, recordkeeping, and storage and disposal
practices.
Formal environmentalprotection programs and/or plans requiredby DOE Orders, Federal or
regulatory statutes, and the TPA that were evaluated include the site's: Environmental
Protection Implementation Plan (EPIP);Long-Rangeand 5-Year EnvironmentalProtection
plans; Groundwater Protection Management Program; Waste Minimization, Pollution
Prevention Awareness, and RecyclingPrograms;NEPA Implementation Program;
EnvironmentalMonitoringand SurveillancePlans; EmergencyPreparednessProgram and
ResponsePlans;and Quality Assurance Program.
Specific program elements considered in this review include identification of applicable
regulatory requirements,assignment of programresponsibilities,identification of and
monitoringsystems for emissionsources, training requirements, notification and reporting
to regulatory agencies, and programevaluation and oversight.
The general approachto this portion of the audit was to review DOE Orders and regulatory
requirements, as well as backgrounddocuments providedby RL, WHC, and PNL prior to
the onsite portion of the audit. Onsite activities focused on interviewing key management
personnelwithin WHC's Waste, Analytical & EnvironmentalServices and Emergency
Safety, Quali_yServices; PNL's Office of Health and Environment,and Facilities and
Operations; the Hartford EnvironmentalHealth Foundation's (HEHF) Health Services
Division; and RL. This portion of the audit relied on input from all members of the audit
team.
Hanford's environmentalprotection programsare executed by the site's three principal
contractors, WHC, PNL, and HEHF, and their respective subcontractors. ICF Kaiser
Hanford Company's (ICF KH) programswere not evaluated during this audit. Each
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contractor's roles and responsibilitiesare detailed in the RL EPIP. WHC manages most of
the environmentalprotection programssupportingthe site, including: environmental
remediation, environmental compliance, pollutionprevention, waste management,
emergency preparedness,near-field operationalmonitoring, effluent monitoring, and most
other related site support. PNL's primary missionis multidisciplinedresearch and
development (R&D), including restoration and waste management R&D. PNL also executes
environmentalprotection programsin direct support of its laboratory R&D programsin the
300 Area and supportsWHC as a subcontractorfor RCRA and operational
groundwater/surface water monitoring. PNL also manages the sitewide Environmental
Monitoringand Surveillance Program. HEHF is responsible for the non-radiological
analytical programsupporting WHC's potablewater supply programs; PNLis responsible
for radiological analytes under the Safe DrinkingWater Act (SDWA).
The site's extensive samplingactivities include collection of liquid and airborneeffluent
samples to determine radioactive material releases; direct radiation measurement;
measurement of meteorologicalparameters for modeling potential releases; collection and
analysisof variousenvironmental media; and ecosystem and foodstuff samplingfor
assessmentof Hanford's operationalimpacts. These environmental protection programs,
as well as groundwater and surface water programs conducted by WHC and PNL, are
discussedbelow.
•

EnvironmentalMonitorino Plan -- On November 9, 1991, RL issued an
EnvironmentalMonitoring Plan (EMP) for Hanford. The plan is adequate in its
general descriptionof sitewide environmental monitoringand surveillance
activities. Actual activities of PNL and WHC are quite comprehensivewith
respect to surveillanceand characterization of radiologicalconditionsonsite
and offsite. WHC is responsiblefor operational environmentalsurveillance
and effluent operationalmonitoringaround facilities ("near-field"); PNL
implements "far field" surveillance. Hanford operations and activities are
monitored for potential impact on air, land, biota, and water resources.
Publicdose estimates are calculated using the PNL computer code (GENII) for
all environmental pathways; the EPA method (CAP88) is used for the air
pathway analysis requiredfor National EmissionStandards for HazardousAir
Pollutants(NESHAPs). Effluent and ambient monitoringdata are used to
calculate these doses. Direct radiation is measured via passive
thermoluminescent dosimetersand portable radiation survey instrumentation.
Resultsof these environmentalmonitoring and surveillance activities are
publishedin the Annual Site EnvironmentalReport. The only EMP deficiency
noted was the lack of documented rationale and design criteria for sampling
locationsand frequency (see Finding FP-1). It should be noted that the EMP
is due for revisionthis year, and site personnelresponsiblefor the update
indicated concern regardingtheir ability to meet this deadline.

•

Airborne and LiouidEffluent Monitorin0 Plans - Effluent monitoring,as
requiredby DOE 5400.1, is conducted to demonstrate compliance with
applicable Federal, State, and local regulations. WHC conducts extensive
operational airborneand liquid effluent monitoringat Hanford facilities
according to specific FacilityEffluent Monitoring Plans (FEMPs). Under the
Federal Facilities ComplianceAgreement (FFCA), monitoringequipment
associated with Hartford'sdesignated major stacks will be upgradedto meet
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EPA requirements. Additionally, liquid effluents dischargedto soil will be
phased out accordingto the TPA Milestone schedule. With the shutdown of
most productionoperations, and missiontransition from defense programsto
environmentalremediation, both airborneand liquid effluents have
decreased. A review of the effluent monitoringprograms and plans indicates
WHC has well-documented FEMPs, and recently performed a thorough selfassessmentagainst the DOE RegulatoryGuide DOE/EH-0173T. Most action
items identified duringthe self-assessment have been corrected.
•

Groundwater Protection Management ProgramPlan - Henford's
Groundwater Protection Management ProgramPlan (GPMPP), along with
subordinateplanningdocuments, is preparedby RL to fulfill planning
requirementsfor groundwater protection activities requiredunder DOE
5400.1. The GPMPP states that many of the elements requiredfor the
Groundwater Protection Management Program(GPMP) are covered by
existing programsat Hanford. The purposes of the GPMP, the Plan says, are
to provide a framework for coordination of existing groundwater protection
activities and to provide the general scope, philosophy,and strategiesfor
groundwater protection and management. The current draft of the GPMPP
was publishedin November 1993 and currently is under revision(I-D=9 and
I-D-25). Groundwater monitoringactivities at Hanford currently include:
---

The Groundwater Surveillance Program;
The RCRA Groundwater Monitoring Program;
The Operational Groundwater Monitoring Program;
CERCLA-relatedmonitoring;
WashingtonState 216 Permit-relatedmonitoring(Washington State
Liquid Effluent Consent Order (WSLECO)); and
WashingtonState undergroundstorage tank (UST) monitoring.

In general, the individualgroundwater monitoringprogramsare formally
implementedthrough planning documents and procedures,are technically
comprehensive,and have met the requirementsand milestonesestablished
by the variousregulatory drivers. Hanford has an extensive monitoringwell
network, well-planned and implemented surveillanceprograms, and
technically competent staff in each of the programs. However, no single
organizationhas formal authority or responsibilityfor a sitewide groundwater
monitoringprogram or a sitewide GPMP, and there are a number of issuesin
the implementationof groundwater monitoringprograms by multiple
organizations(see Finding EP-2). Additionally,elements of the Hanford
GPMP have not been fully implemented (see Finding EP-3).
=

Meteorological Monitoring Plan - The Meteorological Monitoring Plan (MMP)
is contained within the Hanford EMP. It is designedto meet the
requirementsof DOE 5400.1 and regulatory guide DOE/EH-0173T.
Meteorological monitoringat Hanford is site-specific and has been developed
to provide information and data for assessment of impacts of plannedand
unplannedreleases of radionuclides. A network of 26 monitoringstations
has been located onsite and nearby offsite to characterize the meteorological
conditions of wind speed, direction, etc., taking into account the influence of
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a varied topography throughout the site. PNL craft personnelmaintain the
equipment and calibration is traceable through WHC to the National Institute
of Standards and Technology. Sensordata acquisitionis via signal interface
and telemetry. A meteorologicalforecaster reviews the data every hour.
The MMP appears adequate in providingvalid data for input to atmospheric
transport and diffusion models for onsite and offsite dose calculations.

f

•

EnvironmentalAs Low As ReasonablyAchievable (ALARA) Program - A
program for implementingthe ALARA process, which is required by DOE
5400.5, "EnvironmentalALARA Program," has not been implemented at
Hanford (see Finding EP-1). Such a program would allow the evaluation of
existing and proposedfacilities and activities to be reviewed with respect to
factors that may affect offsite radiation dose. Judgments would be made
based on a logical, step-by-step processconsideringsocietal, technological,
economic, and other publicpolicy factors.

•

Decontamination and DecommissioningProgram - Decontamination and
decommissioning(D&D) policiesand guidelinesfor the management of
contaminated facilities are establishedin DOE 5820.2A. There are
approximately 4,000 acres of surface and undergroundsoil contamination
areas, hundreds of contaminated facilities, and millionsof gallons of highlevel liquid waste in the tank farms. These facilities currently are being
placed in a safe storage condition, with appropriatesurveillance and
maintenance. Inactive waste sites are to be remediated. Hanford is under a
Federal Facility Agreement and Consent Order between the Washington
State Department of Ecology(WDOE), EPA, and DOE to meet specific
milestones for site remediation. A review of a sampleof D&D plans and
recent soil contaminationstabilization projects indicates Hanford is being
proactive in D&D programmanagement.

•

Waste Minimization and PollutionPreventionAwareness Programs Hanford has three separate, nonintegratedpollution prevention awareness
and waste minimizationprogramscorrespondingto WHC, PNL, and HEHF
activities. Each program is well developed with respect to documentation
and guidance, but the extent of implementationis highly variable within and
among the three organizations. RL developed a sitewide implementing
guidance (DOE/RL-91-31)in May 1991 that directs each of Hanford's
contractors to develop and maintain pollutionprevention (PP) and waste
minimization (WM) programsthat address source reduction, material
substitution, and recycling. Each of the contractor programs appear to meet
the requirements of DOE 5400.1 and 5820.2A.
-

WHC's program seems to be the most advanced, in that each waste
generation function has developed a relatively comprehensive program
with a high level of documentation. WHC's program places
considerable emphasison inventory management and operational
changes that will meet pollutionpreventionobjectives in the
acquisition phasesof hazardousand radiologicalmaterials. WHC has
a comprehensiverecycling programthat includes hazardousand non-
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hazardouschemicals, batteries, anti-freeze, scrap metal, cardboard,
and office paper.
-

PNL's PP programhas similaremphasis on reducing the purchasesof
hazardousand radioactive materials, but also includes an innovative
feature of recyclinghazardousand radioactive materials within the
laboratory centers. This currently is being conducted informally, and
consists of reviewing PNL's research protocolsto find opportunitiesto
reissue unopenedchemical reagents to other research centers, so as
to reduce the volume of virgin reagents that become waste at the
termination of a research project.

-

HEHF also has made significantinroads in the WM program, its most
noteworthy accomplishmentbeing the reductionof its ozone depleting
chemical (ODC) purchasesin calendar year 1993 from 35 kilograms
to 10 kilogramsby redistillationof ODCs. In general, HEHF was the
only contractor that was able to report on its reduction of ODC usage,
despite the PresidentialMemorandum requestingmilestone reporting
and establishedgoals.

The overall site program for ODC use reductionis weak, and a start-up
program has not reachedfull potential. Aside from HEHF's ODC reduction
data, most of the site's PP and WM programsare not routinely capturing and
trendingtheir ODC or hazardous/redioectivewaste reduction/minimization
progress,except to producethe Annual Waste Minimization Report (Volume
V Supplementto the Hanford Site Annual Dangerous Waste Report,
DOE/RL-94-10). Although not a finding, the audit team members concluded
that there shouldbe more emphasis on trendingthis information to provide
line managers with feedback as to the efficacy of their efforts.
The weakest portion of the site's PP program is nonhazardoussolid waste
recycling. Bond paper, newspaper, toner cartridges, and aluminumrecycling
programs have been implemented;the programs, however, are not being
implementedconsistentlysitewide. Some offices and complexes are
recycling these materialsat a high capture rate, but many areas are placing
little effort on recycling. The reasons for these differences are not clear.
Althoughthis does not merit an audit finding, it does represent a part of the
PP Awareness Programthat could use more emphasis.
•

Hazardous. Radioactive. and Mixed Waste Manaoement -- In accordance
with DOE 5820.2A, radioactive and mixed waste must be managed in a
manner that ensuresprotection of the health and safety of the public,
workers, and environment. Similarly,FFCA directs all agents of the Federal
governmentto follow the provisionsof RCRA, as any other non-Federal
agency must. Furthermore,CERCLA requiresthat Hanford establish a
programto ensurethat sites contaminated by hazardousand radioactive
substances are remediated. Preliminaryassessmentsindicate that more than
1,000 individualwaste sites requirefurther evaluation for environmental
impact. RCRA, as implemented by the TPA, establishesregulatory standards
for the generation, storage, treatment, transportation, and disposalof
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hazardousand mixed wastes. There are 50 or more less-than-90-day
accumulationunits at Hanford, and there are more than 60 treatment,
storage, and disposal (TSD) units that are under interim status. When the
Hanford RCRA Permit becomes final and in effect (expected mid-August
1994), it is anticipated that five of the interim-status TSD units will be
subject to final status standards. Approximately half of the TSD units are
scheduledto be closed. Eventually,all of the TSD units could be covered by
the RCRA permit. The RCRA Permit Implementation Plan currently is under
development, and will be available priorto issuance of the Hanford facility
RCRA permit. Overall, WHC and PNL appear to be managingtheir respective
waste quite well and have adequate documentation and program
formalization. The site is constructing new waste facilities for the storage
and evaluation of mixed and transuranic wastes. RCRA milestonesfor the
TPA recently have been renegotiated, but most milestonesare beingmet on
schedule. Furthermore, in 1993, the mixed waste shipping moratoriumwas
lifted for the WHC waste centers; PNL's waste centers are still under the
moratorium, but have made applicationfor relief, which is expected by mid1994. Despite these accomplishments,the audit team does have concerns
about the management of high-levelmixed wastes stored at 324 Bldg. B-Cell
(radiologicallycontaminated heavy metals), and the 2727-WA Bldg.
(radioiogicallycontaminated sodium) (see Finding RM-1 ).
=

NEPA Comnliance - RL's NEPA compliance officer is assignedthe
responsibilityof ensuringthat NEPA guidance and proceduresare available to
the site's contractors and that the appropriate level of NEPA documentation
and considerationis given to Hanford projects and activities that could have
a potential impact on the environment. In February 1990, Secretary of
Energy Notice (SEN) 15-90 revised guidance on preparing NEPA
documentation and raisedthe considerationthresholdfor use of the
categorical exclusion. This SEN effectively made the existing RL
ImplementingDirective obsoletefor the preparation of NEPA documents.
Since then, although SEN 15-90 has been rescinded, RL's NEPA compliance
officer has relied on draft RL guidancethat is updated and informally
distributed upon request to the site's NEPA document preparers. There are
12 environmental assessmentsin progressand approximately 60 categorical
exclusion actions pending or in progress. The NEPA compliance officer has
developed a good tracking system that displaysthe current status of each
action, and the tracking system has been formalized in PNL-6955, "Hanford
Site Implementation of the National Environmental Policy Act: Activities
Tracking"; however, draft NEPA guidance instructions have not been
formalizedor approved (see Finding FP-1).

•

I_meraencvPreoarednessand Planning -- Hanford has an excellent
EmergencyPreparednessOffice, managed by WHC. The organization
provides supportservices, training, and large accident/incident responseto
the entire site. The capabilitiesmeet CERCLA and RCRA requirementsto
develop and implement emergency response plans for large
chemical/radiologicalspills. The office also providesguidance to a sitewide
network of BuildingEmergency Directors (BEDs), who are responsiblefor
developingemergency preparednessplans for the 33 major facilities with
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associated facility boundaries,which usuallyconsist of one or more buildings
or facilities that may store hazardousmaterials. The BEDs' Building
EmergencyPlan (BEP)covers contingency plans and actions for all types of
emergenciesfrom fire evacuation to a major chemical spill that endangers
onsite and offsite areas. The BEPincludes the SpillPrevention, Control, and
CountermeasurePlan for each zone that used, stored, or treated hazardous,
noxious or radioactive materials. The Emergency PreparednessOffice not
only provides assistance in developingthe BEPs, but also plans, arranges,
schedules, and evaluates accident drills and exercises designedto test the
BEP's effectiveness and implementation. A total of 20 large-scale (field or
tabletop) exercises were scheduled for fiscal year 1994, with each exercise
followed with a lessons-learneddebriefingand report. The audit team
conducted a no-notice assessment of four randomly selected BEPsfor
content, applicability, and quality. Three of the four BEPsreviewed met or
exceeded the requirementsof DOE 5400.1. The fourth BEPwas unavailable
for review because the BED could not be contacted. The team's overall
assessmentof the site's emergency preparednessactivities was very
positive. Emergencyplanning is the "example" programfor integrating
environmental programssitewide. As of May 1, 1994, emergency planning
and accident responseprocedureshave been integrated among all site
contractors, end the site now operates and respondsfrom a single EMP and
associated quality assurance program.
The audit team found that Hanford had developed and implemented most of the elements
that constitute a comprehensiveenvironmental protection programfor radioiogicaland nonradiologicalagents. Most required program plans and implementation plans requiredby
DOE 5400.1 have been developed and implemented. The only exception noted was the
EnvironmentalALARA Program. All required permits and notifications are in place for
current operations, and they are updated and renewed in a timely manner. Hanford does
not have any outstandingNotices of Violation from Federal, State, or local environmental
organizationsdespite a great deal of scrutiny.
The audit team identified three findings in this section of the audit, relating to the
EnvironmentalALARA Program,the Groundwater Monitoring Program,and the
Groundwater Protection Management Program.
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3.3.2
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EP-1

EnvironmentalALARA Program

Performance Objective: DOE 5400.5, "RadiationProtectionof the Publicand Environment,"
Chapter II, Section 2, on the as low as reasonablyachievable (ALARA) processstates
"Field Elementsshall develop a program and shall require contractors to implementthe
ALARA process for all DOE activities and facilities that cause public doses."
Finding: RL, PNL, and WHC have not implementedan environmentalALARA programfor
comprehensiveevaluations of Hanford activities and facilities as required by DOE 5400.5.
Discu_ion: The Secretary of Energysigned a policy statement June 8, 1993, that
formally expresses the Department's fundamental policiesand objectives on radiological
health and safety (FR 33804, Vol. 58, No. 117). This notice of policy states "The
Department shall ensure that radiation exposureto its workers and the public and releases
of radioactivity to the environment are maintainedbelow regulatory limits and deliberate
efforts are taken to further reduce exposuresand releases in accordance with a process
that seeks to make any such exposuresor releasesas low as reasonably achievable". The
policy further states "Radiologicaloperationsand activities shall be preplannedto allow for
the effective implementation of dose and contamination reductionand control measures."
DOE 5400.5, Chapter II, Section 2.a, notes that ALARA requires a judgment of what is
reasonablyachievable, and that factors relating to technology, cost, and societal and public
policy must be considered in evaluations. The factors to be considered, at a minimum,
shall include the following:
•

Maximum dose to members of the public;

•

Collective dose to the population;

•

Alternative processes (i.e., treatment of effluents, operations, or controls);

•

Doses for each alternative process;

•

Cost for each technologicalalternative; and

•

Examination of the changes in cost alternatives (e.g., doses from various
pathways).

"DOE Guidance on the Proceduresin Applyingthe ALARA Process for Compliance with
DOE 5400.5" (March 8, 1991 ), providesinterim guidancefor the implementation of the
ALARA process to protect the public and environment. This guidancedirects the
implementationof an approved ALARA program, with a review and update every 3 years.
The program is to be describedin the EnvironmentalProtection Implementation Plan and a
separate ALARA plan. Proposedcodification of DOE 5400.5 as 10 CFR Part 834 (FR
16268, Vol. 58, No. 56) further supports the suggestedguidance of a step-by-step, logical
procedurefor environmental ALARA judgments, and may be used as a guide in preparing
the environmental ALARA plan.
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The facilities and operationsat Hanford have the potential to cause publicdoses resulting
from airborneand liquid effluents and direct radiation exposure. With the shutdown of
facilities end transition in mission from defense programsto environmentalremediation, the
magnitude of these releases and doses has been measurablyreduced (D-B-2, 61,68, and
70). This is especially true for routine facility effluents, it is important to note that the
calculated dose to the hypothetical maximally exposed individualfrom Hanford operations
is well below regulatory limits. Nonetheless, consideringthe volume of high-level
radioactive waste requiringprocessing, the number of plutoniumproductionreactors and
other facilities requiringdecontaminationand decommissioning,and the approximately
4,000 acres of outdoor posted surface and undergroundradiologicalsoil contamination, the
potential for offsite dose to the public and further contamination of the environmentwill
need to be evaluated critically for the foreseeable future.
Hanford contractors have in place extensive facility and site radiologicalenvironmental
monitoringand surveillance programs (D-B-4, 19, 27, 39, 43, and 64). Within the
individualfacility effluent monitoring plans, administrative control values have been
imposedto limit the release of radionuclidesbased upon ALARA goals for protection of the
public (D-B-52; I-B-13). Additionally, both WHC and PNL have occupationalALARA
programsdesignedto reduce worker exposure (D-B-80 and D-B-81; I-B-14). Further, WHC
in the past several years has made notable progressin the stabilizationof radiological
outdoor surface contamination (D-B-1I; I-B-25 and I-B-26). The HanfordSite Surface Soil
Radioactive Contamination Control Plan was developed in responseto a finding identified
by the Tiger Team (D-B-11). This plan is implemented by the RadiationArea Remediation
Action activity, the primary objective of which is to conduct surveillance,maintenance,
decontamination,and/or internal stabilization of Hanford's inactive burialgrounds,cribs,
ponds, trenches, and unplanned release sites. This has well-documented ties to the WHC
Occupational ALARA Programfor these activities (D-B-82; I-B-25). Hanford, however,
lacks a fully contractor-integrated environmental ALARA programwith an auditable process
for evaluating offsite dose to the public, environmentalrelease of radioactivity, and defined
tools for implementation (D-B-53; I-B-2, 4, 6, 8, !4, 15, 17, and 26). Specific issues
related to development and implementation of the environmentalALARA programand
plans requiredby DOE 5400.5 are summarizedbelow:
=

RL, WHC, and PNL have not implemented an environmentalALARA program
with management policy, statement of commitment to the ALARA
philosophy, organizationalresponsibility,authority and structure for
implementation, evaluation of site operations to identify activities responsible
for release of end public exposure to radioactive materials, and an overall
procedure to be used to analyze existing and proposedoperationsand
activities to determine if impact is ALARA (D-B-53; I-B-4, 6, 8, and 14).

=

RL, WHC, and PNL have not implemented an ALARA plan with identified
general areas to be considered in making environmentalALARA decisions
(i.e., societal, technological, economic, public policy, etc.), a checklist of
evaluation factors (i.e., maximum individualand collective dose, alternative
processes, cost of each, change impact, worker dose, non-radiological
impact, etc.), staff training requirements, and requiredrecords (D-B-53; I-B-4,
6, 8, and 14).
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in the near future, environmentalremediation activities currently performed
by WHC will be transferred to Bechtel Hanford, Inc. (BHI). RL has not
documented in the current EnvironmentalProtection Implementation Plan
how the environmentalALARA program and plan will be integrated among
BHI, WHC, PNL, and ICF Kaiser Hanford Company operationsand activities
(D-B-53). Lastly, the basisfor quantitative versus qualitative environmental
ALARA judgments, commensuratewith the magnitude of potential doses and
costs, has not been documented.

During the course of the audit, the team did note variouselements of an environmental
ALARA program throughout RL, WHC, and PNL's environmental programsand plans.
Additionally, PNL has proposedan Integrated Risk Assessment Programto provide health
and ecological risk assessmentsfor Hanford's various remediation activities, it appears
that RL and its contractors have not implemented an environmentalALARA program
because they have not assessedthe relative degree of risk involved in not having such a
program. This issue was identified in the 1990 Tiger Team Assessment Report
(RAD/CF-5), but to date has not been addressedby RL or its contractors. RL did receive
the March 8, 1991, EnvironmentalALARA Interim Guidanceand PNL, WHC, and RL
provided comments to DOE HQ Office of EnvironmentalGuidance (D-B-118).
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3.3.3

Te©hnicalAssessment

This section provides an overview of two environmentaland technical programsand
reports the findings of the technical specialist. The groundwater and surface water
monitoringprograms were selected for evaluation based upon input provided by the site.
The specialist evaluated objective evidence to confirm that applicable elements of the
programs had been developed, documented, and effectively implemented in accordance
with specific environment, safety, and health requirements. He also assistedin the
environmentalmanagement audit and providedevidence to support the conclusionsof the
management specialists.
3.3.3.1

Groundwater/Surface Water Monitoring

3.3.3.1.1

_A(XJAW.

The purposeof the environmentalmonitoringportion of the routine environmental audit
was to evaluate the groundwater monitoringand surface water monitoringprograms at
Hanford. The audit was intended to evaluate the monitoringprogramsin terms of
compliance with applicable DOE Orders, regulations,and guidelines,as well as to evaluate
the monitoringprogramsagainst the management systems protocolsaddressedin other
portionsof the audit. The specific regulations, requirements,and guidelinesused to
evaluate the site are shown in Appendix E.
Specifically, the audit focused on the following areas:
•

Coordinationend integration of groundwater end surface water monitoring
activities under Resource Conservation and RecoveryAct (RCRA);
ComprehensiveEnvironmentalResponse, Compensation,and Liability Act
(CERCLA); 216 Permit (Washington State Liquid Effluent Consent Order
(WSLECO)); and UndergroundStorage Tank (UST), Operational, and
Surveillance programs.

•

Consistencyand integration of samplingprocedures,quality control
procedures,data management, and reportingamong monitoringprograms
and contractors includingWHC, PNL, and ICF Kaiser Hanford Company (ICF
KH).

•

Milestones under the Hanford Federal FacilityAgreement and Consent Order
(Tri-Party Agreement ;TPA)).

•

WSLECO requirementsfor geohydrologicevaluation and sampling plans for
liquid effluent dischargesites.

•

Sitewide programfor construction, maintenance, and abandonment of
monitoringwells.

•

Handling, transfer, and management of sitewide monitoringdate.

•

Permit status, monitoringrequirements, and reporting under the National
Pollutant DischargeEliminationSystem (NPDES).
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The audit includeda review of DOE Orders, environmental regulatory requirements, and
backgrounddocuments providedby Hanfordprior to the audit team's arrival onsite. Onsite
activities includedadditional document review; interviews with management and staff
within RL, WHC, PNL, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), and Washington State
Department of Ecology (WDOE); and observation of a groundwater sampling event. This
portion of the audit also involved coordinationwith the other membersof the audit team,
particularly the EnvironmentalProtectionProgramsspecialists.
Since the 1990 Tiger Team Assessment and the 1992 ProgressAssessment, Hanford has
made considerableprogressin the implementation of formal groundwater and surface
water monitoringprogramsand completionof planning and reportingdocuments to meet
DOE 5400.1 requirements and regulatory consent orders. The audit team generally was
impressedwith the formality of monitoringplans and procedures, the establishment of
informalcommunication systems between program organizations, and the development of
cooperative working relationshipswith the regulatory agencies ovsrseeingthe monitoring
programs. Some program elements, however, have not been fully implemented.
Groundwater Monitorina Proarams
Groundwater monitoringactivities at Hanford currently include: (1) the Groundwater
SurveillanceProgram; (2) the RCRA Groundwater Monitoring Program; (3) the Operational
Groundwater Monitoring Program; (4) CERCLA-relatedmonitoring; (5) Washington State
216 Permit-relatedmonitoringunder WSLECO; and (6) Washington State UST monitoring.
The Groundwater Surveillance Project providessitewide surveillanceto meet the
requirementsof DOE 5400.1. PNL is responsiblefor this program under the oversight of
the RL Quality, Safety, and Health ProgramsDivision (RL-QSH). Sampling for this program
is performed by the PNL Field Samplingand Analysis Group.
The RCRA Groundwater Monitoring Program provides permit-related monitoringof RCRAregulated facilities. The RCRA monitoringrequirements are covered under the TPA. The
draft sitewide RCRA Permit, anticipated to be approved in July 1994, will provide
additionalmonitoringrequirements.
The OperationalGroundwater Monitoring Program primarily provides "near-field" monitoring
adjacent to facilities with liquid waste disposalsystems. Both the RCRA and Operational
Groundwater Monitoring programs are under the auspices of WHC's RCRA and Operational
Monitoring Programand the WHC GeohydrologicSupport Group, with oversight from the
RL Waste Management Division. Sampling is done primarily by PNL's Field Sampling and
Analysis Group.
CERCLA-relatedgroundwater monitoringis performed in accordance with site-specific work
plans for individualoperable units under the requirements of the TPA. This program is
primarilymanaged by WHC's EnvironmentalRemediation Division under the oversight of
the RL EnvironmentalRemediationDivision (RL-ERD);however, some operable units are
managed by the USACE as a contractor to RL-ERD. Technical support and sampling is
performed by WHC's Geohydrologic SupportGroup, WHC's Industrial Health Physics,
PNL's Field Sampling and Analysis Group, and the USACE. Groundwater monitoring
related to WSLECO and the UST Program is managed by WHC's Waste, Analytical and
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Environmental
Services
withinthe Operational
Monitoring
Program,and monitoring
related
tothe UST Programisimplementedby bothWHC and ICFKH,
In general, the individualgroundwater monitoring programs are formally implemented
through planningdocuments and procedures,are technically comprehensive,and have met
the requirementsand milestones established by the variousregulatory consent orders,
agreements, and permits.
Strengthsnoted in the programs includethe following:
•

Hanfc-d has developed an extensive monitoring-well network to address
requirementsunder DOE 5400.1, RCRA, and CERCLA.

•

Monitoring milestones required under the TPA have been met to date.
However, it should be noted that a number of milestones have been deleted,
extended, or renegotiated. For example, RL has successfullynegotiated 8
reductionin the number of new RCRA wells required for installationannually.

•

Samplingprograms are formally implemented through plans and procedures.
Several commendablesampling practices were noted in the Groundwater
SurveillanceProgram, including written work sheets for the samplingcrews
that specify purgingrequirementsand sampling requirements;8 master list of
wells which documents purge water disposalrequirements; and use of
ElectricalWell Power System Monitors to ensure that well pumpingsystems
are electronically sound priorto initiation of pumping.

•

Progress has been made toward establishingcoordination between the
individualmonitoring programs through informal communication,meetings,
and working groups. For example, a Well Administration Team has been
estabiishad to coordinate sitewide well inventory, numbering, and
maintenance issues, and sampling integration meetings have bean initiated to
coordinate sampling between PNL and WHC (I-D-7, I-D-11, and I-D-26).

•

Co-samplingprograms with the Washington State Department of Health
(WDOH) and WDOE have been effective and cooperative (I-D-2 and I-D-19).

Several weaknesses also were identified in the programs. No single organizationhas
formal authority or responsibilityfor a sitewide groundwater monitoringprogram. There
are a number of issues related to the implementationand integration of groundwater
monitoringprograms by multiple organizations(see FindingEP-3). Additionally,elements
of the Hanford Groundwater Protection Management Program have not been fully
implemented (see FindingEP-4). One additionalweakness that was not identified in a
finding is the lack of deeper wells in the unconfined aquifer to: (1) providecomplete
characterizationof groundwater contamination in the lower portion of the unconfined
aquifer--particularly in areas where denser-than-water contaminants such as chlorinated
solvents are present (e.g., 200 Area and 300 Area) and at 0epth could occur as dense
non-aqueous phase liquids;and (2) account for falling water tables as a result of cessation
of liquid effluent discharges. Both issueswere identified in the 1990 Tiger Team report
and have not been fully addressed. It shouldbe noted that work has been initiated by PNL
on a study to determine the impact of declining water levels on groundwater monitoringnetworks.
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Potential barriers cited as contributing to the difficulty in integration among monitoring
programs are: (1) the lack of incentive for accountability to and ownership of the site
mission as opposed to a program mission; and (2) the perception of negative effects of
integration (i.e., loss of project/program control and reduction of program authority and
responsibility) (I-D-26). Additional barriers include organizational separation of oversight
functions at RL, organizational separation of funding sources, and the separate internal
corporate procedural requirements of individual subcontractors.
RL has not fully incorporated lessons learned from past audits, progress assessments, and
GAO Reports into improvements of the groundwater monitoring program management.
Previous audits have cited lack of coordination of monitoring programs as a deficiency.
Additionally, the March 1993 GAO Report RCED-93-71, "Hanford's Well-Drilling Costs Can
Be Reduced," stated that the current management structure, lacking a central organization
with responsibility for all well drilling, has resulted in increased well-drilling costs at
Hanford (D-D-24). The report also cited a value engineering study's recommendations to
reduce the number of offices with well-drilling roles and noted *,hat precedents have been
established for the establishment of a single project management entity for programs with
more than one funding source (D-D-24). These observations and recommendations also
are appropriate for the groundwater monitoring programs.
Surface Water Monitorina Proorams
Surface water monitoring conducted at the site under the Surface Water Surveillance Task
within the Surface Environmental Surveillance Project includes monitoring of the Columbia
River, groundwater spring discharges along the river bank, ponds located onsita, offsite
water systems located east of and across the Columbia River from Hanford, and an
irrigation canal supplied by the Columbia River downstream from Hanford. The Surface
Water Surveillance Project is conducted as a component of the Surface Surveillance Project
by PNL under the oversight of RL-QSH.
surface water monitoring also is conducted as a component of the Near-Field Operational
Environmental Monitoring Program by the WHC Environmental Engineering Studies function
under the technical oversight of RL-QSH and the programmatic oversight of the Waste
Management Division. This program includes ponds and ditches adjacent to facilities as
well as groundwater seeps along the Columbia River in the 100-N Area.
Routine monitoring of liquid effluent discharges is coordinated and reported by Regulatory
Support within WHC's Waste, Analytical and Environmental Services under the oversight
of the RL Office of Environmental Assurance, Permits and Policy. This program currently
includes 10 liquid discharge points, reduced from an original 33 points as part of liquid
effluent cessation required under WSLECO and the TPA.
Monitoring also is performed at NPDES-permitted outfalls. NPDES Permit No.
WA-000374-3,
issued to RL by EPA Region 10, specifies discharge points, effluent
limitations, and monitoring requirements for nonradioactive discharges to the Columbia
River from eight outfalls. The current NPDES permit, issued in 1985, has expired. An
application for a new permit was submitted by RL in 1991 in accordance with the schedule
required by EPA, but has not yet been approved. RL currently is monitoring the outfalls
under the conditions of the original permit until the new permit is issued. Monitoring and
reporting is performed for seven of these outfalls by WHC and for one outfall by PNL.
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Lastly, characterization of groundwaterseeps to the Columbia River is performed as a
component of certain operable unit remedialinvestigationsby WHC's Environmental
Remediation Division as part of CERCLA-relatedactivities under the TPA.
The following strengths were noted in the surface water programs:

i

•

A series of technical reports have been prepared by PNL and WHC, as part of
the Surveillance and CERCLAPrograms,to compile and evaluate historic and
current monitoringdata for the Columbia River. These reports have included
trending of data over time, trending of data versus river flow conditions, and
establishingsite-related contributionsversus offsite derived contributions of
analytes detected in the river.

•

The surface water surveillanceprogramhas expandedthe analytes to include
those covered under the RCRA facility monitoringrequirements for
determining potential and future impacts from these facilities, although
inclusion of these analytesin the surface water monitoringhas not been
specifically requiredby the TPA.

•

The surveillance programhas includedan analysis of groundwater seepage
rates and contaminant concentrationsunder various river stage conditions in
order to determine the most representative samplingconditions and to
determine the useability of seep data.

•

The WHC EnvironmentalEngineeringStudies organizationconducted a pointby-point justification of the rationale for surface water samplingpoints as
part of self-assessmentresponseactions, to minimizeredundancy with other
programs (I-D-10).

There also were several weaknesses noted in the surface water programs. Several of
these weaknesses were identified in findingsthat were includedin other sections of this
audit report:
•

Formal comparison of surface water data collected in the individualsurface
water programs is incomplete. For example, surface water data collected as
part of the Surveillance Programare not formally compared with data for
adjacent locations from the OperationalProgram. Additionally, the Liquid
Effluent Monitoring Program and Operational EnvironmentalMonitoring
Program(OEM) collect samplesin close proximity; however, data are
reported in separate reports and there is no report containing a
comprehensive comparisonof these data (I-D-IO and I-D-16). This is a minor
weakness consideringthe required elimination of effluent dischargesto the
ground in 1995.

•

Some inefficiency is created by three different programs having responsibility
for monitoring of onsite pondsand springs;however, there is currently very
little redundancy between these programs (I-D-l 0, I-D-18, and I-D-22).

•

Formal proceduresfor seep samplingare not in place (I-D-18 and I-D-22).
This is an internal milestone in PNL's Contractor Work Plan for the Surface
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Water Surveillance Project under the Public Safety and Resource Protection
Program and is currently behind schedule (D-D-21) (see Finding FP-1 ).
•

Surface water sampling for the OEM is performed by the WHC Site
Surveillance Health Physics Group in support of the OEM under the direction
of WHC Environmental Engineering Studies. Until recently the Health
Physics group used informal "desktop procedures." Formal procedures
recently have been developed but are still in draft form (D-D-22; I-B-14 and
I-D- 1O) (see Finding FP- 1).

No findings specific to the Surface Water Monitoring Program were developed during the
audit.
Two findings specific to groundwater monitoring, related to the Sitewide Groundwater
Monitoring Program and the Groundwater Protection Management Program, were identified
in the environmental monitoring portion of the audit.
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3.3.3.1.2
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EP-2:

Sitewide Groundwater Monitoring Program

Performance Objective: DOE 5400.1, "General Environmental Protection Program,"
Chapter IV, Section 9.b., specifies requirements for a Groundwater Monitoring Program.
DOE 5400.1 also states "It is DOE's policy that efforts to meet environmental obligations
be carried out consistently across all operations and among all field organizations and
programs." Section 4.d also states "Monitoring networks should be operated and
maintained in a uniform manner, i.e., through established procedures that allow
comparative evaluations of data from monitoring sites."
DOE 5480.19, "Conduct of Operations Requirements for DOE Facilities," states that it is
DOE policy to conduct its operations with a consistent and auditable set of requirements,
standards, and responsibilities.
DOE 4700.1, "Project Management System," states that costly, complex, and long-running
multimillion-dollar efforts should be managed as a project and establishes objectives to:
provide 8 disciplined, systematic, and coordinated approach to project management; and
centralize authority for project approval and allocation of resources.
The Hanford Federal Facility Agreement and Consent Order (Tri-Party Agreement (TPA))
specifies requirements and milestones for groundwater monitoring and related activities at
Hanford under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), the Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA), and other programs.
Groundwater monitoring requirements also are specified in the Washington State Liquid
Effluent Consent Order (WSLECO).
The Groundwater Protection Management Program Plan (GPMPP) states that one of its
primary purposes is to provide a framework for coordination of existing groundwater
protection activities. The GPMPP also states "A common approach or process should be
used regardless of the specific groundwater-related regulation or requirement."
Finding: The multiple groundwater monitoring programs at Hanford are not fully integrated
into a sitewide monitoring program.
DiscmNdon: Groundwater monitoring activities at Hanford now are being performed under
multiple programs by multiple organizations, including groups within WHC, PNL, ICF Kaiser
Hanford Company (ICF KH), Hanford Environmental Health Foundation (HEHF), and the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE). The various program responsibilities are
discussed in the overview. These programs also are under the oversight of multiple
organizations at RL, including the Waste Management Division, the Environmental
Remediation Division, and the Quality, Safety, and Health Programs Division. No single
organization has formal authority or responsibility for a sitewide groundwater monitoring
program.
RL, WHC, PNL, USACE, and Washington State Department of Ecology (WDOE) personnel
cited the lack of a formal sitewide groundwater monitoring program and indicated problems
in the implementation and integration of groundwater monitoring programs Oy multiple
organizations. These problems included inefficiencies and redundancies in sampling and
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reporting, potential conflicts between CERCLA remediation and RCRA compliance, lack of a
cohesive long-term groundwater plan and strategy in the Groundwater Protection
Management Program, and barriersto conflict resolution(I-D-1 through 3, 5, 8, 19, and
25). The site has made notable progressduringthe past 2 years in coordinating multiple
programsto reduce duplication and conflicts, and there are a number of informal
coordinationmechanisms in place, as discussedin the Overview. Still, these mechanisms
do not establish a formal sitewide program and do not ensure consistency and integration
among all programs. These issuesmay be compoundedin light of anticipated
organizationalchanges, includingthe addition of a new contractor-Bechtel Hanford,
Inc.--who also will have groundwater monitoringresponsibilitiesfor the environmental
remediation program.
Specific issues related to the lack of an integrated sitewide groundwater monitoring
programinclude the following:
•

The Memorandum of Understandingfor implementationof the Hanford
EnvironmentalManagement Programhas not been updated since 1987 and
does not reflect the current EnvironmentalMonitoring Plan and Environmental
Protection Implementation Plan (D-D-17; I-D-5 and I-D-10). In addition, there
are some inaccuracies in the current Memorandumof Understanding (I-D-5).
For example, responsibilitiesfor geologic loggingand hydrologictesting are
assigned solely to PNL, but these activities are performed by both PNL and
WHC.

•

Two examples of potential or perceived redundanciesas a result of
separation of groundwater programs were identified during the audit: (1)
completion of sitewide water table measurementsby both PNL and WHC
(I-D-5, I-D-6, and I-D-11 ); and (2) completion of separate sitewide
groundwater models by PNL and WHC (I-D-5, I-D-6, and I-D-11 ). Section
8.0 of the GPMPP specifies that WHC is responsiblefor conducting sitewide
conceptual/numerical modeling. It should be noted that these activities may
only be perceived as redundancies, since PNLhas indicated that there are
technical bases for these overlaps.

•

There has not been clear and consistentjustification of the monitoringwells
owned and sampled by the separate programs. For example, individualsat
RL, WDOE, and PNL indicated a lack of justification for continued and
increased monitoringas part of the OperationalGroundwater Monitoring
Program (I-D-5, I-D-18, and I-D-19).
The Hanford Site Groundwater Monitoring Report for 1992 states "The
operational monitoringprogram was significantlyredesignedin 1989 to
reflect the diminishingimportance of site productionfacilities" (D-D-9). The
GPMPP also suggests a reduction in operational groundwater monitoring as
"operational monitoringactivities diminishin responseto cleanup milestones
and schedules for elimination of liquid waste streams" (D-D-3). There has
been, however, an increase in the number of wells sampled in the
Operational Groundwater Monitoring Program. Fifty-seven wells in the
operational network were sampled in 1992 (D-D-9). Current estimates of the
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number of wells included for 1994 range from 130 to 169 (D-D-18 and
D-D-25; I-D-5).
•

The purpose, rationale, and long-termstrategy for the collective programsis
not clearly established and communicated.
For example, the GPMPP states "The operationalmonitoringprogram serves
as the mechanism for the integratingand reportingof groundwater-related
activities originating with other programs" (RCRA, CERCLA, WSLECO, etc.)
at Hanford (D-D-3). The GPMPP also states that the Groundwater
Surveillance Programis "an integratedassessmentof the impact of site
operation on the groundwater system."

•

Both the public and the regulatorshave expressed concern that there is no
single entity at Hanford that is responsiblefor groundwater issuesand
strategy (I-D-19 and I-D-25).

•

The groundwater monitoringprogramshave not fully integrated sampling
efforts to identify joint samplingopportunities in order to reduce costs and to
minimize purge water and investigation-derivedwastes (I-D-18, I-D-19, and
I-D-25). It shouldbe noted that significantprogress has been made in the
coordination of samplingthroughthe development of integrated schedules
and informal coordinationmeetings (I-D-5, I-D-11, and I-D-24). However,
there are additional well locations where RCRA/Operationaland CERCLA
programs, and CERCLA and Surveillanceprograms could share samples
rather than collecting samplesduringseparate events (I-D-I 9 and I-D-25).

•

Groundwater monitoringconducted under WSLECO and Underground
StorageTank (UST) programsdo not appear to be well-integrated into the
sitewide groundwater monitoringprograms. These monitoringactivities are
not specifically discussedin the 1992 Annual Site EnvironmentalReport or
the Hanford Site Groundwater Monitoring Report for 1992. Ongoing
groundwater monitoringactivities associated with UST investigationsare
conducted by both WHC and ICF KH (I-D-29). The individualsand
organizationsresponsiblefor oversightof these activities are not clearly
defined. Also, the RL and contractor staff responsiblefor oversight and
management of the Surveillanceand RCRA/OperationalMonitoring Programs
were not fully aware of the status of WSLECO and UST-related monitoring
programsor the organizationsresponsiblefor implementingthese programs
(I-D-l, 5, 9, and 11).

Two potential barrierscited as contributingto the difficulty in integration among programs
are (1) the lack of incentive for accountabilityto and ownership of the site mission as
opposed to the program mission;and (2) the perceptionof negative effects of integration
(i.e., loss of project/programcontrol and reductionof programauthority and responsibility)
(I-D-26). Additional barriers include organizationalseparation of oversight functions at RL,
organizationalseparation of DOE Headquartersfunding sources, and the separate internal
corporate proceduralrequirements of individualsubcontractors.
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RL has not fully incorporatedlessonslearned from past audits, the 1992 Hanford Progress
Assessment, and GAO Reports into improvementsof the groundwater monitoring program
management. Previousaudits have cited lack of coordinationof monitoring programs as a
deficiency. Additionally, the March 1993 GAO Report RCED-93-71, "Hanford's WellDrilling Costs Can Be Reduced," stated that the current management structure, lacking a
central organizationwith responsibilityfor all well drilling, has increased Hanford's welldrillingcosts (D-D-24). The report also cited a previousvalue engineering study's
recommendationsto reduce the numbe_of offices with well-drillingroles and noted that
precedents have been established for the creation of a single project and management
entity for programswith more than one funding source.
This issue also was partially identified in the May 1992 Hanford Progress Assessment
(E/C-3 and E/C-4), and a number of the specific deficiencies cited in the Progress
Assessment have not been fully corrected. These issuesinclude the lack of an Office of
Groundwater Protection Management, sitewide procedures,and a sitewide well inventory
and abandonment plan.
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EP-3:

Groundwater Protection Management Program

Performance Objective: DOE 5400.1, "General Environmental Protection Program,"
Chapter III, Section 4.A, requires a Groundwater Protection Management Program (GPMP)
and a Groundwater Protection Management Program Plan (GPMPP). Among the specific
activities to be included in the program are: "documentation of the groundwater regime
with respect to quantity and quality"; "design and implementation of a groundwater
monitoring program to support resource management...";
and "a management program
for groundwater protection and remediation."
DOE 5400.1 also establishes DOE policy to "anticipate and address potential environmental
problems before they pose a threat to the quality of the environment or of the public
welfare."
Revised Code of Washington (RCW) 90.44, "Regulation of Public Ground Water," states
that groundwater management programs shall include identification of water resources,
projection of water supply needs, identification of water resource management policies,
and identification of land use and other activities that may impact the quality and efficient
use of water.
Washington Administrative Code (WAC) 173-160, "Minimum Standards for Construction
and Maintenance of Wells," sets standards for well drilling, construction, maintenance, and
decommissioning and abandonment. WAC 173-160-415 states "Any well which is
unusable or whose use has been permanently discontinued..,
shall be abandoned."
The Hanford GPMPP states that the strategy for well-remediation and decommissioning
activities is provided in the Hanford Well Remediation and Decommissioning Plan.
The GPMPP states in Section 3.0, "General Program Objectives," that one of the sitespecific objectives for groundwater protection is to "manage groundwater (recharge and
withdrawal) to minimize adverse impacts of existing contamination."
Section 4.1, "General
Policy and Strategy," includes the site-specific strategy element: "Control artificial
recharge and groundwater withdrawals to minimize the movement of contaminant plumes."
Finding: Elements of the Hanford GPMP have not been fully implemented.
Diacmmion: The Hanford GPMPP is prepared by RL, along with subordinate planning
documents, to fulfill planning requirements for groundwater protection activities required
under DOE 5400.1. The GPMPP states that many of the elements required for the GPMP
are covered by existing programs at Hanford, and that the purposes of the GPMPP are to
provide a framework for coordination of existing groundwater protection activities and to
provide the general scope, philosophy, and strategies for groundwater protection and
management.
The current draft of the GPMPP was published in November 1993 and currently is under
revision (I-D-9 and I-D-25). Additionally, Tri-Perty Agreement (TPA) Milestone M-13-81
requires submittal of a work plan on the Hanford Groundwater Remediation Strategy to
EPA and the Washington State Department of Ecology (WDOE) by August 31, 1994, and
submittal of a work plan on the Hanford GPMP to EPA and WDOE by October 31, 1994.
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Work has been initiated on these documents (I-D-l, I-D-9, and I-D-25); however, it was not
within the scope of this audit to review these documents in preparation.
Several elements of the GPMP have not been fully implemented in the existing programs at
the site or ere missingin the current GPMPP. Specific examples of deficienciesinclude the
following:
=

•

The GPMPP does not adequately addressexisting groundwater resources and
uses, future resource needs, or water resourcemanagement policies. For
example:
--

There is no discussionof existing groundwater withdrawal by the 400
Area drinking water supply or the North RichlandWells, existing
dischargesto groundwater, or the relationshipbetween these
activities and potential impacts from site activities. There also is no
discussion of strategies regardingfuture groundwater withdrawals
and dischargesother than cessation of current liquid waste
discharges. The current document focuses on monitoringand
remediation activities, but does not address groundwater and
wellhead protection strategies. Section 4.4, "Groundwater Protection
and Monitoring," discussesthe ColumbiaRiver as the eventual
discharge point for contaminant plumes, but does not discussthe
supply wells as potential receptors (D-D-3).

-

Current interpretations of groundwater flow indicate that several
factors may be limitingthe migration of the 200-E Area tritium plume
toward the North RichlandWells. These include recharge from
irrigation in the western North RichlandArea, contributingto eastward
flow toward the river; and groundwater moundingat the North
Richland recharge basins, which serves as a hydraulicbarrier limiting
southward flow of groundwater from the site (D-D-9; I-D-18). The
GPMPP does not address the significance of these practices or
implications of future changes in recharge and withdrawal practices.
A long-term groundwater protection strategy must include
consideration of these recharge and withdrawal practices and the
relationship between these activities and potential impacts from site
activities.

A sitewide program to inventory, remediate, maintain, and abandon wells in
accordance with the Washington State Code and the anticipated Draft
Hanford Facility ResourceConservationand RecoveryAct (RCRA) Permit has
not been fully implemented (I-D-l, 5, 24, and 28). For example:
--

The Washington State Code specifies requirementsfor
abandonment/closureof unusedand unsuitablewells; however, there
is no schedule specified. The Draft Hanford Facility RCRA Permit
specifies a specific schedule for well abandonment(I-D-1 and I-D-24).
There have been approximately 4,400 known wells drilledat Hanford,
approximately 3,300 of which still exist (D-D-20). Reports of the
number of wells currently in use vary from approximately 1,200 to
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2,400 (D-D-6 and D-D-20); therefore, approximately 900 to 2,200
wells may requireabandonment. Some of the "in use" wells may
require rehabilitationto meet current standards, or, alternatively, be
abandoned.
--

Current funding and planningis limited to several specific
decommissioningprojects: 48 wells in the North Slope and Arid
Lands Ecology areas for the environmentalremedietion program under
a TPA milestone, and 53 new shallow vadose zone boringsbeing
installed and abandoned in the 200-W Area under the RCRA program
(I-D-5 and I-D-24). Although a formal program has been established
by WHC for well abandonment, this program is limited in scope, as
noted above, and there is no funding or schedule for sitewide
abandonment of wells to fully meet the requirements of WAC
173-180 (I-D-l, I-D-24, and I-D-28).

-

There is no single point of contact at RL for oversight of sitewide well
maintenance and decommissioningactivities, and there has been
inconsistent oversight of this program by RL (I-D-24). According to
one RL staff member, the program has been viewed as a low-priority
action because of the lack of an "imminentregulatory driver" (I-D-1).

-

This deficiency also was identified in the 1992 ProgressAssessment
Concern Number E/C-3. Significantprogress has been made on
several actions subsequentto the Progress Assessment: (1) a
sitewide database of well ownership,the Hanford Wells Database
System, is under development; (2) the Hanford Well Remediation and
DecommissioningPlan was issued by WHC in fiscal year 1993; and
(3) specifications Eli 6.10, "Abandoning/Decommissioning
Groundwater Wells," and Eli 8.3, "Remediationof Groundwater
Wells," were issued in fiscal year 1992 and revised in fiscal year
1993. WHC's Subsurface InvestigationServices has been given
authority by RL, and has establishedEli procedures, to issue start
cards for all well construction and decommissioningand meeting
reporting requirementsunder WAC 173-160. There is not yet a
formal system in place to ensurethat all non-WHC activities are
captured by these processes, although it is currently happeningin
practice (I-D-5 and I-D-24). For example, the PNL Statement of Work
for Well Rehabilitationfiscal year 1994 specifies work to be done
under the direction of PNL, but does not specify any coordination with
WHC's SubsurfaceInvestigation Services and does not reference the
Eli Procedures(D-D-23; I-D-28).

--

There currently is no programfor routine or systematic
characterization and maintenance of sitewide wells (I-D-24). PNL
performs routine maintenance of wells under ownership of the
groundwater surveillance program; however, WHC does not currently
perform routine maintenance of wells (I-D-24 and I-D-28). It should
be noted that the 1991 Hanford EnvironmentalMonitoring Plan,
Section II.B, "Operational EnvironmentalMaintenance," states
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"Groundwater monitoring wells require periodic maintenance to
ensure that the well is providingrepresentative samples" and that
wells used for the operational monitoring programare scheduled for
routine inspectionand maintenance every 3 to 5 years (D-D-27).
WHC's Subsurface Investigation services conducts field
characterization of wells, fitness-for-use evaluations, and wellmaintenance activities. However, these activities are performed only
on an as-needed basis for specific wells being considered for inclusion
in individualprograms.
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3.4

FORMALITY OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROGRAMS

3.4.1
The purpose of the formality of environmental programs portion of the routine
environmentalaudit is to assess whether environmental protection activities at the site are
beingconducted in accordance with formal programssupported by documentation,
inspections,and procedures. DOE 5480.19, "Conduct of OperationsRequirementsfor
DOE Facilities," and DOE 5700.6C, "Quality Assurance," provide requirementsand
guidelinesfor the development of directives, plans, and proceduresrelating to the conduct
of operations. These order.sstate that DOE policy requiresfacilities to put proceduresin
place to control the conduct of their operations,and that these operationsbe managed
with a consistent and auditable set of requirements. Appendix E lists the regulations,
requirements, and guidelines used to evaluate the site.
This portion of the audit focused specifically on the following areas:
•

Regulatory Tracking and Translation -- systems to transmit, track, and
interpret environmental regulationsand DOE Orders and incorporatethem
into policies, standards, and procedures.

•

Procedures -- mechanismsby which environmental programsand procedures
ere developed and effectively implemented throughoutthe organization.

•

Routine Facility Surveillance Inspections - systems to conduct routine
inspections to ensure site compliance with applicable environmental
requirements, and to identify and correct potential problems.

•

Recordkeeping and Reporting - systems to maintain and retain records, and
to ensure timely completionof environmentalregulatory and management
reporting requirements.

The general approach to this portion of the audit was to review before arriving onsite:
DOE Orders, environmental regulatory requirements,and formal site documentation
describingthe inlplementation procedures, conduct of operations, and quality assurance
programs.
Onsite activities includedadditional document review and interviews with management
personnel of RL's Quality, Safety, & Health Programs Division (RL-QSH), Laboratory
Management Division, EnvironmentalRemediation Division, and Waste Management
Division;WHC's Waste, Analytical and EnvironmentalServices and Emergency,Safety,
Quality Services; Hanford EnvironmentalHealth Foundation's (HEHF) Health Services
Division;and PNL's Office of Health and Environment,Facilitiesand Operations Division,
and Earth and EnvironmentalSciences Center. This portion of the audit relied on input
from all members of the audit team.
Re0ulatorv Trackino and Translation
Regulatorytracking within RL relies heavily on WHC's RegulatorySupport organization
within Waste, Analytical and EnvironmentalServices. WHC notifies RL of impending
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changes in Federal and State regulations; RL, in turn, transmits requests for review,
comment, or implementation to site contractors. PNL also relies upon WHC's regulatory
tracking activities and has no internal, formal review procedures or regulatory tracking
systems of its own, aside from customer-directed changes. Although WHC essentially is
performing regulatory review sitewide, it has not been formally assigned this task by RL.

The procedures used to implement the site's environmental programs are not integrated,
and vary according to contractor. Each contractor assessed, however, had comprehensive
procedures for most of its respective operations, and it appeared that procedures were
reviewed and updated regularly. RL has been attempting to integrate sitewide
environmental programs (e.g., emergency preparedness contingency planning), but most
programs currently are conducted according to the respective contractor's own set of
procedures. A prime example of this is the Pollution Prevention Awareness Program
(PPAP) (see Finding OS-3). WHC, PNL, and HEHF maintain detailed procedures describing
their respective PPAPs. Each is separate from the others, but there is some attempt to
cross-feed technical information, particularly from WHC to the other contractors. WHC
compiles and formats site contractors' waste minimization progress report data for RL into
a single report for the Washington State Department of Ecology (WDOE). WHC has
developed an excellent, comprehensive draft guide for its waste generators that describes
how to prepare and maintain a facility-specific waste minimization plan.
For the most part, WHC's and PNL's procedures are updated as necessary (i.e., driven by
customer needs and regulatory changes), or at least annually, as described by the
respective Quality Assurance Program section governing procedural reviews. Training
requirements prescribed under the Quality Assurance Programs are well-documented,
frequently updated, and accomplished by all three major site contractors. The training
resources and training databases, however, are not centralized or integrated (see Finding
EP-2).
Routine Facility Inspections
The responsibility for environmental programs is shared by several site contractors and
their subcontractors. RL has the contractor oversight role for ensuring that these
environmental programs are being implemented according to DOE Orders and policies, and
that site activities are in compliance with all applicable regulations. Within RL. contractor
oversight is provided by the Assistant Manager for Environmental Management, Assistant
Manager for Technical Support, Assistant Manager for Waste Management, and the Tank
Waste Mediation System Program Office. Independent oversight of contractor programs
also is performed by RL's Office of Performance Assessment, and Office of Environmental
Assurance, Permits and Policy (RL-EAP). Of these oversight roles, the one performed by
RL's Office of Performance Assessment is by far the most proceduralized and formalized.
Oversight by other RL offices consists of milestone document review and field
surveillances. Because of staffing limitations, many RL managers interviewed rely heavily
on document review and limit the number, extent, and rigor of field surveillances.
Contractor self-assessments are required under RL Implementing Directive 1000.1, "SelfAssessment." For the most part, the most effective oversight programs are being
performed by the contr__ctors' respective staff organizations (i.e., PNL's Facilities and
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Operations and WHC's Emergency, Safety, Quality Services). Self-assessments by line
managers are not as well-developed, extensively implemented, or effective as intended by
RL Implementing Directive 1000.1. The audit team reviewed the contractor selfassessment programs which varied from very good to very basic.
Recordkeeoino and Reoortino
The findings and interest item tracking systems within Hanford ere varied and not
integrated. RL-QSH relies upon a subcontractor- MACTEC -- to provide the quarterly
Central Information Control System (CICS) report. The CICS is an informational tracking
system that includes a detailed accounting of open inspection items and findings that are
either open, delinquent, in progress, or pending verification prior to closure. Each item in
CICS is ranked according to its Priority Planning Grid value, which reflects the risk of
occurrence and severity of outcome. Whereas CICS provides very valuable tracking
information that allows RL-QSH to summarize all ongoing corrective actions, CICS is not
used by many other RL managers, nor does it contain sitewide information (i.e., items
identified end being tracked by contractors). WHC tracks its environmental findings and
interest items using the Quality, Environmental, and Safety Tracking System (QUEST)
relational database, which is maintained by corrective action data systems of WHC's
Emergency, Safety, Quality Services. QUEST also uses the same Priority Planning Grid
value system as CICS, but does not contain the same information about findings tracked
by RL, PNL, or the site's other contractors and subcontractors. The PNL database tracking
system, Compliance Action Tracking System (CATS), contains only the items pertaining to
PNL's 300 Area, but none of WHC's items, even if they have some bearing on or
relationship to PNL's activities. Weekly CATS updates are provided to the director of RL's
Laboratory Management Division.
RL-EAP is responsible for regulatory reporting under the National Emission Standards for
Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAPs) and National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
(NPDES). These reports are forwarded to EPA Region X; the radiological NESHAPs data
also are reported to the Washington State Department of Health (WDOH) under a separate
State regulatory agreement for monitoring radiological air emissions. Reports made under
the Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) are reported through RL-EAP to WDOH, which has
primacy for the SDWA. RL was in full compliance with these environmental requirements
and was meeting report milestones ahead of schedule.
The audit team concluded that the documentation reviewed indicated that site contractors
had, for the most part, adequate formality in their environmental programs. Of particular
note were the WHC goals to maintain an exceptionally high quality of formal
documentation, both in procedures and quality assurance, that was among the best in
DOE. Despite the overall high quality of formality, the audit team identified one finding
associated with formality relating primarily to oversight functions and self-assessment
programs.
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3.4.2
FP-I:

Formality of Oversight Activities

Performance Objective: DOE 5480.19, "Conduct of OperationsRequirementsfor DOE
Facilities," providesrequirements and guidelinesfor the development of directives, plans,
and proceduresrelating to the conduct of operations. This Order states that DOE policy
requiresthat the conduct of operationsat DOE facilities be managed with a consistent and
auditable set of requirements, standards, and responsibilities. The policy statement also
addressesthe use of proceduresto control conduct of operations, review of programs, and
assessmentof programeffectiveness.
Finding: Oversight, findings and regulatory tracking, and field surveillanceactivities are not
being conducted with sufficient formality or consistency.
Discussion: Best management practices dictate that formal systems and procedures
shouldbe in place to manage day-to-day environmentalprotection activities to ensure
environmentalcompliance. This includes systems to track and understand regulatory
requirements, procedures for implementation of policiesand programs, routine inspections
and field surveillances,and systems for recordkeepingand reporting. Specifically, the
following Hanford programs and elements lack formality:
•

Formal schedules and criteria have not been developed and issued for field
surveillance of contractor environmentalprograms and documentation review
(I-C-2, 7, 18, 21, and 22). Limited staff and competing requirements were
cited most frequently by interviewees as reasons why formal schedules had
not been developed or followed. For example, the RL project manager for
Area 100 has oversight responsibilitiesfor 373 separate hazardous waste
sites. Other RL managers with oversight responsibilitieshave comparable
workloads. Schedulingthis number of site visits, in addition to the much
larger task of performing field surveillanceon each, appears to be an
intractable problem (I-C-1).

•

Resultsof RL field surveillancesoften are inadequately documented;
consequently, findings obtained during these surveillancesare not
consistently entered into any of the Hanford internal tracking system
databases (I-C-1,2, 18, and 21 ).

•

The site operates at least three separate, contractor-developedtracking
systems; RL managers appear to borrow from all three, depending on the
specific area of oversight. For example, managersin RL's Laboratory
Management Division use PNL's ComplianceAction Tracking System (CATS)
or their own personal tracking system, whereas those RL managers with
oversight responsibilitiesfor WHC's programsuse the Quality,
Environmental,and Safety Tracking System (QUEST) (I-C-28). RL managers
in the Quality, Safety, and Health ProgramsDivisionmaintain a separate
tracking system called the Central Information ControlSystem (ClCS) (I-E-1).
There is an effort now under way to consolidatefindings and interest-item
tracking for all Hanford organizationsin a second-generationversion of
QUEST.
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•

There are inconsistenciesin the content, frequency, and rigor of field
surveillances; in one case, mostly becauseof staffing shortages, a
responsible RL mBnager has not conducted field surveillancein more than 2
years. In lieu of field surveillances,RL managershave relied upon regulatory
milestone completion reports as the principalevaluation tool for contractor
performance (I-C-2 and I-C-18).

•

There appears to be no formalized procedureto close verified Tiger Team
findings and observationsfrom the site's tracking database(s). Currently, 65
corrective actions resultingfrom the 1990 Tiger Team Assessment have
been completed in the CICS, but they await verification because RL
managers either do not believe they have the authority to close the finding or
have not received verification evidence from the contractor(s) (I-C-18 and
I-E-1 ). There are an additional38 delinquentcorrective actions for which
completion date projectionsare lackingor have not been aggressively
pursued. Followup requests for status on these open items do not appear to
occur with any consistencyor periodic frequency until a particular finding
becomes highly visibleto regulators. Consequently, finding closure tends to
be reactive, rather than proactive.

•

RL does not have regulatorytracking proceduresin place and must rely upon
WHC's Regulatory Supportorganizationfor this service. Although WHC
essentially is performing regulatory review sitewide, it has not been formally
assigned this task by RL (I-C-18, I-C-28, and I-E-1).

•

Proceduresand guidance on National EnvironmentalPolicy Act (NEPA)
document preparation (RL 5440.1 B)have not been approved and republished
following the Secretary of Energy's Notice, SEN 15-90, issued in February
1990. Draft NEPA guidancedocuments have been issued periodically by RL
on an as-needed basis; however, formal procedures have yet to be approved
by RL seniorstaff (I-C-29).

•

The Memorandum of Understandingfor Implementation of the Hanford
EnvironmentalManagement Program, which was supplementedin 1989 with
a Memorandum of Understandingcovering the PNL and WHC surface
environmental monitoringprograms, does not reflect the current
EnvironmentalMonitoring Plan (EMP) and EnvironmentalProtection
Implementation Plan (D-D-17; I-D-5 and I-D-IO) (see FindingEP-3).

•

WHC performs routine complianceassessmentsof effluent monitoring
stations and has a written checklist and schedule (I-D-16). The schedule is
not up to date; it includes 15 liquid effluent stations, although the number of
stations has been reduced to 10 as part of the cessation of effluents under
the Tri-Party Agreement (I-D-16).

•

Formal proceduresfor seep sampling alongthe ColumbiaRiver are not in
place (I-D-18 and I-D-22). This internal milestone in PNL's Contractor Work
Plan for the Surface Water SurveillanceProject, underthe PublicSafety and
ResourceProtection Program,currently is behind schedule (D-D-21).

•

Surface water sampling for the Operational Environmental Monitoring
Program (OEM) is performed by the WHC Site Surveillance Health Physics
Group in support of the OEM, under the direction of WHC Environmental
Engineering Studies. For approximately 10 months, the Health Physics group
has been using informal "desktop procedures." Formal procedures recently
have been developed but currently are in draft form and are expected to be
approved and released by May 14, 1994 (D-D-22; I-B-14 and I-D-10).

•

An EMP is required by DOE 5400.1 for all DOE sites and facilities that rise,
generate, release, or manage hazardous materials. The EMP must consider
the rationale and design criteria for the monitoring program, extent and
frequency of measurements, procedures for laboratory analysis, quality
assurance requirements, etc. To a great extent, the design bases for
Hanford's environmental surveillance activities are not formally documented.
Instead of specific rationale, the EMP references generic criteria from the
DOE Regulatory Guide (DOE/EH-01 73T). The EMP documents current
monitoring and surveillance activities, and notes GENII computer code
pathway analysis, but does not formally document design rationale and
criteria for locating monitors and frequency of measurements (D-B-64; I-B-2,
I-B-4, and I-B-8).

•

DOE 5400.1 requires a formal quality assurance program covering each
element of environmental monitoring and surveillance programs
commensurate with its nature and complexity. One of PNL's qual;ty
assurance programs, dated June 1992, is for facility effluent monitoring; this
plan, however, has not been formally approved, signed, and implemented
(D-B-98; I-B-5 and I-B-7).

DOE realizes that the level of oversigh_ must be determined on a case-by-case basis; RL's
Self-Assessment Guidance Document, RL Implementing Directive 1000.1, suggests,
however, that the rationale for the extent and frequency of oversight activities should be
documented along with the results of the oversight activities. Considering the size of the
environmental monitoring mission at Hanford and the enormous task of oversight, the best
way to ensure that all contractor activities are receiving the appropriate level of oversight
would be to formalize the procedures and processes to achieve this objective.
In summary, the audit team concluded that competent oversight is being performed in
many areas, but a higher level of formality is required in the above areas to ensure that all
areas are receiving the requisite oversight and assurance of continued compliance.
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3.5

INTERNAL AND EXTERNALCOMMUNICATION

3.5.1

Overview

The internal and external communicationportion of the audit was conducted to evaluate
the effectiveness of the communicationsystems, both internal and external, at Hanford.
The review of these systems was designedto determine whether formal and informal
channels of communicationare effectively used to emphasizemanagement commitment to
environmentalprotection; to promote awareness and support of environmental policiesand
programsthroughout the organization;and to share information with external organizations
such as regulatory agencies, environmental groups, and the community. The specific
regulations,requirements, and guidelinesused to evaluate the site are shown in Appendix
E.
Elementsof internal communication evaluated duringthe audit included regular, formal
processessuch as staff meetings, management reporting, routing of key documents,
distributionof employee newsletters, memorandafrom seniormanagement, and informal
processessuch as telephone calls and informal meetings. Common perceptions of
information distributionand communicationeffectiveness also were considered. External
communicationefforts that were reviewed included interfaces with regulatory and external
oversightgroups, and community outreach programs.
The general approachto this portion of the audit was to review DOE Orders and other
backgrounddocumentsreceived from Hanford priorto the onsite portion of the audit.
Onsite activities includedinterviews with RL, WHC, and PNL personnel who participate in
the exchange of environmentalinformation, both internallyand externally; and a review of
written communicationprograms, policies,and other documents pertaining to
environmentalinformation exchange. This portion of the audit relied on input from all
members of the audit team.
Interviews were held with RL, WHC, and PNL managersand staff, including the
environmentalprogram line organizations. Special attention was focused on the RL, WHC,
and PNLcommunicationsoffices, as well as RL's EmployeeConcern Program. Interviews
were conducted with staff from the Washington State Department of Ecology (WDOE), one
member of the Tri-Party Agreement (TPA).
Communication-relatedplans and documents reviewed included the Hanford Environmental
PublicationsList; public outreach presentations/activities;the Employee Concern Program;
presentationmaterials from management, staff, and public briefings; various Hanford press
releases and environmentalnews releasesand promotionalliterature. In addition, a
videotape on the Hanford cultural heritage was viewed. This tape featured members of the
local Native American tribes and was reviewed for accuracy by members of the tribes prior
to distribution.
In reviewing internal communication, the team found that communication vertically within
the program organizationswas strong. Many instances of good lateral communication, the
sharing of environmentalinformation among line organizationsand with support
organizations,were observed. The Hanford Central EnvironmentalCommittee holds
monthly executive and full-committee meetings. There are some areas at Hanford in which
lateral communicationneeds development. Situations were found in which poor internal
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communicationresulted in substantial delays in the reportingof environmentaldata. Of
equal concern were areas of overlap and duplication, when communicationamong
organizationscould have resulted in coordination of effort (see FindingEP-2). These
weaknesses in internal communication were characteristic of RL, WHC, and PNL.
RL has a well-implementedEmployeeConcern Program, which it has integrated throughout
the site. This program has served as the model at other locations throughout the DOE
complex. It investigates to closure all concerns filed, and accessesthe highest level of
management necessary to effect resolution. Anonymity, when requested, is maintained;
investigationsare timely and thorough; and results are reported in writing. Employee
acceptance is high, and managers have been known to utilize the program. Although it is
intended for employee use, concernsfrom local citizens received through the hotline have
been investigated.
Hanford is amongthe most scrutinized sites in the DOE complex. Each year, Hanford
hosts approximately 1,000 audits, assessments, site tours and visits from DOE, EPA, the
State of Washington, local government, and a variety of public interest and oversight
groups. Hanford has a well-integrated communications programthat utilizesthe talents of
the RL, WHC, and PNL communicationsoffices. Along with the public meetings,
informationalliterature, and press releases, Hanford has implemented a variety of
innovative programsto strengthen public outreach. Among these programsis the
Community-Operated EnvironmentalSurveillance Program, which useslocal schoolteachers
to conduct environmentalair sampling. A series of videotapes on Hanford's cultural and
ecological backgroundhas been produced and distributed to teachers throughout the
Northwest. Hanford currentlyis developing a teaching guide to accompany the tapes. The
publicoutreach activities have been so successful that some of the outlying public interest
groups have allowed Hanford to eliminate several regional public meetings.
Hanford communicatesfrequently with regulators concerningenvironmentalissuesat the
site. There are monthly Technical Review Meetings between the Washington State
Department of Health (WDOH); RL Office of EnvironmentalAssurance, Permits, and Policy
(RL-EAP);WHC; and PNL. Quarterly Executive Management Meetings are held between
WDOE, WHC RegulatorySupport, and RL-EAP. Hanford has developed a protocol for
interfacing with regulators. Despite generally strong communicationwith the regulators,
WDOE members have expresseddifficulty in assessing validated environmentalanalysis
data within the time frame set forth in the TPA. Additionally, some individualsfrom WDOE
have experienceddifficulty in determining whom to contact regardingregulatory issues.
One finding was identified regarding lateral lines of internal communication.
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3.5.2

Findina

IC-1:

Channels of Internal Communication

Performance Objective: Best management practices suggestthat formal and informal
channels of internal communication be establishedto ensure that environmental
information is communicated throughout the organization (top-down, bottom-up, and
lateral). Such channels of communication shouldfoster cooperation and serve to minimize
redundancyand duplication of effort.
Finding: Internal communication issues within Hanford's environmentalprograms have
impacted data management and reporting, and the communicationof program
rationale/strategy.
Discusldon: The Hanford organization is structured along programlines. Line organizations
within the four major programs, EnvironmentalRemediation,Waste Management, Tank
Waste Remediation, and Research and Development, tend to interact and exchange
environmentalinformation efficiently, from the top down and the bottom _p.
Effective lateral communication between and among programlines, however, does not
always occur at Hanford. Organizations in one program line often are unfamiliar with
actions and requiremt_,_tsof other program lines. This lack of internal communicationhas
resulted in areas of real or perceived duplication of effort and delays or conflicts in
objectives. Specific weaknesses noted in internal communicationincludethe following:
•

A major disagreement between the WHC Waste Management and WHC
EnvironmentalRemediation Programsconcerningthe validation of
environmental data requiredresolutionby the DOE Office of Environmental
Management. This dispute delayed the reporting of Environmental
RemediationProgramdata for more than 1 year (I-C-l, 12, 17 and 22).

•

A PNL contractual requirement that all communicationwith contract
analytical laboratoriesgo through PNL's LaboratorySubcontracting
Department creates the potential for adding delays in reportinganalytical
data (see Finding OS-2).

•

Two examples of potential or perceived redundancyresulting, in part, from
poorcommunications among groundwater programswere identified during
the audit: completion of sitewide water table measurements by both PNL and
WHC, and completion of separate sitewide groundwater models by PNLand
WHC (see FindingEP-2).

•

The purpose, rationale, and long-term strategy for the Hanford collective
groundwater programs are not clearly establishedand communicated among
programs (see Finding EP-2).

If Hanford is to achieve its goal of environmentalexcellence, communication among
programs, projects, and offices must occur freely and openly. Good internal
communicationis crucial to effective environmental monitoringand timely reporting of
analytical results.
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3.6

STAFF RESOURCES,TRAINING, AND DEVELOPMENT

3.6.1
The purpose of the staff resources,training, and development portion of the audit was to
ensure that the level of staff resourcesis sufficient and is utilized effectively to develop
and implement the organization'senvironmentalprotection programs;that a formal
program is in place to ensure that all personnelhave received environmental protection
training appropriate for their job responsibilities;and that the organizationprovides staff
development and career advancement opportunities for environmental staff. The specific
regulations, requirements,and guidelinesused in the e_luation of the site are listed in
Appendix E.
The general approach to this portion of the audit was to review DOE Orders and Hanford
documents pertainingto staff resources, training, and development, priorto the onsite
portion of the audit. Specifically,these documents includedposition descriptions,
performance evaluation forms, training material, training records, and relevant procedures.
Onsite activities includedinterviews with relevant administrative departments (human
resources, training, and budget) within RL, WHC, and PNL, as well as staff representing
various Hanford environmentalprograms.
It is critical that RL assures DOE Headquarters (DOE HQ) that Hanford has appropriate
environmental protection. Oversight of the environmentalactivities shouldbe consistent
and comprehensive. The RL oversight demands will continue to increase as the transition
from a defense programs missionto an environmentalmanagement missioncontinues,
duringthe implementationof the Environmental Restoration Contract, and during the
decontaminationand decommissioningand remediation activities.
Through the EnvironmentalManagement bid process, an additional 158 full-time-equivalent
(FTE) employees were approved for RL. The additional FTEs (roughly 70 percent are in
technical areas), although less than the 200 requested during the bid process,should help
to correct many of the environmentaloversight concernsnoted by the audit team (see
Finding SR-1). There is, however, a need to ensure that the Hanford operation is moving
forward in its goal of environmentalexcellence and that compliance is not the only
benchmark of environmentalprotection. As regulationsand programschange and/or
accelerate at Hanford, additionaloversightand reporting to DOE and the regulatory
agencies will place added burdenon RL. RL senior management has indicated its intention
to carefully assign each FTE to fulfill priority environmentalneeds. The audit team viewed
this as crucial to the pursuitof environmentalexcellence.
The technical experience and managerialbackgroundsof key environmental staff were
appropriate for their responsibilities. The staff interviewed within RL, WHC, and PNL were
well qualified, both on technical and management issues.
A review of formal job descriptionsindicated inconsistencyin format among contractors.
As a result of the recent organizationalchanges within RL, WHC, and PNL, many roles and
responsibilitiesare in ._state of transition.
One element of the performance review criteria is recognition of an individual's
environmental performance; however, environmentalperformance goals do not appear
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consistently as a line item in the individual's development plan. P_3tection of the
workforce is emphasizedin individualdevelopment plans by attenti_n to safety; while
health and safety justifiably are priorities,equal emphasis on envirorlmental issues is
essential to support the continued drive for environmentalexcellence.
BothWHC and PNL have recognitionand incentive systems which include good
environmental performanceas part of their respective award programs. RL utilizes a group
bonusprogram based on predeterminedinitiatives in place of individualperformance
awards or quality step increases. Additionally, RL has implemented a "Safe Buck" award
program to recognizeassociatesdemonstrating preferred safety behaviors. Again, while
attention to safety is a justifiable priority, equal emphasis on environmental issues is
essential.
Hanford has a broadly based training capability, with training activities carried out by the
RL Office of Training and Education,the WHC-menaged International Environmental
Institute and Quality Trainingand ResourceCenter, end the PNL Laboratory Safety
EducationGroup. RL, WHC, and PNL have well-documented training course catalogs and
descriptions,as well as training matrices that incorporate requiredenvironmental training.
Input to these plans and matrices typically has been from the divisionlevel, where specific
regulatory-drivenenvironmentaltraining requirementsare vested. WHC, PNL, and the
Quality Training and ResourceCenter each maintains its own training management
information system. RL's Office of Training and Education is responsiblefor the RL
employee training records, scheduling,and registration;it utilizes a separate WHC groupto
manage this system as a general support servicescontractor. There is some redundancy in
the management of training information and in training programsoffered by the various site
contractors. This was 8 finding in the May 1992 ProgressAssessment conducted at
Hanford and is discussedin greater detail in the OrganizationalStructure section of this
report. The lack of integration results mainly in an inefficient use of resources, particularly
from an administrativeperspective; however, consistency in the level of support provided
to all environmentaltrainers (i.e., lack of "train the trainer" education) and training
materials used acrossthe site shouldbe reevaluated (see FindingOS-3).
The respective training organizationsprovideoversight to monitorthe effectiveness of the
training programs. These oversightactivities include participant evaluation, instructor
evaluation, end courseand instructorcertification. The quality of training and the
qualificationsof instructors(the majority of whom are subject matters experts) are
reviewed by the respective training personnelwithin RL, WHC, PNL, and the Quality
Training and ResourceCenter.
General training is given to all new employees, visitors, and subcontractorsby each
contractor. The environmentalportion of this training involvesa written test after review
of a video presentationand written material. The content is adequate for a basic
understandingof environmentalprotection.
As 8 result of the nature of the program focus at Hanford, staff development opportunities
for environmental professionalsare abundant. Recent organizationalchanges have
provided opportunitiesfor environmental staff to receive promotions, and opportunities for
further growth exist within both WHC and PNL. In addition, both WHC and PNL provide
managerialand professionaltraining for those staff needingto expand their existing skills.
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In the staff resources, training, and development portion of the audit, one finding was
identified relating to RL environmentaloversight staff resources. In addition, the
OrganizationalStructure section of this report addresses a concern that is related to the
integration of sitewide environmentaltraining.
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3.6.2

EJ[LdJD9

SR-I:

RL Environmental Staff Resources

PerformanceObjective: Best management practices suggest that an organization
responsiblefor oversight and assessment of environmental management have adequate
staff resourcesto accomplishits mission.
Finding: RL oversightof Hanford sitewide environmental management is restricted in its
scope by limited technical staff resources.
Discuulon: The responsibilityfor environmentalcompliance activities is spreadacross
several organizationsat Hanford. RL is responsiblefor providingoversightto ensure that
environmentalpoliciesare properlyimplemented by site contractors, and to ensurethat
Henford is in compliance with all appropriate government regulations(I-F-1, i-F-4, end
I-F-14). Within RL, line oversight of environmentalresponsibilitiesis performed through the
Assistant Manager for EnvironmentalManagement, the Assistant Manager for Technical
Support, the Assistant Manager for Waste Management, and the Tank Waste Remediation
System Iqogram Office. Independent oversight of the environmental programs of the
contractors end RL is providedby RL's Office of Performance Assessment. The Office of
PerformanceAssessment is responsiblefor the performance of formal surveillance-type
oversight of contractor environmental programs and activities. RL line managers, with
support from RL's Office of EnvironmentalAssurance, Permits, and Policy (RL-EAP)end
RL's Quality, Safety, qnd Health Programs Division, perform other oversight activities such
as document review, self-assessment, and environmental programguidance and direction.
The following are examples of unsupportedor undersupported oversight activities identified
by the audit team:
•

The review process for tracking impending and new regulationsis conducted
by WHC for RL-EAP mainly because of current staffing levels (I-F-14). This
review process has not been formally assigned or implemented throughout
RL {see Finding FP-1).

•

There is significant reliance upon overtime in the EnvironmentalRemediation
Division (RL-ERD),with an average work week totalling 50-60 hours (I-F-4).
Limitedstaffing within this branch, which oversees environmental
remediation projects, has resulted in 373 environmentalremediation sites
being assigned to one manager (I-C-1). Additionally, some RL oversight
activities rely too heavily on milestone completion reports in lieu of field
surveillance. Some activities have not experienceda field surveillancein 2
years (I-C-18 and I-C-22).

•

RL does not have sufficient staff to properlyreview documents priorto their
submittal to regulatory agencies. For example, an RL-ERD-proposedplan
was prepared by WHC, at the request of RL, for submissionto EPA. WHC
followed a standard protocol for preparation of the plan and was unaware
that the plan contained several statements which contradicted previous
agreements between RL and EPA. The level of review by RL priorto
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submissiondid not identify these contradictions; however, EPA's review did
(I-F-4).
*

The fiscal year 1994 Work Requirementsfor RL's RegulatoryPolicy,
Planning,and Analysis Branch identified nine reports mandated by Federal
and State regulationswhich are submitted one or more times per year, on
dates established by the regulators. Also, the Hanford Environmental
Management Plan program manager must certify that the information
contained in the reports is true, accurate, and correct under penalty of law
(D-F-20). The Regulatory Policy, Planning, and Analysis Branchis
responsiblefor obtaining certifications from appropriate management for the
contractor and for ensuringthat RL organizationshave input into the various
reports. Becausethe number of reports, as well as input into the reports,
continuesto increase each year, the amount of time needed for the
Regulatory, Policy, and Planning Branch to complete the review and
certification process exceeds existing staff resources(D-F-20; I-F-14).
Consequently,the Regulatory, Policy, and Planningstaff has been unable to
fully coordinatethe activities as in the past, and has functioned only as the
RL point of contact for final compilation end submittal of the reports to the
regulatory agencies. As a result, RL line organizationshave assumed
responsibilityfor conducting the accuracy review of those portions of each
report that pertain to their function, and for conducting the review and
certification priorto submittal to the Hanford EnvironmentalManagement
Plan programmanager for signature (I-F-14).

It is critical for RL to provide DOE Headquarters (DOE HQ) with assurance that Hanford has
appropriate environmental protection. Oversight of the environmental activities should be
consistent and comprehensive. The RL oversight demands will continue to increase as the
transition from a defense programsmissionto an environmentalmanagement mission
continues, duringthe assimilation of the EnvironmentalRestorationContractor, and during
the decontamination and decommissioningand remedietion activities.
During the EnvironmentalManagement bid process, an additional 200 fulFtime-equivalent
(FTE) employees were requested; an additional 158 FTEs were approved (I-F-26). These
additional FTEs (roughly 70 percent are in technical areas), even though less than the 200
requested in the bid process, shouldhelp correct many of the environmentaloversight
concerns noted by the audit team (I-F-7). There is a need, however, to ensurethat the
Hartford operation is moving forward in its goal of environmentalexcellence and that
compliance is not the only benchmark of environmentalprotection. As regulationsand
programs chan_e and/or accelerate at Hanford, additional oversight and reporting to DOE
and the regulatory agencies will place additionalburdens on RL. Appropriate resources
must be allocated to meet environmentalresponsibilities. The RL environmentalstaffing
levels cannot be considered sufficient until the additional planned positionsare filled and
roles and responsibilitiesare clearly defined. RL senior management has indicated its
intention to carefully assign each FTE to fulfill priority environmental needs (I-F-26). The
audit team views this as crucial to the pursuit of environmentalexcellence.
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3.7

PROGRAM EVE'UATION, REPORTING,AND CORRECTIVEACTION

3.7.1
The purposeof the program evaluation, reporting, and corrective action portion of the
Hanford audit was to evaluate programsthat assess the design adequacy and
implementation effectiveness of environmental protection systems, as well as the reporting
and followup activities associated with these programs. The regulations, requirements,
and guidelinesused in the audit are listed in Appendix E.
The self-assessmentand appraisal activities of RL, WHC, PNL, and the departments within
the line organizationswere assessed. The key elements reviewed were the design and
formality of self-assessmentand appraisal programs;program implementation;followup
activities includingtrend analysis, root cause analysis, and corrective action systems;
continuousimprovementactions based on lessons learned; and selection of qualified staff
to conduct evaluation activities.
The general approach to assessingthis environmentalmanagement area was to conduct
interviews of line management end support organizationpersonnelwho are responsible for
evaluation of environmental programs. Documents were reviewed that relate to the
various levels of self-assessment and appraisalincluding plans, procedures,and
documentation of the evaluation and followup activities.
At Hanford, the RL, WHC, and PNL organizationsconduct environmental program
evaluations. The comprehensiveness of the evaluations varies amongthe three
organizations.
RL conducts a number of programevaluation activities that DOE guidance considersto be
self-assessment activities. To date, these evaluations have not been conducted with the
benefit of a comprehensiveself-assessmentprogram. RL personnelrealize that additional
formality and integration of the programs will be necessary in order to achieve continuous
improvementand total quality. RL's program evaluation activities have focused primarily
on the performance of formal oversightaudits, assessments, inspections, and
investigations. The personnelconducting these activities appear to be well-qualified to
assess environmentalprograms. The results of RL oversight audits, assessments,
surveillances, and inspections are recordedin the RL Central Information Control System
(CICS). The RL internal self-assessment report was generated usingthe results recorded in
the CICS. With the exception of two RL organizations,line organizationsat RL did not
perform individualself-asaesaments. Oversight by RL environmentalprogram management
was found to be inadequate in some areas. One programarea has not been assessed in
more than 2 years (see SR-I ).
WHC has established a self-assessment programthat includes self-assessmentsperformed
by individualline organizations. WHC personnelresponsiblefor self-assessments report
highvariability of the self-assessmentquality amongthe organizations. Some projects,
such as Operational EnvironmentalMonitoring and Effluent EmissionsMonitoring,
performed thorough self-assessments, while other organizations'self-assessmentslacked
d6tail. WHC currently is developinga programto train organizationsto conduct thorough
self-asaesaments. Additionally,WHC performsoversight audits, assessments,
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surveillances, and inspections. The results of these assessmentactivities are stored in the
Quality, Environmental,and Safety Tracking System (QUEST).
PNLperformed a conduct-of-operationsself-assessment of its environmental program
areas, using a dedicated task team; line personneldid not perform individualselfassessment. Results of PNL assessmentand oversight activities are maintained in the PNL
database.
Significantcontractor findingsfrom the individualtracking systems, CICS, QUEST, and the
PNL database, are consolidatedin the Hanford Self-Assessment DataBase (HSADB). The
HSADB is an RL database which collectssignificant contractor deficiencies and has the
ability to sort the deficienciesby the responsibleRL organization. Quarterly reports are
providedto responsibleRL line organizationsso that they are aware of contractor-tracked
deficienciesin their projects and programs. This information is considered input for RL line
organizationself-assessments. There is no sitewide, centralized corrective action tracking
system.
The current corrective action management system does not ensure that corrective action is
completedin a timely manner. A number of actions from the 1990 Tiger Team
Assessment were found to be delinquent. An even greater number were awaiting
verification of completion priorto closeout, even though RL holds cioseout authority.
Issues from the 1987 EnvironmentalSurvey are still awaiting closeout verification from the
DOE Office of Environment, Safety and Health. WHC has tasked specific individualsto
expedite assessment closure activities. Such action is worthy of mention, but would be
unnecessary if the corrective action management systems worked effectively and
management of all organizationsassumed responsibilityfor closure.
One finding was identified in the programevaluation, reporting, and corrective action
portion of the audit. The finding was related to the comprehensivenessof the Hanford
Self-Assessment Program.
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3.7.2

Findino

PE-I:

Hanford Self-Assessment

Program

Performance Objective: DOE 5480.19, "Conduct of Operations Requirements for DOE
Facilities," DOE 5480.1 B, "ES&H Program for DOE Operations," and DOE 5482.1 B, "ES&H
Appraisal Program," establish requirements for self-assessment and appraisal programs at
all levels of the organization.
On July 31, 1990, the Secretary of Energy issued the "Guidance on Environment, Safety,
and Health (ES&H) Self-Assessment" which states that self-assessment programs should
contain a "line management-fostered atmosphere of continual self-evaluation and quality
improvement in ES&H at all levels, especially the operating level."
In December 1992, the DOE Office of Special Projects (EH-5) issued the "Self-Assessment
Guidance Document," which was designed to "promote consistency among selfassessment programs across the Department." The guidance states that the organization
should have self-assess_'._nt and oversight programs in place to effectively evaluate
environmental protection activities, anticipate and report environmental concerns, and
implement corrective actions.
On January 25, 1993, the Assistant Secretary for Environmental Restoration and Waste
Management issued the "Office of Environmental Restoration and Waste Management (EM)
Self-Assessment Management Plan." In the issuing memorandum, it states "the ultimate
objective of self-assessment is for each employee of a [sic] EM assessable unit (facility,
activity, or program) to be responsible for continuously evaluating his/her work
effectiveness."
Best management practices suggest that self-assessment is a continual line management
activity that acquires, assimilates, documents, and reports through all levels of an
organization the effectiveness, adequacy, efficiency, and economy of its activities. Selfassessment should establish a culture of accountability and continuous improvement as
well as foster excellence in all program activities.
Finding: Hanford has not developed a comprehensive, integrated self-assessment
that involves all levels of organization at the site.

program

Discussion: Under DOE 5480.19, "Conduct of Operations Requirements for DOE Facilities," and the December 1992 DOE self-assessment guidance, DOE suggests that all selfassessment activities be formalized into a comprehensive program that is integrated into
the site's day-to-day activities. The purpose of this formality is to avoid duplication of
effort and to institutionalize a culture of accountability and continuous improvement. DOE
guidance includes a number of elements that are suggested to implement a comprehensive
self-assessment program. These include such items as program charters and program
implementation plans; a comprehensive scope; forma_ performance objectives and criteria
and evaluation schedules; and evaluation activities such as monitoring and surveillance,
program reviews, and appraisals. Critical to the success of this program is the involvement of line personnel in the self-assessment process. Only by making each person at
Hanford evaluate his/her roles, responsibilities and performance can an environment of
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continual quality improvement be achieved. Some examples of weaknesses in the Hanford
self-assessmentactivities include:
•

At RL, the only organizationsto perform individual self-assessmentsare the
Office of PerformanceAssessment, the EmployeeConcern ProgramOffice,
and the Laboratory Management Division. In addition, the Office of
PerformanceAssessment performed an "assisted" self-assessmentof the
Tank Waste Remediation Systems Program. The self-assessmentsfor RL
and Hanford were developed by extracting data from oversight audits,
assessments,and surveillances documented in the RL Central Information
ControlSystem (CICS) (D-E-42 and D-E-43; I-E-2, I-E-3, and I-E-5).

•

WHC line organizationsdid perform individualself-assessmentsbut the
inputs were inconsistent, varying widely in content and quality among
organizations(D-E-43 and D-E-45; !-E-19).

•

The PNLself-assessment was performed by a task team lookingat PNL line
organizations;no attempt was made to directly involve or train line personnel
in the self-assessment process (D-E-10; I-E-10 and I-E-25).

•

The site maintains at least three separate tracking systems from which
Hanford managers can extract assessment data. These individualtracking
systemsare loosely linked in a database known as the Hanford SelfAssessment DataBase (HSADB). This database is of limited usage in
tracking significantdeficiencies and data can be accessed only by specially
trained personnel. There is no sitewide, centralized tracking system (D-E-29;
I-E-3 and I-E-4).

•

Corrective actions are not managed in a manner that ensures that they are
closed in 8 timely manner. Although reports of corrective action status are
generated and issuedto responsibleRL management by the Quality, Safety
and Health ProgramsDivision (RL-QSH) on a quarterly basis, and WHC
management has on-line access to corrective action status, there appears to
be no impetus to complete, verify, and close corrective actions. In the WHC
Quality, Environmental,and Safety Tracking System (QUEST) there are 32
actions from the 1990 Tiger Team Assessment that are delinquent; an
additional43 actions are awaiting verification by RL priorto closure (D-E-31).
There was some confusion in RL regarding closureauthority for Tiger Team
findings. In the recent RL ClCS Quarterly Report for RL-QSH, 26 RL Tiger
Team corrective actions were listed as delinquent (D-E-23). This was
identified in the Hanford Self-Assessment Report (D-E-23, D-E-31, and
D-E-40; I-E-3 and I-E-24).

•

RL has not fully incorporated lessonslearned from assessmentactivities into
its groundwater monitoring program. Previousaudits have cited lack of
coordinationof monitoring programs. This condition is still an issue of
concern at Hanford (see EP Overview and Finding EP-2).
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Although the organizational components of the Self-Assessment Program are in place at
Hanford, the implementation of an effective program requ!res considerable attention from
all organizations at the site.
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3.8

ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING AND RISK MANAGEMENT

3.8.1

Overview

The purpose of the environmental planningand risk management portion of the audit was
to assess the extent and effectiveness of technical and financial planningrelated to
environmental management. Additionally,the audit addressedthe site's systems for
identifying, assessing,and addressingpotential environmentalrisks. Appendix E lists the
regulations, requirements, and guidelinesused in t'-e evaluation of the site.
The scope of the environmental planningportion of the audit included short- and long-term
environmental planning, integration of technical and financial planning, resource allocation,
and prioritizationof projects. The audit team also considered review of the environmental
planning documents for consistencyand integration important because of the site's
multiple contractors.
The scope of the risk management section was to addressthe adequacy of systems
designedto identify environmentalhazards and to minimizeand correct environmental
risks. This included risk management programdesign and approach, risk-based
prioritization systems, and project review to identify and address environmentalrisks.
The approach to this portion of the audit includedinterviews with RL, WHC, and PNL
personnel responsiblefor project and program planning, risk management, Risk-Based
Prioritization(RBP)systems, and environmentalproject review.
Environmental Manning
Long-rangeplanning for environmental programsat Hanford is conducted through several
mechanisms. The Hanford planningprocess requires participation from Hanford contractors. In this process, the Hanford Strategic Plan is expanded into the Hanford Mission
Plan, a long-rangevision for the site. The Hanford MissionPlan serves as the foundation
for the MuP,i-Year Program Plan, the varioussubordinateproject plans and fiscal year
program or project work plans. Another major element of the planning processis the
Henford Site Management Plan. This plan integrates the Tri-Party Agreement (TPA)
objectives, multi-year program plans, and RL requirements into a work breakdown structure and discrete work packages. In addition, there are plans such as the Environmental
Protection Implementation Plan, which providessitewide environmentalprotection goals
and objectives at Hanford. At the project level, each contractor prepares project-specific
work and management plans.
Activity Data Sheets (ADSs) are the fundamental budget formulation documents used by
both WHC and PNL. ADSs are developed by the variousHanford programs and identify
proposed projects, with information on priority and funding levels, budget reporting codes,
and a short narrative description. ADSs are the basic units of description necessary to
develop a 5-year plan and are updated annually. Prioritizationof projects and resource
allocation for corrective actions are performed using a RBPsystem and an Integrated
Resource Management System, as describedin the Risk Management section (see below).
Technical and financial input for the ADSs provided by the individualsite divisionsis rolled
up into program budgets submitted to RL. ADS data are summarized in the fiscal year
work plans and multiyear program plans. The technical scope, assumptions,and budget
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for individual activities included in the Work Breakdown Structure of the ADSs are provided
in the current year's work plans. ADSs are submitted to DOE Headquarters by RL on an
annual fiscal-year basis, along with technical scope summaries and schedules.
Review of the environmental planning processes in place for Hanford programs indicates
that short- and long-term strategic, technical, and financial planning is conducted for
individual organizational functions at Hanford. Through review of the various
environmental programs, however, the audit team determined that management systems
are not in place to ensure that sitewide general environmental protection program activities
are most effectively integrated among all site contractors (see Finding OS-3). Issues
related to planning of environmental monitoring activities have been addressed in the
Environmental Protection Programs section of the report (see Findings EP-2 and EP-3).
The environmental planning demands will continue to increase as the transition from a
defense programs mission to an environmental management mission continues, during the
assimilation of the Environmental Restoration Contract, and during the decontamination
and decommissioning and remediation activities.
Risk Management
Formal risk management systems in place at Hanford include risk determination for issues
and corrective action projects through the RBP Methodology and the Hanford Site Baseline
Risk Assessment Methodology. This method evaluates projects by determining the risk
that would exist if the issue is not resolved or the project is not completed.
The risk matrices used by contractors on the site evaluate the relative probability factors
which include categories such as: public health and safety, environmental protection, site
personnel safety, regulatory compliance, TPA milestones, external confidence, mission and
operational performance, and business efficiency. There is an appropriate weighting to
account for environmental protection issues. The lowest-level consequence for site
personnel safety results is a risk value of C-1, whereas the highest environmental
protection issues could be assigned a lower rating value based on the weighting factors
(I-F-l, I-F-26, and I-F-38). The practical result of this system is a greater emphasis on
occui;'_ :_onal safety than environmental protection. While health and safety justifiably are
priorities, equal emphasis on environmental issues is essential to support the continued
drive for environmental excellence. It was beyond the scope of this audit to determine the
adequacy of the probability and consequence estimates for individual projects.
Additionally, a number of systems are in place to review new projects for potential
environmental risks. Project-specific planning documents include review of environmental
compliance and environmental protection issues. This coordination is typically specified in
program- and project-level planning documents and is accomplished through matrix support
and oversight from the respective environmental support organizations within RL, WHC and
PNL. Additional mechanisms in place include the National Environmental Policy Act review
process. Although there are several risk management mechanisms at Hanford, a concern
exists regarding the evaluation of the environmental risks associated with the classification
of mixed waste, specifically the delay in regulatory notifications related to the 324 Bldg.
B-Cell.
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One finding was identified in the environmental planning and risk management portion of
the audit relating to the classification of the mixed waste at Hanford.
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3.8.2
RM-I:

Classificationof Mixed Waste

PerformanceObjective: DOE 5820.2A, "Radioactive Waste Management," Chapter III,
Section 3.d., states "DOE low-level waste that contains non-radioactivehazardouswaste
components (mixed waste) shallconform to the requirements of this Order, applicable EH
Orders, and shall also be regulated by the appropriate regional authoritiesunder the
ResourceConservationand RecoveryAct" (RCRA).
Finding: PNL and RL have not properlymanaged certain hazardousmaterials that are
contaminated with radioactivity, as required by RCRA.
Discussion: flCRA establishedregulatingstandards for the generation, transportation,
storage, treatment, and disposalof hazardouswaste. EPA has authorized the Washington
State Department of Ecology (WDOE) to implement its dangerous-waste programin the
State of Washington. During the course of the audit, a deficiency was noted relating to
the management of hazardousmaterialsthat are contaminated with radioactivity:
•

An applicationhas not been submitted to WDOE for a RCRA permit to store
the 324 Bldg. Vault Tanks and B-Cell high-activity mixed waste (D-B-117;
I-B-8 and I-B-29). As early as May 16, 1990, interoffice correspondence
from PNLto RL stated that the waste in the vault tanks probablywas a
characteristic waste under RCRA (D-B-115). This memo expressed concern
that there was a potential violation of WAC 173-303-016. A letter dated
June 4, 1990 from RL to the director of PNL, requested that PNL make a
determination of whether the material in the tanks was a hazardouswaste as
defined by WHC-173-303 (D-B-116). Over the next 3 years, PNL made
virtually no progressin reaching a determination, nor were the appropriate
regulatory officials notified of any potential violation of WAC 173-303.
Throughout this 3-year period, RL senior management did not press PNL for
closure on this determination, even though there were numerousexchanges
of formal correspondenceon the subject.
Based on the results of one sample, debris from the floor of B-Cell was found
to have elevated concentrations of toxic metals, reported in micrograms per
gram of sample, as follows: chromium-236; lead-2850; barium--874;
silver--367; selenium--91; cadmium--36. This information was transmitted
to RL on April 26, 1993 (D-B-I 13). WDOE, which had jurisdictionover this
waste, still had not been notified--formally or informally--of the potential
storage problem. Finally, on April 30, 1993 (3 years after the initial request
for mixed waste determination), WDOE and EPA were notified of a number
of mixed waste issuesat Hanford, includingthe vault tank solutionsand
floor debris from B-Cell (D-B-117).
By early May 1993, further clean-up of the B-Cell floor was expected to
exceed the 55-gallon limit for satellite accumulation,thus starting the 90-day
RCRA clock for movement or approved dispositionof the collected,
dispersibleradioactive mixed waste material to a permitted treatment,
storage, or disposalfacility. On March 25, 1994, PNL completed an internal
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document, "Mixed Waste Management Plan for the B-Cell Cleanout Project"
(D-B-! 14). This report is a review of management options available for
handling the high-activity mixed wastes being generated during the B-Cell
Cleanout Project. A major consideration regarding this issue is the
approximate 3 million curies of fission products in the hot cell, and the very
high radiation levels associated with the waste (> 106 rem/hr) that is situated
just 2 miles from the Richland city limits. The audit team concluded that RL
and PNL were not proactive and have not exercised decisiveness and
promptness in identifying and reporting serious mixed waste problem.
The incident strongly suggests that site risk management (both environmental and
regulatory) is not being properly applied and incorporated into senior management decisionmaking, and that the spirit and intent of DOE's commitment to regulatory compliance is not
being fulfilled.
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NAME:

William N. Hassetkus

AREA OF RESP:

Team Leader

ASSOCIATION:

U.S. Department of Energy, Office of EnvironmentalAudit

EXPERIENCE:

2 ! Years

•

•

U.S. Department of Energy, Weshington, DC
--

EnvironmentalEngineerresponsiblefor providingguidance, direction, and
assistanceto a multidisciplinedgroup of professionalsperforming
environmentalaudits and assessmentsat DOE facilities.

--

Environm,mtalEngineersupportingenvironmental compliance support to DOE
National Laboratory and ancillaryfacilities.

--

Environment,Health and Safety Manager providingES&H supportfor the
Program Office for constructionof the world's largest particle accelerator.
Co-manager of the environmentalimpact statement for the project.

Booz,Allen and Hamilton, Inc., Consultants
--

•

U.S. Army Materiel Command
--

•

Chief, EnvironmentalQuality Division, responsiblefor environmental
compliance oversight and guidance. In this capacity, developed and
implementedthe Command's EnvironmentalAuditing Program. This position
also involved operation of the Army's Installation RestorationProgram.

U.S. Army EnvironmentalHygiene Agency
--

•

Area Manager supportingSuperfund policy development for the Environmental
Protection Agency, ar_darea manager for environmentalcompliance support
for EPA's facilities, prin_arilythrough leading environmentalaudit teams.

Sanitary Engineerservingas project lee3er for industrialand domestic
wastewater investigationsconducted by teams of professionalsat Army
facilities.

U.S. Army ElectronicsCommand
--

Served as the originalfacility environmentalcoordinator at Fort Monmouth,
NJ

EDUCATION: M.B.A., FairleighDickinsonUniversP,
y
B.S., Chemical Engineering,New Jersey Institute of Technology
OTHER:

Executive ExcellenceProgram, Federal Executive Institute
Program for Senior Executives, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
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NAME:

Leroy H. Banicki

AREA OF RESP:

Deputy Team Leader

ASSOCIATION:

U.S. Department of Energy, Office of EnvironmentalAudit

EXPERIENCE:

18 Years

•

U.S. Department of Energy, Washington, DC
-

•

Headquarters, Air National Guard, Andrews AFB, MD
-

•

Soil Conservationist.

Menominee Indian Nation, Neopit, Wl
-

•

Biological Scientist, responsiblefor EnvironmentalAssessment/Environmental
Impact Statement preparation and EndangeredSpecies programs.

U.S. Department of Agriculture, SoilConservation Service, Prosser,WA
-

•

Environmentalist, responsiblefor hazardouswaste management, asbestos
abatement, and cultural and natural resourcesprograms.

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,Jacksonville, FL
-

•

Deputy Director, Environmentaland Natural ResourcesOffice, with
responsibilityfor hazardouswaste management, asbestos abatement, spill
control and countermeasure, and environmentaltraining programs.

U.S. Department of the Army, Fort Carson, CO
-

•

Project Officer for Installation RestorationProgramactivities at Air Guard
bases nationwide.

White Sands Missile Range, NM
--

•

EnvironmentalProtection Specialist responsiblefor providingguidance,
direction, and assistance to a multidisciplinedgroup of professionals
performing management assessmentsand environmentalaudits at DOE
facilities nationwide.

Forest Inventory Specialist.

University of Texas at El Paso and El Paso Community College, El Paso, TX
-

BiologyInstructor

EDUCATION: M.S., Biology, University of Texas at El Paso
B.S., Wildlife Management, McNeese State University
Postgraduate Studies, Forest Pathology, LouisianaState University
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NAME:

David J. Allard

AREA OF RESP:

EnvironmentalProtectionPrograms;Formality of Environmental
Programs

ASSOCIATION:

Arthur D. Little, Inc.

EXPERIENCE:

16 Years

•

•

Arthur D. Little, Inc.
--

Senior Consultant and Certified Health Physicist providingtechnical support
for DOE assessmentsand audits, and various other government and
commercial client cases dealingwith radiation protection issues, such as
environmentalmonitoring,waste management, training, operationalhealth
physics, and radiation protectionm_nagement.

--

Participated in the Tiger Team assessmentsof the Morgantown Energy
Technology Center, Idaho National EngineeringLaboratory, and Los Alamos
National Laboratory;the environmentalaudit of the Fossil EnergySites in
Wyoming; the environmentalmanagement assessmentsof the Continuous
ElectronBeam Accelerator Facility, Fernald EnvironmentalManagement
Project, SuperconductingSuperCollider, Argonne National Laboratory-West,
and Pinellas Plant; and the progressassessmentof the Idaho National
EngineeringLaboratory. Is currentlya DOE mentor at the Hanford Site.

TGM Detectors, Inc.
--

•

Nuclear Metals, Inc.
--

•

Vice Presidentwith responsibilitiesfor facility radiation protection, gas-filled
radiation detector design, testing, engineering,and businessmanagement.

Supervisorof Health Physicswith responsibilitiesin the areas of
environmental monitoring,external and internal dosimetry, shielding,
radiation surveys, waste disposal,training, and regulatory affairs regarding
various uranium and thoriummanufacturing operations.

Albany Medical Center
--

Medical Health Physicist with responsibilitiesinvolvingworker and patient
external and internal dosimetry, laboratory radiation protection, x-ray
equipment testing, quality assurance, shielding,training, surveys, and waste
disposal.

EDUCATION: M.S., RadiologicalSciences and Protection, University of Lowell
B.S., EnvironmentalSciences, State University of New York at
Albany
A.A.S., EnvironmentalHealth Technology, Hudson Valley Community
College
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NAME:

Mark O. Heuberger

AREA OF RESP:

EnvironmentalMonitoring

ASSOCIATION:

Arthur D. Little, Inc.

EXPERIENCE:

11 years

•

•

•

Arthur D. Little, inc.
--

Participated in DOE Tiger Team assessmentsat the K-25 Site at Oak Ridge,
Tennessee; Los Alamos National Laboratory; PittsburghEnergy Technology
Center; Fermilab;and the Strategic Petroleum Reserves. Also performed
management systems assessmentsat the K-25 Site.

-

Manage site investigations, RI/FS, and removal actions associated with base
closure at Fort Devens, Massachusetts.

--

Conduct management systems assessments, due diligence assessments,
audits, and site investigationsfor a variety of commercial and government
facilities.

HMM Associates, Inc.
--

Managed a remedial investigation and feasibility study completed at an EPA
Superfundsite in compliance with the requirements of CERCLA. Served as
project manager, technical lead, and primarycontact with Potentially
ResponsibleParties (PRPs),the State environmentalagency, and EPA.

--

Managed numeroushazardouswaste site assessments, hydrogeologic
investigations, and remedial investigationsinvolvinginterfacing with local,
State and Federal regulatory agencies.

Harding- Lawson Associates, Inc.
--

•

Supervisedgeotechnical and environmentalevaluation of sites for excavation
and construction of dams, tailings ponds, and waste storage facilities.

FMC Corporation
-

Developed and implemented a wide range of site investigations involving
geologic mapping, interpretation of aerial photographyand satellite imagery,
chemical samplingand analysis and geophysicaltechniques including
magnetic, electromagnetic, gravity, electrical resistivity, and radiometric
studies.

EDUCATION: M.S., Geology, University of Nevada - Reno
B.S., Earth Sciences, Dartmouth College
Certified ProfessionalGeologist
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NAME:

Joseph Lischinsky

AREA OF RESP:

Staff Resources,Training, and Development; EnvironmentalPlanning
and Risk Management

ASSOCIATION:

Applied Consultants, Inc.

EXPERIENCE:

13 Years

•

Applied Con_,Jltants,Inc.
--

Serves as Presidentand supportsa variety of projects in the areas of
radiation protection, materials licensing, emergency planning,
decommissioning,waste management, and training.

--

Participatedin the environmentalmanagement assessment of DOE's Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant and SandiaNational Laboratories, California. Specific
responsibilitiesincludedreview of environmental protection programs,
formality of environmentalprograms,and environmental planningand risk
management issues.

--

Psrticipated in the DOE Tiger Team Assessment of the K-25 Site at Oak
Ridge, Tennessee. Served as an EnvironmentalHealth Physicistto the
assessmentteam.

-

Participated in the DOE Tiger Team Assessment of the Los Alamos National
Laboratory. Served as EmergencyPreparednessExpert to the Technical
Safety Appraisal Team.

-

Participated in the DOE Tiger Team Assessment of the Idaho National
EngineeringLaboratory. Served as an EnvironmentalHealth Physicistto the
assessmentteam.

-

Served as consultant Health Physicistto various environmentalissues.
These assignmentsincludedthe provisionof expertise in radiologicalsite
assessment, health and radiation safety, site remediation, decommissioning,
and expert witness testimony.

-

Performednumerousradiologicalhealth and safety reviews and emergency
preparednessaudits at both productionand utilization facilities. These
activities have included commercialnuclear power productionas well as
radioactive materialsmanufacturing facilities licensed by both the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commissionand the Agreement States Program.

EDUCATION: M.Sc., Applied Management, Lesley College
B.S., Biology,Suffolk University
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NAME:

Edward F. Maher, Sc.D., CHP

AREA OF RESP:

EnvironmentalProtection Programs;Formalityof Environmental
Programs

ASSOCIATION;

Arthur D. Little, Inc.

EXPERIENCE:

21 Years

•

•

Arthur D. Little, Inc.
-

SeniorConsultant, Certified Health Physicist,and Manager of the Radiation
Technology and Policy Unit providingtechnical and managerial supportfor
DOE assessmentsand audits, and various other governmentand commercial
clients involvingenvironmental management, health physics, environmental
quality and risk estimation.

-

Participated in the routine environmentalaudit of the Pinellas Plant as the
Organizational StructurelEnviromentalCommitment Management Specialist.

United States Air Force (USAF), Armstrong Laboratory, Brooks AFB, TX
-

•

USAF Occupational and EnvironmentalHealth Laboratory, BrooksAFB, TX
--

•

Chief, Radiation Services Division. Overall directorand providerof a wide
range of health physicssupport to worldwide USAF installations. Support
includedenvironmental and occupationalradiologicalprotection consultation
and field investigations, radioanalyticallaboratory services, radiation
dosimetry, radioactive source permitting and transportation safety, and
radiologicalaccident contingency responseplanningand risk assessment.
Directed the Air Force's RadiationAssessment Team (AFRAT) that provided
immediate and global responseto nuclear weapon accidents and mishaps in
concert with DOE s Accident ResponseGroup.

USAF ElectronicsSystems Division, Hanscom AFB, MA
--

•

Chief, BioenvironmentalEngineeringDivision. Overall manager and director
of comprehensive environmentaland occupationalhealth services support to
worldwide USAF installations. Responsiblefor the overall management and
technical content in the specialty areas of air and water quality,
environmental and occupational health physics, hazardouswaste and
material management and environmentalnoise.

Chief, EnvironmentalHealth Section. Responsiblefor providing
comprehensive industrialhygiene, environmentalengineering, public health,
and radiological protection servicesto the base community and acquisition
centers.

USAF School of Aerospace Medicine, BrooksAFB, TX
--

Project Scientist, Laser Effects Branch. Conductedexperimental-based
research and modeling studies in ocular laser damage, bioeffects of ultrashort pulsed lasers and broad-bandoptical hazard sources, and developed
laser exposure standards for adoption by the USAF Surgeon General.

EDUCATION: Sc.D., RadiologicalHealth and Protection, Harvard University
M.S., Biomedical Engineering,Worcester Polytechnic Institute
B.S., Electrical Engineering,Lowell Technological Institute
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NAME:

James W. Melloni, Jr.

AREA OF RESP:

Quality Assurance Technical Specialist

ASSOCIATION:

Arthur D. Little, Inc.

EXPERIENCE:

14 Years

•

Arthur D. Little, Inc.
-

Served as Quality Assurance Specialist for the Tiger Team assessmentsof
the Strategic Petroleum Reserves, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Sandia
National Laboratory-Albuquerque, and FermiNational Accelerator
Laboratory;environmental audits of the West Valley Demonstration Project
and the Fernald EnvironmentalManagement Projects;and the progress
assessmentof Rocky Flats Plant.

--

Served as Quality Assurance Manager for a DOE program through
Westinghouse SavannahRiver Company. Responsiblefor implementinga
manufacturing/qualityprogram that received certification from the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers.

-

Served as Quality Assurance Manager for a major project for the U.S. Army
which involved oversight of the design, fabrication, test, and delivery of
several prototype air-monitoringlaboratoriesand shelters. This project
requiredthe generation of the Quality Assurance Program Plan covering all
phases of the project. The program encompassed both test and inspection.

-

Served the U.S. Air Force Prototype Flight Cryocooler(PFC) program office
as Quality Assurance Manager; revised the quality assurance manual to
update and improve Arthur D. Little, Inc.'s quality practices, primarilyin the
area of quality systems; implemented a failure analysisand corrective action
system, and initiated audits and reviews of all the quality and manufacturing
operations.

EDUCATION: M.B.A., BusinessAdministration, New Hampshire College
B.S., Biology,Boston College

NAME:

Raeann Reid

AREA OF RESP:

Team Coordinator

ASSOCIATION:

Arthur D. Little, Inc.

EXPERIENCE:

22 Years

•

•

Arthur D. Little, Inc.
--

Team Coordinatorfor the Tiger Team assessmentsof the EnergyTechnology
EngineeringCer,¢er,Naval PetroleumReservesin California, Strategic
Petroleum Reserves, and Naval Petroleumand Oil Shale Reservesin
Colorado, Utah, and Wyoming; the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant environmental
management assessment; and the routine environmentalaudits of Argonne
National Laboratory-West and the PinellasPlant. Deputy Team Coordinator
for the Tiger Team Assessment of Idaho National EngineeringLaboratory and
for the environmental management assessmentof the Fernald Environmental
Management Project; Technical Specialist evaluating toxic and chemical
materials management for the Tiger Team assessment of EnergyTechnology
EngineeringCenter; and Management Specialist for the environmental
management assessmentof the SuperconductingSuper Collider.

-

Led and participated in audits and risk assessmentsfor several Arthur D.
Little clients, primarilyin the petrochemicaland refining industriesincluding
chemical manufacturing plants, chemical and oil terminals, oil refineries, and
oil and gas productionfacilities.

Other Industry Experience
-

Twenty-two years experience includingenvironmentaloperations;
environmental regulatory affairs; industrialand commercial hazardouswaste
management, site evaluation, remediation, and offsite disposal;and industrial
and commercial laboratory management.

-

While working for a major petrochemicalmanufacturer, audited toll
manufacturers, bulk terminals, repackaging plants, recyclers, and commercial
disposal facilities.

EDUCATION: B.S., Mathematics, Minor Chemistry, Texas TechnologicalUniversity
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NAME:

Vee Richardson

AREA OF RESP:

Administrator

ASSOCIATION:

DevelopmentTechnologies,Inc.

EXPERIENCE:

28 Years

=

•

•

Development Technologies,Inc.
--

Administrative Team Coordinatorprovidingsupportto the Department of
Energy, Office of EnvironmentalAudit, in conductingenvironmental
assessments of DOE sites. Served as Administratorfor the routine
environmentalaudit of Sandia National Laboratories, California.

--

Providedadministrative and technical supportto an interdepartmental,
27-agency task force and five of its working groups,to update the National
ResponsePlan. The Plan defines the Federalgovernment's responseto
natural and manmade disasters.

Consultant
-

Coordinated Inaugural PrayerService honoringPresident-elect BillClinton,
and was responsiblefor logisticalarrangement_;coordination with
PresidentialInauguralCommittee, Secret Service, and religious leaders;
recruiting and briefingvolunteers;and supervisingonsite activities.

--

Wrote information materials for national convocation attended by more than
2,000 people.

--

Served as Deputy to the Managing Director of Administration for the Desert
Storm National Victory Celebration;coordinatedand supervisedset-up of
headquarters operation, making facilities for more than 125 staff and
volunteers fully operationalwithin one week; designedand managed
computer system; scheduledtransportation systems; and supervisedstaff.

The Ability Group
-

•

Owned and managed businessservicesbureau; managed projects, hired and
trained support staff and contractors, marketed and maintained working
relationshipswith clients.

Other Experience
--

Fifteen years in administrativemanagement with law firms, staff assistant at
Department of State, member of trial team during U.S.v. AT&T, and highlevel secretarial positions.

EDUCATION: Oklahoma Baptist University
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NAME:

Mead Summer

AREA OF RESP:

Technical Editor

ASSOCIATION:

Development Technologies,Inc.

EXPERIENCE:

1 1 Years

•

DevelopmentTechnologies, Inc.
-

•

National Endowment for the Arts
--

•

•

Information Specialist, responsiblefor responding, both orally and in writing,
to public and press inquiries regardingEndowment activities. Also was
responsiblefor compilingstaff biographies,official statements and other
information released to the print and broadcast media.

Daytona Beach News-Journal
--

Assistant BusinessEditor. Principalduties included assigning, writing and
editing stories for businessand real estate sections of newspaper, and
designinglayout of pages for those sections. AIs:) was responsiblefor
supervisingstaff of four reportersand three columnists and for coordinating
with other editors, photographystaff and composing room.

-

Columnist. Wrote weekly column on local and regional businessand real
estate issues, and was a regular participant in cable television roundtable on
Floridabusiness.

The Mesa Tribune
--

•

Technical Editor providingsupportto the Department of Energy, Office of
EnvironmentalAudit, in conductingenvironmental assessmentsof DOE sites.

Sports Writer, responsiblefor coverage of professional,collegiate, high
school, and amateur athletic events.

Other Experience
-

Editor of two "how-to" books, Selling Your Own Home and Associations:
Maintaining a Community.

-

Wrote travel articles for various newspapers and magazines.

EDUCATION: B.S., Journalism, Arizona State University
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NAME:

Stow Walker

AREA OF RESP:

Organizational Structure and Environmental Commitment

ASSOCIATION:

Arthur D. Little, Inc.

EXPERIENCE:

1 1 Years

•

Arthur D. Little, Inc.
--

Served as Team Coordinator for the Grand Junction Project Office
Environmental Audit and the environmental management systems
assessments at Western Area Power Authority and The Superconducting
Super Collider.

-

Served as Team Specialist for organizational structure and environmental
commitment at the Southwestern Area Power Authority.

-

Responsible for analyzing waste management and site clean-up regulatory
programs and requirements, and determining necessary public and private
sector compliance activities.

-

Participated in numerous environmental audits for private-sector clients.

-

Managed several projects for private-sector clients seeking to identify
companies and technologies capable of addressing specific site clean-up
requirements.

EDUCATION:

M.B.A., Boston University
M.A., Environmental Policy, Tufts University
B.A., Trinity College
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PLAN FOR THE DOE ROUTINE ENVIRONMENTAL
THE HANFORD SITE

1.0

AUDIT OF

INTRODUCTION

The DOE Environmental Audit Program is carried out by the Office of Environmental Audit
(EH-24) within the Office of Environment, Safety and Health (EH). The program was
created in 1985 with a goal to provide a continuing program of internal, independent
oversight of line management's environmental performance, in support of DOE's broader
goal of achieving full compliance and excellence in the environmental area. The objectives
of the program in achieving this goal include:
•

Conducting comprehensive baseline environmental audits of facilities that
were not addressed in the Environmental Survey and that were not assessed
by a Tiger Team;

•

Conducting assessments of environmental management within line programs,
including adequacy of self-assessment programs;

•

Conducting a continuing program of field/technical re-audits of major and
other DOE facilities;

•

Conducting special issue reviews to assess high priority issues at a particular
site, or to assess issues which cut across site and program lines; and

•

Supporting line management self-assessment programs through continuing
updates and automation of audit protocols, training, and other mechanisms
of transferring the special auditing expertise of EH-24 to the field.

The Routine Environmental Audit (audit) of the Hanford Site during the period of May 2 May 13, 1994, will be an Environmental Management Assessment, with emphasis on the
management of environmental groundwater and surface water monitoring programs. It will
evaluate the effectiveness of environmental management programs established by the DOE
Richland Operations Office (RL)line organizations; the RL support contractors,
Westinghouse Hanford Company (WHC) and Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL);
and ICF Kaiser, the construction subcontractor to WHC. The audit will be conducted in
accordance with DOE Environmental Audit Prooram Guidance (DOE/EH-0232), Protocol for
Conductino Environmental Manaaement Assessments of DOE Oraanizations (DOE/EH0326), and Performance Objectives and Criteria for Conductina DOE I_nvironmentai Audits
(DOE/EH-0358).
The sections of the DOE/EH-0358 performance objectives and criteria for
surface water quality, groundwater, inactive waste sites and releases, and environmental
quality assurance which apply to environmental monitoring will be emphasized.
From an organizational perspective, the scope of the audit will include the Office of
Defense Programs (DP), the Office of Environmental Restoration and Waste Management
(EM), the Office of Field Management (FM), the RL and the contractors and subcontractor
mentioned above. The audit team will focus on line management's performance in
developing and implementing environmental management systems and programs,
consistent with DOE expectations for environmental excellence.
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The scope of the EnvironmentalManagement Assessmentis comprehensivein that it
covers a.full range of relevant management systems, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Organizational Structure;
EnvironmentalCommitment;
EnvironmentalProtection Programs;
Formality of EnvironmentalPrograms;
Internal and External Communication;
Staff Resources,Training, and Development;
Program Evaluation, Reporting,and Corrective Action; and
EnvironmentalPlanningand RiskManagement.

Coordinationamong the audit team memberswill be routine and extensive, since each of
the management systems are interrelated.
At the request of RL, the audit will emphasize management systems associated with the
environmental monitoring programs. The results of the evaluations of these technical areas
will be included in the EnvironmentalProtection Programssubsection of the report.
The information in this Audit Plan is based on informationreceived by the audit team as of
the end of the day on April 15, 1994.
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2.0

ROUTINE ENVIRONMENTALAUDIT IMPLEMENTATION

The Routine EnvironmentalAudit (audit) of the Hanford Site will be conducted by a team
consistingof a Team Leader and Deputy Team Leader from the DOE Office of
EnvironmentalAudit (EH-24); a team coordinator,management systems specialists,and a
technical specialist from Arthur D. Little, Inc. (ADL); and an administratorand editor from
Development Technologies, Inc. (DevTech). The names and assignmentsare listed below:

2.1

BillHasselkus

DOE

Team Leader

Lee Banicki

DOE

Deputy Team Leader

Raeann Reid

ADL

Team Coordinator

David Allard

ADL

EnvironmentalProtection Programs(R_d)
Formality of EnvironmentalPrograms
(Red)

Mark Heuberger

ADL

EnvironmentalMonitoring

Joe Lischinsky

ADL

Staff Resources,Training, and
Development
EnvironmentalPlanningand Risk
Management

Ed Maher

ADL

EnvironmentalProtectionPrograms
(Non-Rad)
Formality of EnvironmentalPrograms
(Non-Red)

Jim Meiloni

ADL

Internal and External Communication
Program Evaluation, Reporting, and
Corrective Action

Stow Walker

ADL

Organizational Structure
EnvironmentalCommitment

Vee Richardson

DevTech

Administrator

Mead Summer

DevTech

Technical Editor

PRE-AUDIT ACTIVITIES

Pre-audit activities for the Hanford Site audit included a scoping meeting at the Hanford
Site, issuingan introductionand informationrequest memorandum,a pre-site visit to the
Hanford Site, and initial review of documentation provided to the audit team by RL, WHC,
PNL, and ICF Kaiser.
On March 10, 1994, the DOE Team Leader and Deputy Team Leader and two Arthur D.
Little specialistsmet with RL, WHC, and PNLstaff to discussthe environmental
i
i
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management assessment process and the scope of the audit. The pre-site visit was
attended on April 7, 1994, by the DOE Team Leader and Deputy Team Leader, the ADL
Team Coordinator,and the Team Administrator from DevTech. During the pre-site visit,
site personnelwere briefed on the purposeand scope of the audit; and the team members
were briefed on the effluent and groundwater monitoringand surveillance programs of
WHC and PNL. Additional documents were requested, and onsite audit activities and
logistics were discussed. The Team Administratorcontinued logistics discussionson April
8. The visit included presentationsby EH-24, RL, WHC, and PNL.

2.2

ONSITE ACTIVITIES AND REPORTS

The onsite activities for the audit will begin May 2 and continue through May 13, 1994.
Onsite activities will include interviews with RL, WHC, PNL, and ICF Kaiser management
and staff; record and document reviews; and may include field inspectionsof selected site
operationsand variousenvironmentalmedia samplingevents.
The agenda for the audit (includinga preliminaryinterview schedule) is shown in
Attachment A (not included). The interview schedule reflects the audit team's best
attempt to identify relevant personnelto be interviewed. Basedon past experience, these
schedules will change as additionalinformation is gathered by the audit team members and
based on the availability of site personnel. Modifications to the interview schedule, or
other elements of the agenda, will be coordinated with the designated RL contacts and
counterparts.
Duringthe audit, the team will conduct daily debriefing sessions with the RL, WHC, PNL,
and ICF Kaiser management and site representatives who were interviewed to review
progressand concernsto date. Factual accuracy reviews of all findings will occur during
the second week of the audit. At the conclusion of the onsite portion of the audit, on
May 13, 1994, a closeout briefing will be conducted. A summary of the results of the
audit, includingkey findings and program strengths, will be presented by the Team Leader
at that time. Also at the closeout, a draft report will be provided to DP, EM, RL, WHC,
PNL, and ICF Kaiser for review and comment.
2.3

POST-AUDIT ACTIVITIES

Followingthe onsite activities, DP, EM, General Counselfor the Environment(GC-1 1), RL,
WHC, PNL, and ICF Kaiser will have the opportunity to submit final comments on the draft
report. After reviewing these comments, EH-24 will issue a final report. RL, WHC, PNL,
and ICF Kaiser will be responsiblefor preparinga corrective action plan that will be
reviewed by EH-24.
Followingis a tentative schedule for completion of these post-audit activities:
June 6
June 20
July 8
July 18
July 18
August 15

Site comments on draft report due to EH-24
Responseto comments on draft report to site
Draft corrective action plan due to EH-24
Final audit report issued by EH-24
Comments on draft corrective action plan to site
Final corrective action plan due to EH-24
B-6
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D-A-1

United States Department of Energy Richland
Operation Office Environmental Protection
Implementation Plan, 11/9/93-1119194

Regulatory Analysis

WHC

RL--Quality,
Safety, & Health
Programs
Division (QSH)

November
1993

--

':September
1992

, ,,

D-A-2

Henford Federal Facility Agreement and Consent
Order, Annual Update

D-A-3

Letter re: Operational Environmental Program SelfAssessment

J.W. Schmidt

WHC

R.H. Holten (RL)

March 31,
1993

D-A-4

Routine Operational Environmental Monitoring

J.W. Schmidt

WHC

DOE

December

0I
"=

--

Washington Dept.
of Ecology
(WDOE)/EPA/DOE

Schedule, CY 1994
D-A-5

1993

1994 Compliance Assessment Schedule

J.J. Dorian

WHC

S.M. McKinney
C.J. Perkins

February 18,
1994

D-A-6

The Westinghouse Henford Company Operational
Environmental Monitoring Program CY-93

J.W. Schmidt

WHC

DOE

October 1993

D-A-7

Organization

D-A-8

Environmental Compliance Manual

D-A-9

Training Past Due Tabulation

D-A-10

D-A-11

,,

,,

Charts and Charters

--

WHC

-

-

Regulatory Analysis

WHC

--

--

--

PNL

--

Westinghouse Hanford Company Waste Minimization
and Pollution Prevention Awareness Program Plan

P.A. Craig,
et el.

WHC

Leadership Expectations

A.L. Trego

WHC

--

March 9, 1994

-

WHC

-

September
1993

February 11,
1994

, ,,

,

Environmental

DOE

--

,,

D-A-12

Site-Wide

Surveillance

Program

D-A-13

Hanford Environmental Publications List, 1989-1994

R.H. Gray

PNL

Distribution

February 28,
1994
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Activity Data Sheet Work Plan/Hanford Public Safety
and Resource Protection Program
D-A-15

Environmental Support Procedures and Requirements
,

•

,

,m

PNL
....

--

WHC

--

I

fill|

I II

1March 3,

1993

--

,

Organizational Chart/Office of Health. & Environment
,
,

--

PNL

D-A-17

Environmental Report 1992

-

PNL

D-A-18

Hanford Site Environmental Report for Calendar Year
1991

--

PNL

D-A-19

Kaiser Engineers Henford Company
Organizational Charts

D-A-20

Central Environmental Committee Members

,

L

-

D-A-16

,

March 1994

DOE

1992

"

--

1991

--

--

Various

--

--

i.

i

i..

i

--

u

-i.

,

r ,,

Project Performance
Office

April 12, 1994
..

D-A-21

Post Stand-Down Action Plan

D-A-22

Brief for Leadership Team on EM stand-clown followup and its role in achieving the Hanford vision

Project Performance
Office

RL

D-A-23

Environmental Work Division

Office of Chief
Counsel

WHC

--

D-A-24

WHC General Counsel's Charter

WHC

WHC

--

March 25,
1994

D-A-25

Environmental Counsel Exempt Job Description

WHC

WHC

-

July 8, 1991

D-A-28

Environmental Counsel Job Requirements

WHC

WHC

--

December 10,
1991

D-A-27

DOE IOak Ridge Institute for Science and Education)
TRM/IDP Retreat Information

Office of Training

RL

--

-

WHC--Pollution
Prevention Office

WHC

-

•

,(_
to

,

III

i |

,,.

D-A-28

i

.

i

i,

i

ii

D-A-29

,

.

April 1994

-

May 2, 1994

,

r

,,.

i

u

,

Plan
,,i

--

.

i

,

.,.,,

,i

May 1993

i,

WHC Organization Chart and Leadership
Expectations
,

,,

-

,

WHC Draft Pollution Prevention and Awareness

,

D-A-30

,

RL

--

WHC

--

, ,

,,.

. ,

WHC Environmental Compliance Manual, Sect. 13

WHC

WHC
.,,

-

December 1,
1993
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D-A-31

CEC

WHC

--

May 3, 1994

Central Environmental Committee Members

CEC

WHC

--

March 8, 1994

D-A-33

Topics Discussed at Monthly Central Environmental
Committee informational Meetings

CEC

WHC

--

May 3, 1994

D°A-34

Central Environmental Committee Accomplishments

CEC

WHC

-

---

1 :)A 32

Central Environmental
'

,,,

0
'
(_

. ================================================================

Committee (CEC) Charter

H

D-A-35

Minutes of Central Environmental Committee
Meeting of 2/8/94

S.M. Cooley

CEC

-

D-A-36

Office of EAP - Individual Staff responsibilities

Office of
Environmental
Assurance, Permits
and Policy (EAP)

RL

-

D-A-37

Office of EAP Mission Statement/Organizational
Structure/Functions

EAP

RL

-

D-A-38

Program Manager Position Description (EAP) (for S.
Wisnees}

J. Bauer

RL

-

D-A-39

Position Description: Interdisciplinary: General
Engineer/Physical Scientist (Tri-Party Agreement
Project Manager, EAP)

RL

-

-

D-A-40

Office of EAP Vision and Mission

EAP

RL

-

-

EAP

RL

-

-

RL

-

-

--

-

-

March 1993

-

April 9, 1994

,,

,i

D-A-41

EAP Organization

Chart by Tasks

.,,,.,

D-A-42

Environmental
Matrix

Program Office (formerly EAP} Task

EAP

, ,

i

D-A-43

Office of Environmental Assurance, Permits and
Policy (Developed at ORISE workshop)

rAP

RL

.

D-A-44

Regulatory Policy, Planning and Analysis Branch
Existing Work Requirements FY 1992

EAP

RL

--

--

D-A-45

Regulatory Policy, Planning and Analysis Branch
Existing Work Requirements FY 1994

EAP

RL

--

--

D-A-46

Quality, Safety, and Health Programs FY 1993 FY
Work Plan Richland Field Office

OSH

RL

--

--

i
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D-A-47

QSH Division Mission/Organizational

D-A-48

Environmental Scientist GS-12/13
Description (0aug Hildebrand)

Position

i

i

,

D-A-49

_...-.......

"

Structure

" ";'

_

"

_

'

....

_

"

QSH

RL

-

-

QSH

RL

--

--

i

,

QUEST Subjects and Actions

'

i

i

i

,i ,!

i

QUEST System (L.

i

,,

,,,

WHC

--

--

WHC

--

---

Kaml_ro)
D-A-50

Geohydrological

Support Total Quality Program

i

ii

,,

Geosciences
i

H

D-A-51

Geohydrologic Engineering Staffing Chart

Geosciences

WHC

--

D-A-52

WHC Environmental Compliance Report

Program Integration

WHC

-

D-A-53

Implementation Plan For the Integration of WHC and
KH Procedures and ICF Kaiser Hanford
Environmental Protection Program (overview)

ICF KH--Manager
of Environmental
Services

ICF KH

-

-

ICF
KH
,

-

--

I"

t")

i

D-A-54

,i

i||

i

,

February 17,
1994

, ,,

Environmental
Services Organization
Charter
|
i
,i

ICF KH

D-A-55

Total Quality Management Applications For
Hanford's 5-yr Plan and Public Outreach

J. Petarson

5-Yr. Plan Office

-

--

D-A-56

Environmental Rernedistion Division Organizational
Structure and Mission

Rernediation
Division

RL

-

-

D-A-57

Environmental Managernent/Richland
Office/FY 1994 Reprograrnming

D-A-58

Hanford Transition Program Office Multiyear
Management Plan

hq

,

,

i

i

Operations

i

i

Budget Office

Hi

,,

ii

•

|

--

--

RL

-

--

Hanford Transition
Program Office

-

ii,

Hartford Transition
Program Office
,

i,

RL

,

,

,

D-A-59

Facilitating Change

D-A-60

Memorandum:

D-A-el

PNL Fscil_es and Operations Personnel List

--

PNL

-

May 1993

D-A-02

Hanford Federal Facility Agreement and Consent
Order, 4th Amendment, January 1994

--

WDOE/EPA/DOE

-

January 1994

r

J. Wiley
I

Departmental Programming

i

N.M. Highland

--

jii

RL

E. Srnedley,
Acting CFO,
CR-1, DOE HQ

May 3, 1994
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D-B-1

Quarterly Environmental Radiological Survey
Summary 4th Quarter 1993 100,200,300,
and 600
Areas

S.M. Mckinney

WHC

DOE

January 1994

O-B-2

Westinghouse Hartford Company Operational
Environmental Monitoring Annual Report, CY 1992

J.W. Schmidt

WHC

DOE

July 1993

D-B-3

United States Department of Energy Rich|and
Operation Office Environmental Protection

Regulatory Analysis

WHC

RL-QSH/DOE

November
1993

0I
01

i il
Oct°bar
992
12"

Implementation Plan, 11/9/93-11/9/94
D-B-4

DOSE Assessment for Potential Redionuclide
Emissions from Stacks on the Henford Site:
NESHAPs Compliance

W.E. Davis,
et el.

WHC/SAIC

D-B-5

Engineering Data Transmittal-Columbia
Monitoring Data Compilation

R.L. Dirkes

PNL

WHC

February 24,
1992

D-B-6

Engineering Data Transmittal-lO0
River Sediment Sampling

S.G. Weiss,
Environmental
Restoration

IT Corp

WHC

September 16,
1993

D-B-7

Engineering Data Transrnittal-100-NR-1
Radiation Survey

J.M. Ayres

WHC

D-B-8

Biological Assessment for State Candidate and
Monitor Wildlife Species Related to CERCLA

J.A. Stager,
Environmental
Engineering

WHC

D-B-9

A Synthesis of Ecological Data from the I00 Areas
of the Henford Site

S.G. Weiss,
R.M. Mitchell

WHC

--

October 1992

D-B-IO

Site Surveillance Health Physics OJT

WHC

--

September
1993

River

Area Columbia

Surface

--

--

-

Distribution

--

February 22,
1993
August 5,
1992
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D-B-11

Hanford Site Surface Soil Radioactive Contmnination
Control Plan

D-B-12

100 Areas CERCLA Ecological Investigations

D-B-13

Soil Physical Separations Treatability Safety
Assessment for 100 and 300 Areas

--

WHC

--

September 25,
1993

D-B-14

Record of Revision - 100 Areas CERCLA Ecological
Investigations

--

WHC

-

February 17,
1994

D-B-15

EastJWest Transfer Line Vent Station Contamination
Spread

Environmental
Engineering Studies

WHC

D.G. Hamrick

April 26, 1993

D-B-1 fl

IO0-HR-1 Radiological Surveys

WHC

DOE

October 1991

D-B-17

Hanford Site Waste Management Units Report,
Vol. 2
,
,

D-B-18

Hanford Site Waste Management

D-B-19

Sampling and Analysis of 100 Area Springs

D-B-20

Facility Effluent Monitoring Plan for the PlutoniumUranium Extraction Facility

J. Lohresbi,
et el.

WHC, LATA

DOE

December
1993

D-B-21

Facility Effluent Monitoring Plan for the Uranium
Trioxide Facility

J. Lohrasbi,
et el.

WHC, LATA

DOE

December
1993

DJ3-22

Facility Effluent Monitoring Plan for the 340 Waste
Handling Facility

J.M. Nickels,
L.H. Beren_ki

WHC

DOE

November
1992

D-B-23

Facility Effluent Monitoring Plan for the Fast Flux
Test Facility

J.M. Nickels,
N.R. Dahl

WHC

DOE

November
1992

,

_

.
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,

,

,,

,,

,

,

,

r

P.O. Mix,
R.A. Winship
,

WHC

,

_

,,,

March 1993

,,,,

WHC

,,

,

DOE

,,

September
1993

"!

J.F. Beskstrorn,
C.D. Wade

Units Report

_

D.S. Landeen,
et al.

DOE

i _._..._:ii_::i;_.,i:-:_:_:i.,_i:i_i!_i_:_

--

RL

--

April 1993

, ..

Environmental Data
Management
--

,,

WHC

DOE

RL

_

April 1993

-

May 1992

,

D-B-24

Facility Effluent Monitoring Plan for K Area Fuel
Storage Basis

D.J. Watson.
et el.

WHCiColumbie
Energy &
Environmental
Servk=e (CEES)

D-B-25

Facility Effluent Monitoring Plan for 242-A
Evaporator Facility

G.M. Crummel,
R.V. Gueta_on

WHC

--

DOE

November
1991

March 1993
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D-B-26

Facility Effluent Monitoring Plan for the 222-S
Laboratory

D-B-27

Hanford Site Groundwater Protection Management
Program
|

J.M. Nickels,
G.J. Warwick
--

i_ .................................................

WHC

OOE

RL

November
1992
-

November
1993

i

D-B-28

Quality Assurance Program Plan for Radionuclide
_irborne Emissions Monitoring

L.W. Vance

WHC

OOE

July 1993

D-B-29

Operational Environmental Monitoring Program
Quality Assurance Project Plan

J.W. Schmidt

WHC

0OE

January 1993

D-B-30

Quality Assurance Project Plan for Radioactive
Airborne Emissions Data Compilation and Reporting

S.A. Burris,
S.P. Thomas

WHC

DOE

February 1994

D-B-31

Letter re: WHC's Operational Environmental
Monitoring Program (OEMP)

L.C. Hubbard

WHC

R.A. Holten

Oecember 15,
1993

D-B-32

Letter re: Radioactive Contamination from Surface

J.W. Schmidt

WHC

J.D. Bauer

January 13,

O!
,,4

"_
_'_-<

,,

Contamination via the Air Pathway

1994

D-B-33

Letter re: Radioactive Contamination from Surface
Contamination via the Air Pathway, w/attached latter
from Washington Department of Health

D-B-34

Hanford Federal Facility Agreement and Consent
Order, Annual Update

D-B-35

Letter re: Operational Environmental Program SelfAssessment

J.W. Schmidt

WHC

D-B-36

Health Physics Procedures (5 procedures)

ESQIHoalth Physics

WHC

D-B-37

Routine Operational Environmental Monitoring
Schedule, CY 1994

J.W. Schmidt

WHC

1994 Compliance Assessment Schedule

J.J. Dorian

D-B-38

J.D. Bauer

-

RL

President, WHC

WDOE/EPA/DOE

WHC

-

R.A. Holten

December 9,
1993

September
1992
March 31,
1993

-DOE

December
1993

S.M. McKinney
C.J. Perkins

,H,

February 18,
1994
,,,

D-B-39

The Westinghouse Hanford Company Operational
Environmental Monitoring Program CY-93

J.W. Schmidt

WHC

D-B-40

IO0-KR-4 Columbia River Shoreline Radiological
Survey

M.A. Wendling,
S. Lemons

WHC

DOE

October 1993

-

October 23,
1992
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D-B-41

100-HR-3 Columbia River Shoreline Radiological
Survey

C.D. Wade,
at el.

WHC

D-B-42

Characterization of Mobile Radiation Detection
Systems at the Hanford Site

E.J. Antonio,
et el.

PNL/WHC

D-B-43

Operational Environmental Monitoring Manual
(14 procedures)

--

WHC

--

Organization Cherts end Charters

--

WHC

-

-

Environmental Compliance Manual

Regulatory Analysis

WHC

-

-

Hanford Site Ground-Water Model: Geographic
Information System Linkages end Model
Enhancements, FY 1993

S.K. Wurstner
J.L. Devary

PNL

DOE

December
1993

WHC

DOE

November
1993

D-B-44
,

i

_

D-B-45
,

_,,

,

_

,

January 1993

Various

_

_, H_

H

,,

_

i,

,i

,

,

Services Provided by the 222-S Laboratory for
Regulatory Support

(',)

DOE

May 5, 1993

H

_

D-B-47
I
GO

,_

_

0-B-46

_,

_ ii

--

_

,

.......

S.P. Thomas

_r_

,,

D-B-48

A Quality Method for Groundwater _ _rveillance
Monitoring Network Design at the Hanford Site

D-B-49

Threa-Oimensionei Conceptual Model for the Hanford
Site Unconfined Aquifer System, FY 1993 Status
Report

P.D. Thome,
at el.

PNL

DOE

December
1993

D-B-50

Facility Effluent Monitoring Plan for the Plutonium
Finishing Plant

P.J. Sullivan

WHC

DOE

December
1993

D-B-51

Facility Effluent Monitoring Plan for the 2724-W
Protective Equipment Decontamination Facility

J.M. Nickels,
G.H. Lavey

WHC

DOE

December
1992

D-B-52

Facility Effluent Monitoring Plan for the T Plant
Facility

M.A. Ortega,
J.M. Nickels

WHC

DOE

November
1992

D-B-53

United States Department of Energy P_ichlend
Operations Office Environmental Protection
Implementation Plan

Regulatory Analysis

WHC

DOE

November
1993

D-B-54

Hanford Site Ground-Water Monitoring for 1992

-

WHC

:)-B-55

Environmental Surveillance Master Sampling
Schedule
,

,,

,,

,

,

,

,,,

--

L.E. Biaping
,,

,,

,

,,

,,

WHC

PNL

--

-DOE

December
1993

June 1993
January 1993
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D-B-56

Site-Wide Environmental Surveillance Program

--

PNL

--

September
1993

0-B-57

Henford Environmental Publications List, 1989-1994

R.H. Gray

PNL

Oistribution

February 28,
1994

D-B-68

Facility Effluent Monitoring Plan for the 300 Area
Fuels Fabrication Facility

J.M. Nickels
D.F. Brendel

WHC/CEES

ODE

November
1991

D-B-59

Facility Effluent Monitoring Plan for the N Reactor

D.J. Watson,
at el.

WHC/CEES

DOE

November
1991

O-B-60

Facility Effluent Monitoring Plan for the B Plant

K.A. Petarson,
R.L. Daubert

WHC/Environment
el and Energy
Service Company
(ERCE)

DOE

November
1991

D-B-61

Hanford Site Environmental Report for Calendar Year
1990

--

PNL

DOE

December 20,
1991

D-B-62

QA Plan for the Surface Environmental Surveillance
and Drinking Water Monitoring Projects

--

WHC

--

D-B-63

Environmental Support Procedures end Requirements

--

WHC

-

D-B-64

Environmental Monitoring Plan, United States
Department of Energy Richlend Field Office

--

RL

--

November 9,
1991

D-B-65

Alphabetical Diractory/Hanford Site

--

August 1993

D-B-66

(Duplicate document)

D-B-67

Changes in the Hanford Site Environmental Report
for Calendar Year 1992

D-B-88

Environmental Report 1992

D-B-69

In Summary-Environmental

D-_-70

Hanford Site Environmental Report for Calendar Year
1991

H _

0
_:)

,, ,,

--

--

August 1993

-

....

Monitoring 1991

R.E. Jaquish

PNL

Distribution

February 8,
1994

--

PNL

DOE

1992

--

PNL

DOE

1991

--

PNL

--

PNL

--

1991

,

D-B-71

Surface Environmental Surveillance Project/Project
Data Management System
,,

L.E. Bisping

--

SITE DOCUMENTS REVIEWED BY THE AUDIT TEAM (continued)

D-B-72

Surface Environmental Surveillance Procedures
Manual

--

0-B-73

Environmental Dose Calculation
Methods and Hanford-Specific Parameters

D-B-74

Annual Report for RCRA Groundwater Monitoring
Projects at Hanford Site Facilities for 1993

-

Hanford Wells

--

G. Schreckhise,
at ai.

PNL

DOE

1992
December

PNL

DOE

March 1993
--

r5

WHC

---

_
Members

1993

rust 1993
12, 1994

D-B-76

Central Environmental Committee

--

D-B-77

Facilities Compliance Agreement for
Radionuclide NESHAP

--

EPA Region 10

D-B-78

Hanford Federal Facility Agreement and Consent
Order, 4th Amendment, January 1994

_

WDOE/EPA/DOE

--

D-B-79

Hanford Site Groundwater Background

--

OOE

--

1994
February 17,

,(_

January 1994

1991

D-B-80

HP Manual of Good Practices for Reducing Radiation
Exposure to Levels that are ALARA (PNL-6577)

PNL

PNL

-

D-B-81

ALARA Program Manual (WHC-CM-4.11

WHC

WHC

--

1991

Contamination Control Improvement Project (CCIP)

R. Loeffler

WHC

--

October 1989

D-B-83

Memo re: Compliance with Environmental
Regulations

K.S. Tollefson

WHC

J.D. Wagoner

0-B-84

Memo re: Implementation of MOU: Surface
Environmental Monitoring and Assessment Programs

G.D. Carpenter

WHC

.H. Hoiten

D-B-85

re: MOU for Implementation of the Hanford
Environmental Management Program

Larch

WHC

i.J. Bracken
R.E. Gerton

July 31, 1987

D-B-86

Redionuclide Air Emissions Report for the Hanford
Site, Calendar Year 1992

WHC/PNL

RL

June 17, 1993

O

)-B-82

)-B-87
D-B-88

)

L.P. Diediker,
at el.

1994

17,

October 12,
1989

Hanford Emergency Response Plan

--

RL

-

April 1994

Henford Emergency Assessment Resource Manual

--

WHC

--

July 1992
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D-B-89

Memo re: Transmittal of DOE/RL-94-51,
=Radionuclide Air Emissions Report for Hanford Site,
CY 93"

D-B-90

Closure Report for N Reactor (DOE/RL-91-59)

W.T. Dixon

WHC

I

tit

II

S.H. Wisnass

rl_T

April 28, 1994

, ,,

--

RL

--

January 1994

WHC

--

November
1993

--

WHC

--

September 30,
1993

-

WHC

-

December 23,
1991

--

WHC

--

August 11,
1992

and 1100

--

WHC

--

September 12,
1990

Effluent Monitoring Program -- 100 Area (WHC-IP-

--

WHC

--

July 27, 1993

,,q

D-B-91

Memo re: Project Plan for the 190-D Complex
Decommissioning

D-B-92

ALARA Program (WHC-CM-5-34,

D-B-93

Dangerous Waste Annual Report (WHC-CM-5-16,
Sac. 4.0)

D-B-94

Effluent Monitoring Program -- 200/600
(WHC-IP-O697-1 (Rev. 1 ))

D-B-95

Effluent Monitoring Program -- 300/400,
Areas (WHC-IP-O704)

OI

S.D. Thoren

Sec. 1.14)

11

Areas

,.&

..-

O-B-96

0856)
D-B-97

Memo re: Environmental Monitoring Plan Meeting

R.E. Jaquish

PNL

Employee
Review Group

D-B-98

Quality Assurance Plan for Effluent Monitoring

--

PNL

--

June 1992

D-B-99

Quality Assurance Plan for PNL RmKlionuclideAir
Emission Monitoring

--

PNL

-

April 1994

D-B-100

Groundwater Sample Collection and Analysis Plan for
the Groundwater Surveillance Project (PNL-7872)

R. Bryce,
et el.

PNL

-

December
1991

D-B-101

Wildlife Studies on the Htanford Site: 1993 Highlights
Report (PNL-7380)

L. Cedwell

PNL

--

April 1994

D-B-102

A Quantitative Method for Groundwater Surveiliance
Monitoring Network Design at Henford Site (PNL-88-

P. Meyer

PNL

--

April 2, 1993

J. Schmidt

WHC

_

January 18,
1994

,

68)
D-B-103

WHC Operational Environmental Monitoring Program

J. Dorian

October 29,
1993

T

SITE DOCUMENTS REVIEWED BY THE AUDIT TEAM (continued)

D-B-104

Operational Environmental Program Self-Assessment

D-B-105

PPG Quest Tracking System Ranking Matrix

--

WHC

--

D-B-106

Battelle/IT Corp. Radiochem Contract No. 163589-AM1

--

)NL

--

D-B-107

Procedure--Gaseous Effluent Monitoring System
Inspection and Sampling Exchange (WHC-IP-O718)

--

WHC

--

invironmental Support Procedures and Requirements
(WHC-CM-7-9)

--

WHC

--

Self-Assessment Effluent and Emission Monitoring

_

rHC

--

)-B-108

D-B-109

R. Holten

WHC

J. Schmidt

March
1993 31,

-1991
October
23,

)ril 15, 1994

April 1, 1994

--

m

O
,
,.,&
to

D-B-110

Environmental Releases for Calendar Year 1992
(WHC-EP-0527-2)

--

WHC

--

July 1993

D-B-111

Environmental Radiation Program -- 1991 Annual
Report

--

Department of
State
Health (WDOH)

--

June 1993

--

January 1,
1993

m

D-B-I 12

Surface Environmental
Manual (PNL-MA-580)

Surveillance

Procedures

R. Hand and
R. Oierks

D-B-113

Latter-Notification
of Results of Laboratory Analysis
of Potential High-Activity Radioactive Mixed Waste

W. Apley and
A. King

D-B-114

Internal Report--Mixed Waste Management
the B-CeU Cleanout Project

P. Weaver

Plan for

.mm,,..,m,.,

PNL

J. Bauer

-

April 26,
1993

1994 25,
March

m

D-B-115

Memo: 324 Building--Potential

Hazardous Waste

T. Knepp

Tanks

Remediation
Division (ERD)

D-B-116

Letter--Oesignation
Vault Tanks

of Materials in the 324 Building

J. Sutay

D-B-117

Letter--High-Activity
Hanford

Radioactive Waste Issues at

J. Bauer

RL-EAP

D-B-118

Latter--DOE

R. I-Iolten

RL--Technical
Support Division

Guidance on ALARA

&D Division
_._.._-.-

J. Hunter, AMO

May
1990 16,

Director,
PNL

June
1990 4,

R. Stanleyand
(WDOE)
G. Hofer (EPA)

April 30,
1993

R. Pelletier
L.

June 26,
1991

SITE

O!
"*
(,O
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D-B-119

Hanford Site Sodium Management Plan (WHC-SD-FFO01 )

--

WHC-FFTF
Shutdown Project

-

April 26,
1994

D-C-1

PNL Office of Health and Environment Organizational
Structure Diagram

--

PNL

--

Revised
March 1994

D-C-2

Operational Environmental Monitoring Program
Quality Assurance Project Plan WHC-EP-0538-1

--

WHC

D-C-3

Quality Assurance Program, Section QR 2.0 of
Quality Assurance Manual WHC-CM.4-2

--

WHC

D-C-4

Management Plan for Analytical Support Services,
ASSP Management Plan

B. Thomas

PNL

Technical Task
Leaders, Major
Data Users

In Revision

D-C-5

Letter re: 1994 Onsite Environmental Compliance
Verification Inspection Schedule

H. Tilden and
W. Bjorklund

PNL

EC and WM
Staff

December 28
1993

D-C-6

QUEST Subjects and Actions Listing, Open Item
Summary, Part A

--

WHC

A. Hawkins

April 4,
1994

D-C-7

Sample/Data Management Process, WesTIP
Workshop March 21-24, 1994

--

WHC

--

D-C-8

Letter re: Implementation of Memorandum of
Understanding: Surface Environmental Monitoring
and Assessment Programs

G. Carpenter

WHC

R. Holten

October 1989

D-C-9

Letter re: Memorandum of Understanding for
Implementation of the Hanford Environmental
Management Program

R. Larch

WHC

G. Bracken and
R. Gerton

July 31,
1987

D-C-10

Corrective Action Management
CM-1-4, Level II

D-C-11

Letter re: Transmittal for Central Information Control
Systems (CICS| Quarterly Report

Manual

WHC-

--

G. Warner

WHC

MACTEC

General Public
Release
--

Revised
January 1993
Revised
September
1993

March 1994

--

April 26,
1993

R. Kolten

April 26,
1994

SITE DOCUMENTS REVIEWED BY THE AUDIT TEAM (continued)

D-C-12

RCRA & Operational Monitoring Organizational
Management Diagram, Work Breakdown Structure
By Performing Organizations

--

i

D-C-13

i

WHC

i

--

,

,L

,,

Office of Laboratory Director Organizational
Management Diagram

--

PNL

--

D-C-14

The Resource Conservation & Recovery Act (RCRA)
and Operational Ground-Water Monitoring Support
Project Quality Assurance Project Plan, QA Project
Plan OHE-018

--

PNL

--

February 1,
1994

D-C-15

FY 1994 Project Management Plan, RCRA and
Operational Ground-Water Monitoring Support
Project, WHC Work Order ED4057, PNL Subaccount
16729.

--

PNL

--

February 18,
1994

D-C-16

Waste Minimization and Pollution Prevention
Awareness Program PNL-MA-822

--

October 9,
1991

PNL

-

December 3,
1993

--

HEHF

--

--

HEHF

-

January 1994

WHC

--

April 20,
1994

PNL

--

August 1993

,,

,,,,

,

,

,,,

,

E. Hauth and
G. Hoenss

.

.,

D-C-17

Ground-Water Surveillance Project Quality Assurance
Project Plan QA Project Plan EES059, Ray 2

D-C-18

Environmental

D-C-19

Waste Minimization and Pollution
Awareness Program Plan

,.

.

Compliance

,

,.

,

,

,|

,

QA Plan for the Surface Environmental Surveillance
and Drinking Water Monitoring Projects PNL-MA-70

,_

,

,.

,,

,,,.

.

,,

_

-

H

,

C. Bosted

RL
.

J. Erickson and
R. Freeberg
,

_.

H.

.,

April 11,
1994
,

D. Stewart

PNL

-

April 20,
1994

--

WHC

-

April 25,
1994

_

Waste, Analytical, end Environmental Services
Organizational Management Diagram
,,

, .

,

.

,

D-C-24

|,

R. Woodruff

Briefing Papers: RCRA and Operational GroundWater Monitoring Support Program

.....

,,r,

--

Letter re: Transmittal Letter for "Review of
Radiochemical Data Validation"

D-C-23

D-C-25

,

,.m

,

D-C-21

,

,

,

,..

Reengineering Program Office Organizational
Management Diagram

,,,

,

Prevention

D-C-20

D-C-22

,|H

,

PNL

S. Luttrell

Plan

.

,,,

H

i,

_'_

March 1994
,,

r

-4_

--

,,

,

Request for 1993 Air Emission Inventory
Information, Department of Ecology

H

.

,

S. Stitas

WHC
.....

WDOE

April 21,
1994
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D-C-26

Quality Assurance Project Plan for Facility Effluent
Monitoring Plan Activities

J. Nickels

WHC

--

June 1992

D-C-27

Quality Assurance Plan for the Analytical Support
Services Program, QA Plan No. EES-063

K. Price

PNL

--

May 26,
1991

D-C-28

Quality Assurance Organizational Management
Diagram

--

WHC

--

--

D-C-29

WAE Quality Assurance Organizational Management
Diagram

--

WHC

--

--

D-C-30

Hanford Environmental Health Foundation
Organizational Management Diagram

--

HEHF

-

D-C-31

Project Organization:
Project

S. Luttrell

PNL

--

D-C-32

Henford Cultural Resources Management
6942, UC-600

J. Chatters

PNL

DOE Contract
DE-AC06-76RLO
1830

D-C-33

Environmental Engineering and Geotechology
Procedures: Evaluation of Requests for Analytical
Data Review WHC-CM-7-8, Volume 4

K. Fecht

WHC,
Geosciences
Division

D-C-34

Letter re: Request for Regulatory Analysis, Plan and
Schedule for Management of Mixed Waste in the
324 Building B-Cell

J. Sutay

PNL Onsite Office

Director, PNL

December 9,
1992

D-C-35

Letter re: Regulatory Analysis, Plan, and Schedule
for Management of Mixed Waste in the 324 Building
B-Cell

J. McElroy

PNL-Waste
Technology
Center (WTC)

J. Sutey

December 21,
1992

D-C-36

Letter re: Management Strategy for Wastes in the
324 Building B-Cell and High-Level Vault Tanks

W. Apley

PNL, WTC

J. Sutey

May 18,
1993

D-C-37

Letter re: Notification of Noncompliance with
Storage Requirement for High-Activity Radioactive
Mixed Waste Starting 90 Days from June I0, 1993

W. Apley

PNL, VVTC

J. Sutey

June 3, 1993

D-C-38

Briefing Chart: Management of Highly-Radioactive
Mixed Waste in 324 _JuildingRadiochemical
Engineering Cells (REC)

H. Tilden

PNL-Facilities and
Operations (F&O)

Ground-Water Surveillance

October 1,
1993
--

,,

O
,
u1

Plan, PNL-

--

--

June 1989

December 14,
1992

April 20,
1994

SITE DOCUMENTS REVIEWED BY THE AUDIT TEAM (continued)

D-C-39

Letter re: Notification of Noncompliance with
Storage Requirements for High-Activity Radioactive
Mixed Waste Starting 90 Days from February 14,
1994

,.,

[

'

,,

,

,

Guideline for Hanford Site Implementation of the
National Environmental Policy Act

D-C-41

Hanford Site Waste Minimization and Pollution
Prevention Awareness Program Plan DOE/RL-91-31

,,

,

,

,

,

,

,.,

-

March 1989

RL

-

May 1991

--

WHC-Waste
Minimization
Team

--

January 1989,
Revised 1993

--

RL-EAP

--

December 16,
1992

PNL-Leboratory
Director

--

,,,

,

--

,

,

D-C-43

Hanford Site Annual Dangerous Waste Report,
DOE/RL-94-1 O: Volume 5 Supplement Waste
Minimization Report for Calendar Year 1993

I

H,

,

_

_

,

D-C-44

1994 Environment, Safety and Health Plan

W. Wiley

D-C-45

Letter re: Formal Transmittal of 1993 Annual
Dangerous Waste and Biennial Waste Minimization
Report

T. Chikalle

PNL-F&O Director

H. Tilden

J. McEIroy

O_

u

,

D-C-46

,

,

,

H

.,,,

,

,

_

.

,

,,

-,

,.

J. Bauer

January 1994

PNL-F&O

L. Eberherdt

December 3,
1992

PNL-WTC
Manager

J. Sutey

October 30,
1992

Director, PNL

December 11,
1992

..

,

Letter re: Environmental Requirements for
Refrigerants

,

_,

,

,,

D-C-47

Letter re: Potential Radioactive Mixed Waste in 324
Building B-Cell (Unsigned Copy)

D-C-48

Letter re: Request for Regulatory Analysis, Plan and
Schedule for Management of Mixed Waste in the
324 Building B-Cell

D-C-49

Letter re: Regulatory Analysis, Plan, and Schedule
for Management of Mixed Waste in the 324 Building
B-Cell

,

.

_

,

_

_.

_ .. _ _,.

m

J. Sutey

,

,

_

,

PNL Offsite Office

._.,

_t

D-C-50

March 3,
1994

!i PNL

,.

Guide for Preparing end Maintaining Facility-Spacific
Waste Minimization Plans WHC-SD-WM-EV-014
Revision 1

J. Sutey

,

S.E. King

D-C-42

.

0I
--

Manager,
Engineering
Technology
Center
,,

D-C-40

•

B.D. Shipp

H

J. McEIroy

PNL-WTC

J. Sutey

December 23,
1992

W. Aplay

PNL-WTC

J. Bauer

February 22,
1993

_,,

Letter re: Preliminary Notification of Potential
Noncompliance with Storage Requirements for HighActivity Radioactive Mixed Waste
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D-C-51

Letter re: Management Strategy for Wastes in the
324 Building B-Call and High-Level Vault Tanks

W. Apley

PNL-WTC

J. Sutey

May 18,
1993

D-C-52

Letter re: PNL Management of Radioactive Mixed
Waste (RMW) in 324 Building Hot Cell

J. Sutey

RL-Laboratory
Management
Division

Director, PNL

June 21,
1993

D-C-53

L_tter re: Dry Run Presentation on Status and
Recommended Strategy for Management of
Radioactive Mixed Waste (RMW) in 324 Building

W. Apley

PNL-WTC

J. Sutey

July 22,
1993

D-C-54

Letter re: Review of Draft Surveillance Report:
Building 324 Hot Cell Environmental Status

W. Apley

PNL-WTC

J. Sutey

August 11,
1993

D-C-55

Letter re: Mixed Waste Issue 324 Facility

J. Sutey

RL-LMD

Director, PNL

May 4,
1994

D-C-56

Letter re: Need for Special Case end Radioactive
Mixed Waste Storage Capability to Help Solve a
Significant Safety Problem in 324 Building B-Call

W. Apley

PNL-WTC

W. Hamilton

June 14,
1993

D-C-57

Letter re: Capacity Required for Special Case Waste
(SCW) Storage Related to the 324 Building Hot-Call
Cleanout

D. Knowlton

PNL-Remote
Technology
Department

W. Hamilton

December 3,
1993

D-C-58

Letter re: PNL Line Managers Inspection Guidelines

T. Chikalla

PNL-F&O

Center Managers

November 24,
1992

D-C-59

F&O Inspection Process, Compliance Database
System's User's Guide

--

PNL-F&O

Center Line
Managers

D-C-60

Environmental Engineering and Geotschnology
Procedures: Evaluation of Requests for Analytical
Data Review WHC-CM-7-8, Volume 4

K. Fecht

WHC-Manager,
Geosciences

--

December 14,
1992

D-C-6I

Hanford Site National Environmental Act |NEPA)
Characterization PNL-6415 Revision 5

C. Cushing

PNL

--

December
1992

D-C-82

Revised Address List for National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA) Notifications to the State of
Washington and Hanford Tribes

P. Dunigan Jr.

RL-NEPA
Compliance
Officer

D-C-63

NEPA Tracking System User's Guide

P. Dunigan Jr.

RL-NEPA
Compliance
Officer

i

O
,,4

Distribution

--

--

February 28,
1994

-

|
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if

i

i j_ II

I

i i

D-C-64

NEPA Approval

.

Process Flowchart

P. Dunigan Jr.

.

Draft Guidance on Processing RL National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) Documents

D-C-66

Draft RL Implementing Procedures, RLIP 5440.1B:
RL National Environmental Policy Act Compliance
Program

-

-

RL-NEPA
Compliance
Officer

-

--

P. Dunigen Jr.

RL-NEPA
Compliance
Officer

--

--

P. Dunigen Jr.

RL-NEPA
Compliance
Officer

-

May 6,
1994

P. Dunigan Jr.

RL-NEPA
Compliance
Officer

--

May 6.
1994

WHC-Compliance
Group

-

October 1992

R. Holten

November 18,
1992

, i

'

.

P. Dunigan Jr.

i

.

'"

i

i

D-C-67

Status of NEPA Document Review, EtA List

D-C-68

Status of RL CXs

,

RL-NEPA
Compliance
Officer

•

D-C-65

i

'

'

,

('_
!

,-*
o0

,

D-C-69

NEPA Source Guide for the Hanford Site, WHC-SP0903, Revision 0

D-C-70

Letter re: Exercise "TADPOLE" Final Critique
,,

WHC Facility Waste Minimization Certification

D-C-72

Pollution Prevention Awareness Plan, PNL-MA-8
•

D-C-74

Legal and Contracts Organizational Chart
.

Emergency
1994

ii

.,

D. Nichols

-

WHC-Pollution
Prevention &
Recycling

--

PNL-F&O

-

,

Environmental Restoration (ER) Program
Environmental Programs Division, Geotechnical
Support Branch Responsibilities Summary & Branch
Staff Assignments

D-C-75

WHC-Emergency
Preparedness (EP)

,

D-C-73

,

J. Tritz
.,

D-C-71

.

--

i

B. Stewart

"

-

August 1989

,,...

,.

RL

--

. April 12,
1994

--

PNL-Legal end
Contracts

--

March 1993

--

WHC-EP

-

May 6,
1994

--

WHC-EP

-

January 5,
1994

•

Preparedness Exercise Schedule for FY
.

D-C-70

List of Building Emergency Directors
..........

i

i
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D-C-77

Briefing Slides: Brief for RL Leadership Team on EM
Stand-Down Follow-up and Its Role in Achieving the
Hanford Vision

D-C-78

Post Stand-Down Action Plan (Draft)

D-C-79

Management Requirements and Procedures: Waste
Minimization Program WHC-CM-1-3,
Ray 2

--

L. Williams

--

RL-Sta,_d-Down
Team

RL-Project
Performance
Office

--

J. Wagoner

EACharacterization
ancl Waste
Minimization

-

I

May 2,
1994

April 1994

June 28,
1991

,,,

._
--_
(D

D-C-80

Westinghouse Hanford Company Waste Minimization
and Pollution Prevention Awareness Program Plan
WHC-EP-0496

D-C-81

Westinghouse Hanford Company Pollution P_vention
and Awareness Program Plan, WHC-EP-0496 (Draft)

D-C-82

RCRA and Operational Monitoring 1994 Fiscal Year
Work Plan WBS 1.5.3

D-C-83

WHC-Office of
Environmental
Restoration and
Waste
Minimization

Distribution
Listed

August 1991

WHC, Pollution
Prevention and
Recycling

Distribution
Listed

May 1993

ROM Program
Office

WHC

DOE

December
1993

Quarterly Environmental Radiological Survey
Summary 4th quarter 1993 100,200,300,
and 600
Areas

S.M. McKinney

WHC

DOE

January 1994

D-C-84

Westinghouse Hanford Company Operational
Environmental Monitoring Annual Report, CY 1992

J.W. Schmidt

WHC

DOE

July 1993

D-C-85

United States Department of Energy Richland
Operation Office Environmental Protection
Implementation Plan, 11/9/93-11/9/94

Regulatory Analysis

WHC

RL-QSH/DOE

November
1993

D-C-86

RCFIA end Operational Monitoring FY 1994 Multi
Year Program Plan Phase II

ROM Program
Office

WHC

DOE

D-C-87

Engineering Data Transmittal-Columbia
Monitoring Data Compilation

R.L. Dirkes

PNL

WHC

D-C-88

Record of Revision - I00 Areas CERCLA Ecological
Investigations

River

P. Craig

--

-

WHC

-

February 24,
1992
--

February 17,
1994
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D-C-89

RCRA Facility Investigation/Corrective Measures
Study Work Plan for the 200-UP-2 Operable Unit,
Hanford Site, Richiand, Washington

--

RL

-

February 1993

D-C-90

Hanford Site Waste Management Unite Report,
Vol. 2

--

RL

-

April 1993

....

,|

.

0-C-91

Hanford Site Waste Management

D-C-92

Limited Field Investigation Report for the 100-DR-1
Operable Unit

....

,,,

,

Units Report

,

Environmental Data
Management

WHC

--

,

DOE

April 1993

RL

--

August 1993

RL

--

May 1992

,,

D-C-93

Sampling and Analysis of 1O0 Area Sprigs

D-C-94

Facility Effluent Monitoring Plan for the 222-S
Laboratory

D-C-95

Hanford Site Groundwater Protection Management
Program

D-C-96

Operational Environmental Monitoring Program
Quality Assurance Project Plan

J.W. Schmidt

WHC

DOE

January 1993

0-C-97

Letter re: WHC'a Operational Environmental
Monitoring Program (OEMP)

L.C. Hubbard

WHC

R.A. Holten

December 15,
1993

D-C-98

Hanford Federal Facility Agreement and Consent

D-C-99

Order, Annual Update
Letter re: Operational Environmental Program SelfAssesm_ent

J.W. Schmidt

WHC

D-C-IO0

Health Physics Procedures (5 procedures)

ESQJHealth Physics

WHC

D-C-101

Routine Operational Environmental Monitoring
Schedule, CY 1994

J.W. Schmidt

WHC

DOE

December
1993

D-C-102

1994 Compliance Assessment Schedule

J.J. Dorian

WHC

S.M. McKinney
C.J. Perkins

February 18,
1994

D-C-103

The Westinghouse Henford Company Operational

J.W. Schmidt

WHC

DOE

October 1993

D-C-104

Operational Environmental Monitoring Manual
(14 procedures)

0
0

I

I .....

.

l

-J.M. Nickels,
G.J. Warwick
--

November
1992
--

WDOE/EPA/DOE

..

November
1993

-

September
1992
March 31,
1993

R.A. Holten

-

-

,
-

,,,

DOE

RL

--

Environmental Monitoring Program CY-93 ..._

....

WHC

_

WHC
.

_

_

Various
_
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D-C-105

Organization Charts and Charters

--

D-C-108

Quality Assurance Manual

Quality Assurance
Dept of the Safety,
Quality Assurance
and Security Oiv.

WHC

--

--

D-C-107

Environmental Compliance Manual

Regulatory Analysis

WHC

-

-

D-C-108

Westinghouse Henford Company Waste Minimization
and Pollution Prev®ntion Awareness Program Plan

P.A. Craig,
at el.

WHC

D-C-109

A Quality Method for Groundwater Surveillance
Monitoring Network Design at the Hanford Site

--

WHC

D-C-110

Facility Effluent Monitoring Plan for the Plutonium
Finishing Plant

P.J. Sullivan

WHC

DOE

December
1993

D-C-111

United States Department of Energy Richland
Operations Office Environmental Protection
Implementation Plan

Regulatory Analysis

WHC

DOE

November
1993

D-C-112

Hanford Site Ground-Water Monitoring for 1992

-

WHC

D-C-113

Environmental Surveillance Master Sampling
Schedule

0-C-114

Site-Wide Environmental Surveillance Program

D-C-115

Hanford Environmental Publications List, 1989-1994

D-C-118

Office of Waste Management Task Description
Document/Public Safety and Resource Protection
Program

D-C-117

Contractor Work Plan - FY 1994 Hanford Site
Cultural Resources

D-C-118

QA Plan for the Surface Environmental Surveillance
and Drinking Water Monitoring Projects

D-C-119

Environmental Support Procedures and Requirements

L.E. Bisping

--

R.H. Gray

-

!

I

PNL

PNL

PNL

DOE

--

--

DOE

December
1993

June 1993
January 1993

--

Distribution

September
1993
February 28,
1994

RL

-

January 11,
1994

PNL

--

December
1993

--

WHC

-

August 1993

--

WHC

-

G.V. Last

-
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United States Department of Energy Richland
Operation Office Environmental Protection
Implementation Plan, 11/9/93-11/9/94

_t
Regulatory Analysis

......................
_.-:_
WHC

.........
RL-QSHIDOE

November
1993

D-D-2

Sampling and Analysis of 100 Area Springs

--

RL

--

May 1992

D-D-3

Hanford Site Groundwater
Program

--

RL

-

November
1993

O-D-4

Operational Environmental Monitoring Program
Quality Assurance Project Plan

J.W. Schmidt

WHC

DOE

January 1993

D-D-5

Routine Operational Environmental Monitoring
Schedule, CY 1994

J.W. Schmidt

WHC

DOE

December
1993

D-D-6

The Westinghouse Hanford Company Operational
Environmental Monitoring Program CY 93

J.W. Schmidt

WHC

DOE

October 1993

D-D-7

A Quality Method for Groundwater Surveillance
Monitoring Network Design at the Hanford Site

D-D-8

United States Department of Energy Richland
Operations Office Environmental Protection
Implementation Plan

D-D-9

Henford Site Ground-Water Monitoring for 1992

D-D-IO

Environmental Surveillance Master Set,
Schedule

D-D-11

Site-Wide Environmental Surveillance Program

--

PNL

D-D-12

Environmental Report 1992

--

PNL

D-D-13

Annual Report for RCRA Groundwater Monitoring
Projects at Henford Site Facilities for 1993

--

WHC

-

1993

D-D-14

Henford Wells

--

WHC

--

August 1993

D-D-15

Hanford Federal Facility Agreement and Consent
Order, 4th Amendment, January 1994

--

WDOE/EPA/DOE

--

January 1994

r ,

Protection

Management

I

FO
(,1

_ng

--

WHC

Regulatory Analysis

WHC

-

WHC

L.E. Bisping

PNL

--

DOE

December
1993
November
1993

-DOE

June 1993
January 1993

--

DOE

September
1993
1992
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D-D-16

Implementation of Memorandum of Understanding:
Surface Environmental Monitoring end Assessment
Programs; Attachment

D-D-17

Memorandum of Understanding for Implementation
of the Hanford Environmental Management Program

D-D-18

Environmental Surveillance Sampling Schedule

D-D-19

Henford Well Remedietion and Decommissioning Plan

WHC

February 1993

D-D-20

Summery Report of Hanford Site Well Remladiation
end Decommissioning Activities through FY 1993.

WHC

January 1994

D-D-21

Public Safety end Resource Protection Program
Contractor Work Plans - FY 1994

PNL

December
1993

D-D-22

Health Physics Procedures WHC-IP-0718

WHC

Effective Date
May 31. 1994

D-D-23

Statement of Work for Well Rehabilitation

D-D-24

GAO Report GAO/RCED-93-71 Henford's WellDrilling Costs Can Be Reduced

GAO

March 1993

D-D-25

RCRA and Operational Groundwater Monitoring

R.L. Jackson,
WHC

April 7, 1994

D-D-2@

Well Summery FY 1988 to Present

D. MoakoWHC

July 13, 1993

D-D-27

Hanford Site Environmental Monitoring Plan

PNL

November
1991

D-E-1

Quality Assurance Program Plan for Radionuclide
Airborne Emissions Monitoring

L.W. Vance

D-E-2

Operational Environmental Monitoring Program
Quality Assurance Project Plan

-'_W. Schmidt

m_m_mm

D-E-3

C.D. Carpenter

R.A. Holten

October 12,
1989

PNL and Hanford
Rockwell

July 31, 1987

February 1994

(Draft)

Quality Assurance Project Plan for Radioactive
Airborne Emissions Oats Compilation end Reporting

WHC

WHC

DOE

_

January 1993

WHC

DOE

t

February 1994

ml,,mllm, mm..,lm_l..m,

S.A. Burris,
S.P. Thomas
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D-E-4

Henford Federal Facility Agreement and Consent
Order, Annual Update

D-E-5

1994 Compliance Assessment Schedule

D-E-6

--

WDOE/EPA/DOE

--

S.M. McKinney
C.J. Perkins

IIII

Ill

_IT_Tr_

September
1992

J.J. Dorian

WHC

February 18,
1994

Operational Environmental Monitoring Manual
(14 procedures)

--

WHC

--

D-E-7

Organization Charts and Charters

--

WHC

-

-

D-E-8

Quality Assurance Manual

Quality Assurance
Dept of the Safety,
Quality Assurance
and Security Div.

WHC

--

--

D-E-9

Environmental Surveillance Master Sampling
Schedule

L.E. Bisping

PNL

D-E-10

Site-Wide Environmental Surveillance Program

O-E-11

Henford Environmental Publications List, 1989-1994

D-E-12

QA Plan for the Surface Environmental Surveillance
and Drinking Water Monitoring Projects

,

Various

,

_,_

OI
I_

--

R.H. Gray

DOE

PNL

January 1993

--

PNL

Distribution

September
1993
February 28,
1994

--

WHC

--

August 1993

RL

-

November 9,
1991

-

August 1993

--

January 1994

,,

D-E-13

Environmental Monitoring Plan, United States
Department of Energy Richland Field Office

--

D-E-14

Alphabetical Directory/Hanford Site

--

D-E-15

Hanford Environmental Information System (HEIS):
Volume 4, Well-Based Subject Areas

--

D-E-16

(Duplicate Document)

....

D-E-17

Environmental Report 1992

--

PNL

DOE

1992

D-E-18

In Summary-Environmental

--

PNL

DOE

1991

D-E-19

Hanford Site Environmental Report for Calendar Year
1991

--

PNL

D-E-20

Central Environmental Committee Members

--

Monitoring 1991

-RL

--

--

1991

--

April 12, 1994
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Implementation of Memorandum of Understanding:
Surface Environmental Monitoring and Assessment
Programs; Attachment

C.D. Carpenter

WHC

R.A. Holten

October 12,
1989

D-E-23

Central Information Control Systems (CICS)
Quarterly Report

L.J. Voigt

MACTEC

R.A. Holten

April 26,
1994

D-E-24

Draft--Resource

-

G. Harvey

PNLCommunications

,,,

,,,

January 1994

,

Material Use Survey Results
,

WDOE/EPAIDOE

III
I

D'E-22

,

--

_

Hanford Federal Facility Agreement and Conaent
Order, 4th Amendment, January 1994

,

_

ii
IIIII

::.:::_::::_::::_:.':::.:!:

D-E-21

,

'

_...-:.:::

:-:.:-:.;.:::.:.:
".:.:::::::::::.::::":::'.:::::::::::::::'.::::::
_:_:_

,,

,,

,

--

June 14,
1993
--

,

D-E-25

In Summa.,y Environmental Report, 1992

-

PNLCommunications

--

D-E-26

Mission and Function Statement, Office of
Performance Auessrne_*_

--

RL-OPA

-

Draft
April 4, 1994

D-E-27

EQAIESQA/EMSI Surveillances

--

WHC

--

May 2,
1994

D-E-28

ISR Log

--

WHC

--

May 2,
1994

D-E-29

Hanford Deficiency Tracking System

--

RL

--

March 9,
199#

D-E-30

1994 Compliance Assessment Schedule

D-E-31

QUEST Subjects and Actions

D-E-32

Corrective Action Management

D-E-33

SCP Checklist

D-E-34

Formal Safety Concerns Resolution Process

,,,,

,

J. Dorian

:)-E-35

Quality Assurance Quarterly Assestment

D-E-36

Third Quarter Surveillance Schedule

,H

Report

S. McKinney
C. Perkins

February 18,
1994

--

WHC

--

May 5,
1994

--

WHC

--

April 29,
1993

L. Musen

RL-ECP

--

-

L. Musen

RL-ECP

-

-

Manual

,

WHC

H

,

M. Garrity

WHC

M. Adams, et al.

May 2,
1994

P. Prestorius

WHC

M. Adams, et el.

March 22,
1994

SITE

DOCUMENTS

REVIEWED
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t

D-E-37"

Employee Concerns Reporting Form (RL No. 91-120)

L. Musen

D-E-38

ISR No. E94-031

R. True

WHC

D-E-39

Public Outreach Presentations/Activities
Office of Health and Environment

R. Gray

PNL

D-E-40

QUEST Subjects and Actions Open Item Summary

--

WHC-ESQ

--

April 29,
1994

D-E-41

Hanford Mid-year Self-assessment Report -- Draft

--

RL

--

May 2,
1994

D-E-42

1993 Hanford Annual Self-assessment Performance
Report

J. Wagoner

RL

D-E-43

Office of Compliance Self-esNmm_ent

S. VeitanheJmer

RL

--

A. Hawkins

WHC

--

D. Swaim

WHC--ESQ

Inspection/Surveillance

Report

.....

-

r

.'
M. Bell

March 4,
1994

J. Hall

January 5,
1994

,,,,,,

R. Scott

November 12,
1993

i

October 1992

,,

0I

D-E-44

Mid-year Self-esseument

Performance Status Report

I_O
_J

D-E-45

CMA-93-0001,
Appraisal

D-F-1

Site Surveillance Health Physics OJT

Solid Waste Disposal Management

i

|,

,,

ill

W. Hamilton

-January 4,
1994

,

--

WHC

--

September
1993

" WHC

--

---

i

D-F-2

Organization Charts and Charters

--

D-F-3

Environmental Compliance Manual

Regulatory Analysis

WHC

--

D-F-4

Training Past Due Tabulation

--

PNL

-

February 11,
1994

Human Resources

WHC

-

May 3, 1993

--

March 9, 1994

,

i

D-F-5

Management
Descriptions

Requirements and Procedures and Job

D-F-6

Leadership Expectations

A.L. Trago

WHC

D-F-7

United States Department of Energy Richland
Operations Office Environmental Protection
Implementation Plan

Regulatory Analysis

WHC

,

DOE

November
1993

SITE DOCUMENTS REVIEWED BY THE AUDIT TEAM (continuedl

D-F-8

Resume Examples
.,

.

D-F-9

i

--

i

i,.

,

,

D-F-IO

,.

D-F-11

,

,

,

,,

,

i

D-F-14

Position Standard (Draft)

,,

.

.

,

,

m,,

.

.,

i

,

,

D-F-17

i

i

D-F-19

_

_.

,,_

.

.

-

March 1994

DOE/ER

October 1993

--

--

,

QSH

January 1994

,.

,

RL

RL

--

Office of Training

RL

RL

February 1994

,i

,

RL

RL

--

RL

EM

,

QSH
i

,.

i

--

,

R.H. Gray

Battelle

DOE

RL

,

.

,

R. Holten,
RL-QSH

March 31,
1994

i

,

,

,

,

,

,

-,,

QSH

.

,,.

RL

,

,.,

,

March 1993
,

- ,.

RL

-

RL

RL

-

RL

RL

--

,,,

Regulatory Policy, Planning, and Analysis Branch
existing work requirements IcY 1994

,

QSH

,,.

D-F-21

Position Description Chief, Regulatory Policy,
Planning, and Analysis Branch

D-F-22

5-year Manpower Projections (1995-2000)

|,,

_

,,, , ,,

WHC

N.

.

Regulatory Policy, Planning, and Analysis Branch
existing work requirements FY 1992

D-F-20

,

,

Hanford Site Baseline Risk Assessment Methodology
,

,

PNL

QSH

|

D-F-23

.

i

Community Environmental Monitoring 5-year Plan

D-F-18

,

,i

EM Bid Proposal
,

•

i

Quality, Safety, and Health Programs FY 94 Draft
Work Plan

D-F-18

--

,,

Quality, Safety, and Health Programs FY 93 Work
Plan

GO

,

WDOE/EPA/DOE

D-F-13

D-F-15

-

,

L

,

-

.

J.W. Schmidt

Hanford Federal Facility Agreement and Consent
Order

•

--

,

WHC

-i

,

.,

,

i

,

,

,,

WHC Operational Environmental Monitoring Program,
CY 93

D-F-12

,

--

Organizational Chart/Office of Health & Environment
m,

PNL
,

Appendix 3B Findings, Responses, and Planned
Actions: Environmental Findings (Tiger Team
Corrective Action Plan)
.

0
,
b0

.

,

--

,

,

,

,,

,

,,

.

D. Kranz

RL

RL Division
Directors end
above

J. Rasmussen

RL

D. Kranz

December 27,
1993

,,

FY 1995 IRB Staffing Requirements -- Follow-up
matrix

u,

,

,

September 3,
1993
..........

SITE DOCUMENTS REVIEWED BY THE AUDIT TEAM (continued)

O
I_
(D

D-F-24

EAP S-year Manpower

D-F-25

Projections

(1995-2000)

J. Rasmussen

RL

J. Bauer

January 19,
1994

Contractor Work Plan FY 1994; Hanford Site
Groundwater Surveillance

S.P. Luttrall

PNL

RL

December 10,
1993

D-F-28

Management, Technical and Administrative Support
Plans

Office of Health and
Environment

PNL

RL

D-F-27

RL 1994 Staffing and Recruiting Project Project Plan

Staffing and
Recruitment Project
Team

RL--Human
Resources

RL

D-F-28

RL 360" Feedback Employee Development
Information

Human Resources

RL

All RL Employees

D-F-29

RL 360" Feedback New Performance Appraisal
Process

Human Resources

RL

All RL Employees

-

D-F-30

RL 360" Feedback New Performance Appraisal
Process

Human Resources

RL

All RL Employees

June 22, 1993

D-F-31

RL 360" Feedback New Performance Appraisal
Process

Human Resources

RL

All RL Employees

June 29, 1993

D-F-32

RL 360" Feedback New Performance Appraisal
Process

Human Resources

RL

All RL Employees

July 9, 1993

D-F-33

RL 360 ° Feedback Training Organization Information

Human Resources

RL

All RL Employees

October 12,
1993

D-F-34

RL 360 ° Feedback Evaluation Modifications

Human Resources

RL

All RL Employees

March 22,
1994

D-F-35

EM-25 Review of Hanford Training

J.D. Wagoner

RL

T.P. Grumbly

December 30,
1993

0-F-36

Operational Environmental Monitoring Training

J.J. Dorian

WHC-EES

--

January 31,
1994

D-F-37

Regulatory Support Training

G.W. Jackson

WHC-Regulatory
Support

--

February 1,
1994

D-F-38

Environmental Engineering Studies FY/CY 1994
Work Plan

--

February 18,
1994

--

--

--

February 9,
1994

SITE DOCUMENTS REVIEWED BY THE AUDIT TEAM Icontinued)
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D-F-39

Environmental R_gulation_ at Hanford Environmental
_raining 1993

D-F-40

US DOE RL Long Range Planning Process

International
Environmental
InMJtute

,

_

D-F-41

_

|

,

.,

,

RL

Individual Development Plan (sample)

D-F-45

Position Tracking (sample)

_

,.

r

H,

_

__

June 2, 1993

_,

RL

|

--

August 1993

--

1993

_,

.

RL
n_

Development

June 11, 1993"

m

-

_

_,.

D-F-44

r

'

RL

Training Requirement Matrix/individual
Plan Process

,

,,

RL

H_

Hanford Strategic Plan

D-F-43

-

_H

Henford Mission Plan Volume 1, Site Guidance

0-F-42

,(_
£0

_

Opl

_

,

WHC

m

Office of Training

RL

--

April 1, 1994

Human Resources

WHC

--

March 23,
1994

WHC

--

April 4, 1994

_

_

Human Resources

_

.

,

,

D-F-46

Exempt Job Description

Human Resources

WHC

--

January 1993

D-F-47

Training Administration Manual/Environmental
Training

Training and
Education

WHC

--

December 31,
1992

D-F-48

Use of Quality Step Increases

J.D. Wagoner

RL

|

.

,

_.

D-F-49

Draft Contractor
m

D-F-50

Training Ammmmlent and Oversight

,_

|

H_

_

,

Office of Training Assessment/Solid
Training
,.,

.

_,

_

H.

Office of Training

RL Office and
Division
Directors end
Branch Chiefs
_

Waste Disposal
.

0-F-51

Office of Training Asseesrnent/Maintanance

D-F-52

DNFSB Racommanda'uons 93-3

D-F-53

DNFSB Racorn.4rnendation_93-3

D-F-54

Implementation
93-3

J. Hennig

.

,,

RL

.

January 18,
1993

--

--

"

RL--V_MD

A.L. Trego
(WHC)

March 11,
1994

A.L. Trego
(WHC)

January 20,
1994

,

Training

E, Erichssn

RL--Office
Training

of

H.R. O'Leary

DOE HQ

J.T. Conway,
DNFSB

November 4,
1993

J.T. Conway

DNFSB

H.R. O'Leary

November 5,
1993

DOE HQ

DOE HQ

ONFSB

November 4,
1993

,.

.

,.,

..

,r,

Plan for DNFSB Recommendations

'

SITE DOCUMENTS REVIEWED BY THE AUDIT TEAM (continued|

t

D-F-55

i

FY 1994 Business Oevelopment Plan

OHE

RL

RL

September
1993

,,

D-F-56

ECCEL Program Handbook

R.B. Doggett

WHC

RL

November 22,
1993

D-F-57

Leadership Progrmns

S.P. Muller

WHC--Human
Resources
Deve_crmnt

J.W. Hawkins

May 5, 1994

D-F-58

Course C_

Ix;ternatior_
Environmental
Institute

QTRC

D-F-59

Environmental Excellence

Winter 1994 Spring

ii

:

--

1994

i

QTRC

WHC

--

--

ii

D-F-60

ADS 8400

Public Safoty &
Resource Protection

PNL

Office of Waste
Management

April 29, 1994

Progrem
t')
(_

D-F-61

Development Planning end Review (sample)

Human Rmzources

PNL

--

May 1991

Human Resources

PNL

-

January 1994

Emergency

WHC

--

April 18, 1994

-

June 29, 1993

--

March 1994

",'

D-F-62

P, IL Training Questionnaire, Part 1, Mandatory

Counms(._rnpte)
D-F-83

Emergency Prepered_

Training P_

Plan

Preperedne_
ii

D-F-64

Preliminary Smmnm_ Totals Workforce Planning FY
94

Human Resources

PNL

D-F-65

Manager's Guide to Compensation

Human Resources

PNL

,

D-F-60

i

Train the Trainer
i

M.S. Gutlerrez

PNL

J.S. Hirsch

M.S. Gutierrez

PNL

--

ES&H/I.ab Safety
Dept.

PNL

-

PNL

PNL

--

May 8, 1994

i

D-F-67

Red Worker News

D-F-68

ES&H Exchange

D-F-69

Red Worker 1 Study Guide

,,,mM

December
1993
i,

,,

March 1994

i

i

D-F-70

Rad Worker II Study Guide

J

October 1992
i

PNL
,

PNL

-

October 1992

SITE DOCUMENTS RE'vqEWED BY THE AUDIT TEAM (cm_kmmd)

D-F-71

PNL Training

Plan New Hire Orientation

PNL Training Plan New Hire Orientation/Radialkm

ESIEH

PNL

-

JanuarY1994
1,

PNL

PNL

-

November1992
30.

D. Wllen

&
Ammciates

Safety
D-F-73

Hanford Training Council

D-F-74

Earth and Environmental Sciences Center Training
Que,-tionnaim (_rnple)

D-F-75

Project Propemal for TPA Training (tiraft)

V8

D-F-77

t')
!

1993 Work Plan

Catalog

Qualific_on

Information

Rmm_ces

PNL

WHC--Tech
Training

-

QTRC
RL--Office of
Trming &
Educatkm

RL

--

_

J. Gamin

W'HC Tinning

--

Jure 1993

July 1992

November 1.
1993

May 5, 1994

m

Z
I

X
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Public Safety and Medical
Program Branch

iilii

5/2/94

S. Walker

RL-Qua|ity, Safety, & Health
Programs Div. (RL-QSH)

I-A-2

5/2/94

S. Walker

RL-Environmentel Rernedietion
Division (RL-ERD)

Organizational structure; environmental
commitment

I-A-3

5/2/94

S. Walker

RL-Transition

Organizational structure; environmental
commitment

i-A-4

5/2/94

S. Walker

RL-QSH

I-A-5

5/3/94

S. Walker

RL--Environmental

I-A-6

5/3/94

S. Walker

WHC--Reengineering
Office

I-A-7

5/3/94

S. Walker

WHC--Wute,
Analytical &
Environmental Services (WHCWAE)/Liquid Effluents Services

Geohydrologic Support

Organizational structure; environmental
commitment

I-A-8

5/3/94

S. Walker

WHC--WAE

Regulatory Support (RS)

Organizational structure; environmental
commitment

I-A-9

5/3/94

S. Walker

WHC--WAE

Tri-Party Agreement (TPA)

Organizational structure; environmental
commitment

I-A-IO

5/3/94

S. Walker

WHC--General

I-A-11

5/4/94

S. Walker

RL-Environmentel
Assurance,
Permits & Policy (RL--EAP)

Regulatory Policy, Planning and
Analysis (RPA)

Organizational structure; environmental
commitment

i-A- 12

5/4/94

S. Walker

WHC-- OPNS Program
Management

Environmental Protection
Program

Organizational structure; environmental
commitment

Team

Organizational structure; environmental
commitment

Organizational structure; environmental
commitment

"

,_
,,,,&

.........................

I-,8,-1

Management

Organizational structure; enwrr)nmental
commitment

Program

Organizational structure; environmental
commitment

Counsel's Office

Organizational structure; environmental
commitment

iu

CONTACTS AND INTERVIEWS CONDUCTED BY THE AUDIT TEAM (continued)

I-A-13

5/4/94

S. Walker

I-A-14

514/94

S. Walker

PNL--F&O/LAB

SAF

Waste Management

Organizational structure; environmental
commitment

I-A-15

5/4/94

S. Walker

WHC--Planning
Integration

and System

Staff

Organizational structure; environmental
commitment

I-A-16

5/4/94

S. Walker

RL-Office

I-A-17

5/4/94

S. Walker

Oak Ridge Institut_ for Science &
Education

I-A-18

5/4/94

S. Walker

RL--EAP

•

.

PNL-Facilitias and
Operations/Laboratory Safety
Oept(PNL-F&O/LAB SAF)
--=

....

L

,

.

,

,

.

.

,

i

,

.

,

.

=,

Organizational structure; environmental
commitment

,,

,

,

i

Staff

.

,

Organizational structure; environmental
commitmer,t

of the Manager

.

FO

Environmental Compliance

,

i

,

L

,

,

Regulatory Policy, Planning and
Analysis
.

,

Organizational structure; environmental
commitment

,

Organizational structure: environmental
commitment

.

m.,

I'A-19

§/9/94

S. Walker

RL--Hanford
Office

I-A-20

5/6/94

S. Walker

ICF Kaiser Hanford Company (ICF
KH)/Environmental Services

Organizational structure; environmental
commitment

I-A-21

5/6/94

S. Walker

RL-Technical

Organizational structure; environmental
commitment

I-A-22

5/6/94

S. Walker

RL-Intagration

I-A-23

5/6/94

S. Walker

RL--EAP; RL--Budget Division;
RL-Office of Chief Counsel

Organizational structure; environmental
commitment

I-A-24

5/5/94

S. Walker

RL-EAP

Organizational structure; environmental
commitment

I-A-25

5/5/94

S. Walker

RL--Office of Chief Financial
Officer (RL-CFO)

S. Walker

RL--CFO/Budget

,

Transition Projects

Organizational structure; environmental
commitment

Services

I '

'

.,

'

and Planning
H ,

.

,,

,,

Organizational structure; environmental
commitment
,

,

.

..

_

I-A-26

.

,.

.

5/5/94

"

,

.......

Organizational structure; environmental
commitment

.

.

•

,

Division

Organizational structure; environmental
commitment
,

,,

,,

,I

1
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/'A-28
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_
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5/5/94

S. Walker

RL-Office

of the Manager

5/5/94

S. Walker

RL-CFO/Budgat

i Organizational structure; environmental
commitment

i

Division

Program Budget Branch

! Organizational structure; environmental
commitment

I

.........................
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I-B-1

5/2/94

I-B-2

. ......"°"

J

.
"_._

0. Allard

PNL-Office of Health &
Environment (PNL--OHE)

5/2/94

D. AUard

PNL-OHE

Public Safety and Resource
Protection Programs

Environmental programs, environmental
ALARA program

I-B-3

5/2/94

D. Allard

PNL-Hydrologic and Geochemical
Characterization (PNL--HGC)

Ground-water Surveillance

Groundwater surveillance program

I-B-4

5/2/94

D. AUard

PNL-Surface Environmental
Surveillance (PNL--EAC)

I-B-5

5/2/94

0. Allar J

PNL-F&O

I-B-6

5/2/94

0. Allard

PNL-F&O

I-B-7

5/2/94

D. Allard

PNL-F&O

Radiological Monitoring

PNL Facility air effluent monitoring

I-B-8

513/94

D. Allard

WHC-WAE/RS

Environmental Engineering
Studies

Near-field environmental monitoring
program, environmental ALARA

I-B-9

513/94

D. Allard

WHC-WAE/RS

Environmental Engineering
Studies

Near-field environmental monitoring
program

I-B-10

5/3/94

0. Allard

WHC-- Environmental Restoration
Program Transition
(WHC -- RR)/Environmental
Restoration Program (ERP)

Environmental restoration

I-B-11

5/3/94

D. Allard

PNL--F&O

Surface environmental surveillance
project

I_,
f_0

Environmental programs

Surface environmental surveillance
programs
Effluent Monitoring Program
(EMP)

PNL Facility air affluent monitoring

PNL Facility air effluent monitoring,
environmental ALARA

!iii,
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.................
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i

5/3/94

D, AUard

!-B-13

5/4/94

D. Allard

WHC--WAE/RS

I-B-14

5/4/94

O. Allard

WHC--Emorgency, Safety, Qualitiy
Sarvicss (WHC--ESQ)

Health Physics

HP procedures and environmental
ALARA

I-B-15

514/94

D. Allard

RL--QSH

Public Safety and Medical
Programs

Oversight, emergency response
program, and environmental ALARA

I-B-16

5/4/94

D. Allard

Analytical Services Project

Environmental sample lab quality
assurance (QA)

I-B-17

5/5/94

D. Allard

, ,

RL-QSH

_

Public Safety and Medical
Program Branch

7n

i

n

i,

i

i

I-B-18

5/5/94

i

i

,,

i

,

,

I-B-19

5/5/94

D. Allard

RL--Wsste
(RL-WMD)

l-B-20

,.,

.

,,

5/5/94

D. Allard

I-B-21

5/5/94

D. Allard

!-B-22

5/5/94

D. Allerd

WHC--Effluent
Monitoring

I-B-23

5/8/94

D. Allard

WHC--222-S

I-B-24

5/6/94

D. Aliard

WHC--WAE/RS

I-B-25

516/94

D. Allard

WHC--WAE

Management

I-B-26

5/6/94

D. Aliard

WHC--RR/ER
(ER)

I-B-27

516/94

D. Allard

WHC--WAE

,

,

,

Division

,

WHC--ESQ

Hanford Hazard Assessment

Radiological emergency response

WHC--ESQ

Emergency Preparedness

Radiological emergency response

& Emissions

,,

,

,

Effluent data reduction end transmittal

Laboratory

Air filter gross alpha beta cross-checks
with EPA
i

,

,,

Effluent & Emissions Monitoring
,

,,,_

,

,.,

.

Data tracking of air and liquid effluent
data trending and tracking

,,,i

Facility Engineering & Waste
Management
'

......

,,

,

,

D. Allard

,

,.

RCRA groundwater monitoring and
waste management

i.

516/94

,

Liquid Waste Branch

,,,

I-B-28

i,

,...

.,

,i

..

....

i

,

Offsite dose modeling

i

(_

,

Offsite dose modeling
,

PNL--HRAD

,,

I

.i

Physics |PNL--HRAD)

,

O. Allard

i

,

,

PNL--Health

,,•

.

Air and liquid effluent monitoring

,

PNL-OHE
i

,,

iim

Effluent & Emissions Monitoring
ii

i

Groundwater surveillance, wildlife

Program Transition

"

_'

'

_

"

D&D planning

'

'

100/200/300
Area
Environmental Projects

Environmental restoration and
Environmental ALARA

Solid Waste
,,,

,

,

Red and mixed waste management
,

.

,,,

,,.

,.

RL--EAP

PNL hot cell mixed waste
.

i

,,.

CONTACTS AND INTERVIEWS CONDUCTED BY THE AUDIT TEAM (continued)

I-B-30

519/94

D. Allard

PNL--Hot

I-B-31

5/9/94

D. Allard

PNL--Remote

I-B-32

5/9/94

D. Allard

RL

324 Bldg. B-Cell

I-B-33

5/9/94

D. Allard

WHC--ESQIEP

324 Bldg. B-Cell

I-B-34

5/8/94

D. Allerd

WHC--WAE

Solid Waste

Contaminated sodium

I-B-35

5/9/94

D. Allard

WHC -- Transition Projects
(WHC-OPS)/FFTF
Transition
Project (FFTF)

FFTF Shutdown

Contaminated sodium

:':'_-;:':':':':':':':'_'_'::':':':'>

,o
O1

Cells

I 324 Bldg. B-Cell

Systems Technology

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ".:.:,:.:.:,:.:.:.:,:.:.'_: .,'..:

_

._
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.,:_

324 Bldg. B-Cell

::

I-C-1

5/2/94

E. Mehar

RL-ERD

CERCLA oversight
remediation programs

I-C-2

512194

E. Maher

RL-QSH

Public Safety and Medical
Program Branch

Groundwater monitoring
contractor oversight

I-C-3

5/2/94

E. Meher

WHC-WAE/I.WD

Water Resources Engineering

Groundwater monitoring
for CERCLA/RCRA

I-C-4

5/2194

E. Maher

WHC--ESQ

Compliance Assurance

QA, self-assessment, QUEST

I-C-5

5/3/94

E. Maher

WHC-Pollution
(WHC-- EA/'rD)

Prevention

Pollution Prevention & Recycling

Pollution Prevention
Recycling Programs

I-C-6

5/3/94

E. Maher

PNL-F&O/t.AB

SAF

Environmental Compliance

Pollution Prevention, NPDES, NESHAPs

I-C-7

5/3/94

E. Maher

HEHF--Health

Medical Support Services

Medical Waste Program
Pollution Prevention

I-C-8

513/94

E. Meher

WHC--WAE

Liquid Effluent Services

Groundwater Sampling, Well
Abandonment

I-C-9

513194

E. Maher

WHC--WAE/LWD

RCRA and Operational
Monitoring Program

Groundwater Sampling, Well
Abandonment

Services Division

!

CONTACTS AND iNTERVIEWS CONDUCTED BY THE AUDIT TEAM (continued)

i

I-C-10

5/4/94

liiil

E. Mahor

Analytical Support Service_

,

I-C-11

i

PNL--OHE
,

,

i

i

lilllli illll

ill

[i [

QA of Laboratory Data, Sample
Management

,

5/4/94

E. Maher

WHC--ESQ

I-C-12

514/94

E. Maher

WHC--ESQ

Analytical Services Quality
Assurance

Laboratory Oversight and QA

I-C-13

514194

E. Mahar

WHC--ESQ

Environmental Quality
Assurance

Laboratory Oversight and QA Plans

I-C-14

514/94

E. Maher

HEHF--Industrial
(IHLI

I-C-15

5/4194

E. Maher

PNL--OHE

Public Safety and Resource
Protection Programs

Sitewide Environmental Sampling Plan

I-C-18

5/4/94

E. Maher

PNL--OHE

Surface Environmental
Surveillance

Sitewide Environmental Sampling Plan
(Surface)

I-C-17

5/4/94

E. Maher

RL--ERO

Analytical Support

ER Sample Validation and QA

I-C-18

5/4/94

E. Maher

RL--EAP

Regulatory Permits Staff

RL Oversight, NESHAPS, Permits,
Tracking

I-C-19

5/5/94

E. Maher

PNL--RC_
and Ground-water
Monitoring Project

I-C-20

5/5/94

E. Maher

PNL--HGC

I-C-21

5/5/94

E. Maher

RL--WMD

Liquid Waste Branch

Laboratory Support, RCRA Monitoring
Program, Formality

I-C-22

515194

E. Maher

RL--Environmental Programs
Division (RL--EPD)

Geotechnical Support Branch

Laboratory Support, ER Monitoring
Program. Formality

i-C-23

5/5194

E. Mahar

RL--EPD

Geotechnical Support Branch

Field Surveillance, Formality

I-C-24

515194

E. Mahar

PNL--OHEIAnalytical
Services

Groundwater Radiochamistry

Laboratory Support, Formality

I-C-25

515/94

E, Maher

WHC-WAE/RS

Effluent & Emissions Monitoring

Laboratory Support, Air Sampling

,

Quality Assurance

,

,

_

,

.

SDWA Compliance, Laboratory QA, and
Plane

_

,

.

Hygiene Serviou

!

,

Laboratory QA Plane, Data
VorificationNalidation

_

,

,

,

,

,

Laboratory Support, Monitoring
Program, Formality

,,

,,,,

Ground-water Surveillance
r

Support

,

,,,

,

Laboratory Support, Monitoring
Program, Formality
.

,,

,,

CONTACTS AND INTERVIEWS CONDUCTED BY THE AUDIT TEAM (continued)

ii

ii

I-C-28

5/6/94

E. Maher

WHC-ESO

Hanford Hazard Assessment

SPCC, Site Emergency Planning

I-C-27

5/9/94

E. Maher

PNL--OHE

I-C-28

5/6/94

E. Maher

RL--Laboratory Management
Division (RL--LMD)

I-C-29

5/6/94

E. Maher

RL--EAP

I-C-30

5/6/94

E. Maher

WHC--WAE

I-C-31

5/6/94

E. Maher

RL--EAP

324 Bldg. B-CeU Mixed Waste
Management

I-C-32

5/8/94

E. Maher

RL--EAP

324 Bldg. B-Cell Mixed Waste
Management

I-D-1

5/2/94

M. Heuberger

RL: WMD

Liquid Waste Branch

RCRA and operational groundwater
monitoring

I-0-2

5/2/94

M. Heuberger

RL-QSH

Public Safety and Medical
Programs

Surveillance monitoring

I-D-3

5/2/94

M. Heuberger

RL-ERD

CERCLA/RCRA monitoring

I-D-4

5/2/94

M. Heuberger

RL-EAP

NPDES monitoring

I-D-5

5/3/94

M. Heuberger

RL--QSH

I-D-6

5/3194

M. Heuberger

WHC--WAE/EP

CERCLA groundwater
operable units

I-D-7

5/3/94

M. Heuberger

WHC--WAE/EP

CERCLA groundwater operab;e units

I-D-8

5/3/94

M. Heuberger

WHC--WAE/EP

CERCLA groundwater operable units

I-D-9

5/3/94

M. Heubergsr

WHC-WAE/LWD

Laboratory Support, Formality
Programs Branch

RL Oversight Programs, Formality

NEPA Oversight, NEPA Guidance to
Contractors
Solid Waste Disposal Division

Public Safety and Medical
Program Branch

Geohydrologic Support

Mixed Waste Procedures, RCRA
Permitting

Groundwater surveillance; sitewide
groundwater programs

Operational groundwater monitoring

CONTACTS AND INTERVIEWS CONDUCTED BY THE AUDIT TEAM (continued)

m
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i
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I-D-10

5/3/94

M. Houbergor

WHC--WAE/RS

Environmental Engineering
Studkm

I-D-11

5/4/94

M. Heuberger

PNL--HGC

I-D-12

5/4/94

M. Houberger

PNL--Fiald Sampling & Analysis
Group (PNL-- EESC)

I-D-13

5/4/94

M. Houberoor

PNL-- EESC

I-D-14

5/4/94

M. Houberger

PNL--EESC

,

.,

,.

,

, ,,

,

,

Groundwater surveillance
Groundwater samz)ling

u

,,,

,

,

Sampling Crew
,

,

,..,

Groundwater

.

sampling

,.,

Sampling Craw

i

Groundwater sampling

,L

'

"'

'"

I-D-15

5/4/94

M. Heuberger

PNL-- EESC

Groundwater sampling

I-D-10

5/4/94

M. Hauberger

WHC--WAE/RS

I-D-17

5/4/94

M. Hauberger

PNL--F&O

Effluent Monitoring Program

Effluent monitoring, NPDES monitoring

I-D-18

5/4/94

M. Hauberger

PNL--OHE

Public Safety and Resource

Groundwater and surface water

Protection
Programs
,.

surveillance monitoring
i

5/5/94

M. Heuberger

Washington Department of
Ecology (WDOE)

Environmental Restoration and
Remediation

Oversight of Tri-Party Agreement

i

i

O0

,

Ground-water Surveillance

,

OI

Operational surface water monitoring

,.

,.

,i..

I

i

5/5/94

i

ii

M. Heuberger

,

,

,,

I-D-20

m

,

Effluent Emission Monitoring

.

I-D-19

,

i

.,,

.

,

,

,

WHC--WAE/ENG

i

i |l

ii

I-D-21

5/5/94

M. Heuberger

WHC-WAE/ENG

,

,,

.

,

Environmental Data
Management Group

,,

,

,

M. Heuberger

PNL-EAC

I-D-23

5/5/94

M. Hauberger

WHC--WAE/LWD

Environmental Data
Management Group

i

M. Hauberger

,i

..

,

,

,,

,

, t

,

HEIS, data management
|,

.

.,

,,,q

Interim Compliance Streams
i

,

i

Liquid effluent Consent Order

i

,,

I-D-24

5/6/94

I-D-25

5/6/94

M. Haubergar

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (RL
Support)

I-D-26

516/94

M. Hsuberger

WHC--WAE/LWO

Geohydrologic Support

Well administration team

I-D-27

5/6/94

M. Heuberger

PNL--EESC

Geology & Geophysics

Well administration team

,,

.

,,

i,,

5/9/94

M. Heuberger

Subsurface Investigation
Support
i

•

.,

I-D-28

WHC--WAE/LWD

.

i,,

i,

,

i

H

i

,

i,,,,,

,

i

Wall construction, maintenance, and
abandonment
,,

,

,,,,

Groundwater program coordination
,

,.

PNL-EESC

,,

Environmental Program Division,
Geotach Support Branch
i

,,

Geology & Geophysics
,,,

,,,

,

,,

Surface water surveillance
.i

.

.

,

.,

5/5/94

,

,

HEIS, data management

• ......

I-D-22

,,,,

Effluent monitoring, NPDES monitoring

,,

,,,,

Well maintenance end abandonment

.

CONTACTS AND INTERVIEWS CONDUCTED BY THE AUDIT TEAM (continued)

I-0-29

5/9/94

M. Heuberger

WHC--WAE/ENG

Field Characteristics Projects

UST monitoring
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I-E-1

512/94

J. Malloni

RL-QSH

Program and self-assessment

I-E-2

5/2/94

J. Melloni

RL-Office of Performance
Assessment (RL--OPA)

Nuclear Safety & Quality
Assessment

Program and self-assessment

I-E-3

5/2/94

J. Malloni

RL-QSH

Salf-_t
& Quality
Programs Branch

Program and self-assessment

I-E-4

5/2/94

J. Malloni

MACTEC

GSSC

Issue tracking systems

I-E-5

5/3/94

J. Melloni

RL--OPA

I-E-6

5/3/94

J. Melloni

WHC--ESQ

Quality Assurance

Program/self-assessment

l-E-7

5/3/94

J. Melioni

WHC--ESQ

Quality Assurance

Program/self-assessment

I-E-8

5/3/94

J. Melloni

WHC-ESQ

Compliance Assurance

Program/self-assessment

i-E-9

5/3/94

J. Malloni

RL--OPA

I-E-10

5/4/94

J. Melloni

PNL--OHE

Public Safety and Resource
Protection Programs

Performance assessment

I-E- 11

5/4/94

J. Melloni

PNL-- OHE

Operations

External communication

I-E-12

5/4/94

J. Melloni

PNL-Communications

Public Outreach Department

External comm'_nicetion

I-E-13

5/4/94

J. Melloni

RL--Offica

of the Manager

Employee Concerns Program

External communication

I-E-14

5/4/94

J. Melloni

RL--Office

of the Manager

I-E-15

5/5/94

J. Melloni

WHC--ESQ

I-E-16

515194

J. Melloni

WHC--ESQIESQ

I-E-17

5/5/94

J. Melloni

WHC -- President's Office
(WHC--PO)

Program assessment

Program assessment

(Comm)

Programs

Internal communication
ESQ Program

Correction action tracking

Corrective Action Data Systems

Correction action tracking

External Communications

External communication

I

CONTACTS AND INTERVIEWS CONDUCTED BY THE AUDIT TEAM (continued)

"l-E-18

! 5/3/94

J. Mel|oni

RL--OPA

I-E-19

5/3/94

J. Malloni

WHC--ESO

,,

,,

,,

,,

i

i

,,

Safety, Environment & Security
Xmmm_nt

Performance assemsmant

Compliance Aesemm_nt

Salf-aeseesment

,,,

,,

i,i,

|

,,,,

,|

,,,

,,

I-E-20

519/94

J. Melloni

WHC--ESO

Communications performance
mmluations

I-E-21

5/6/94

J. Malloni

WHC--WAE

Communications performance
evalu_

I-E-22

510194

J. Mailoni

,.

.

RL-Transition
,

Team

,,,

I-E-23

510194

J. Molloni

RL-Comm

I-E-24

518194

J. Melloni

WHC--ESQ/ESQ

5110/94

J. Melloni

,

External communication

i,

I-E-25

Communications and operations
,

Programs

Closure Verification

i|

Conective action tracking

i

,

PNL-Program Quality

,

,,

,

Program evaluation, CLA

_
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I-F-1

5/2/94

J. Lischinsky

RL--QSH

I-F-2

5/2/94

J. Lischinoky

RL--Budget Division

I-F-3

5/2194

J. Lischinsky

RL--WMD

I-F-4

512194

J. LischinM(y

RL--ERD

I-F-5

512194

J. Lischinsky

RL--EAP

,

i

Public Safety & Medical
Programs

Resources
Liquid Waste Branch

Training and development, budgeting
Staffing. budgeting and risk
management
Training, risk management

,

i

I-F-O

5/3194

J. Lischinsky

PNL--OHE

I-F-7

5/3194

J. Lischinsky

RL-Human

I-F-8

5/3/94

J. Lischinsky

WHC--WAE/RS

.....

Staffing of environmental groups
development, budget and planning

,,,

,..

"

Budgeting of EMP process
Resources

Recruitment

Staffing, recruitment process,
development

Environmental Engineering
Studies

Environmental monitoring, staff
development, planning, and training

i

,

,,

'

CONTACTS AND INTERVIEWS CONDUCTED BY THE AUDIT TEAM (_)

I-F-9

5/3/94

J.I.iec'hin_lt

RL--Office of Training and
Education (RL--OTR)

Training development, staff
develownent, o_t
and activities,
ar_ t-mdingsof recent audits

I-F-IO

5/3/94

J. Li_chirmky

RL--OTR

Training devek)wnent,

dmmioi_t,

staff

oversightandactivities.

and findings of recent audits
I-F-11

5/3/94

J. Lischinsky

RL--OTR

Training development,

_t.

staff

oversight
andactivities.

and findings of recent audits
I-F-12

5/4/94

J. Lischinsky

WHC--Training

I-F-13

5/4/94

J. Lischin_y

WHC--TRS

i-F-14

5/4/94

J. Lischindcy

RL--EAP

(WHC--TRS)

Training Services

Training programs

Environmental Site Training

Envimmental

Regulatory Policy, Planning and

Staff resources

training

Analym
[3
'

I-F-15

5/4/94

J. Lischinsky

WHC--Stratagic
Integration

Planning and

Environmental planning

I-F-18

5/4/94

J. Lischinsky

WHC--ESQ/Emergency
Preparedness

E!> and Area Training

Emeq_mcy preparedness training

I-F-17

5/5/94

J. LJschinsky

PNL--OHE

Public Safety and Resource
Protection Progrm

Envirm'enented planning, resources

I-F-18

5/5/94

J. Lischirmky

PNL--OHE

Staff developn_mt, onvironmental
planning

I-F-19

5/5/94

J. Lischinsky

F_nlL--Human Resourr_u
Department (PNL-HRD)

Staff resources, staff devek)Wnent

I-F-20

5/5/94

J. I,ischinsky

PNL--HRD

Facilitie_ and Operations Global

Staff resources, staff development

StudiesProgrmn
I-F-21

5/5/94

J. Liachin_ky

PNL--HRD

Staffing Depml_t

Staff resources, staff development

I-F-22

515/94

J. I,iachinsky

PNL--HRD

H_

Staff resources, training programs

I-F-23

5/5/94

J. Lischimdo/

PNL--Safaty

Education

Resources Training

Training programs

CONTACTS AND INTERVIEWS CONDUCTED BY THE AUDIT TEAM (cmlklued|

I-1=-24

5/5/94

J. Lischinsky

PnlL--HRD

Staff rmurces,

recruitment, I_taff

dew4_ment
i

li|,

I-F-25

5/5/94

J. Lischinsky

I-1=-26

5/6/94

J.I.iochinoky

I-F-27

516/94

J. Lischineky

I-F-28

516/94

i

,,,

,

,,

i

,

ii

i

RL--Office

i

i.

,

i,

i,

i

i

.

L

,

m

,

rnonitonng train_
,

,,

Envirommmtal planning, rmmj,rces, risk
_
- t

ii ,_.

,

ICF KH-Enviror_tai
Compliance

,

i,.

,

F.n',m_mmntal training

i

J. Lischinsky

,,i

,

of the Manager
i

ii

,

Field Sampling & Analya_ Group I Enviromentat

,

,

,

PNL--EESC

ii

i

i

, ,.

PNL--QTRC

,

Envi__tal

,

training, development,

integration
1

I-F-29

5/8/94

J.I.ischinsky

WHC--QTRC

I-F-30

5/6/94

J. Lischindcv

WHC--ESQ

,_

I-I=-31

5/8/94
i

J. Lischirmky
i

RL--EAP/RPA
i

to

I-F-32

5/6/94

J. Lischinaky

PNL--Finance

ii

i.

,

I-I:-33

5/8/94

ii

Training ManaOmlent

,

i

,

,|

ii

i

•

i

H

Env_r__ntal
_A

,,

.

.

,...

,

H

i

i

5/6/94

J. Lischinsky

I-F-35

6/5/94

J. Lischinaky

RL--Program

,,

momtormg trmmno

pl_

_,

budget process

,

i

PNL--Finance

I-1:-34

Envirmvnental training, deveiownent,
integration, QTRC resources

.|

Health Physics

i |i

J.l.ischinaky

Support

,,

Resources, budget process
,

i

,,

,

,

,

,

,i

Budget Branch

,

Resot,_rces, FTE allocation and bid
process

,

i

PNL--EESC

Field Sampling and Analysis

Envirox_tol

monitoring training

G_
.

I-F-30

]

i

..i

.

i

i

5/9/94
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Executive Orders
11514 and 11991

Protection and Enhancement of Environmental
Quality

Office of the
President

Executive Order
12088

Federal Compliance with Pollution Control
Standards

Office of the
President

Executive Order
12586

Federal Compliance with Right-to-Know Laws
and Pollution Prevention Requirements

Office of the
President

ii

i

Public Law 102-386

Federal Facilities Compliance Act

EPA

33 U.S.C. 1251
et seq.

Clean Water Act

EPA

i

H

i

42 U.S.C. 1310113109

Pollution Prevention Act

H.

i

i

Hi

EPA

i

i

42 U.S.C. 6901
et ssq.

Resource Conservation

42 U.S.C. 7401
et ssq.

Clean Air Act

i

i

i |H

and Recovery Act

,.=,

EPA

i=,

EPA

i

SEN 15-90

DOE
ii

DOE 3410.1B

Training

DOE 4320.1B

Site Development Planning

DOE 4700.1

Project Management System

DOE 5000.3B

Occurrence Reporting and Processing of
Operations Information

DOE

Field Budget Process

DOE

General Environmental Protection Program

DOE

Environmental Compliance Issue Coordination

DOE

DOE 5400.3

Hazardous and Radioactive Mixed Waste
Program

DOE

DOE 5400.5

Radiation Protection of the Public and the
Environment

DOE

DOE 5440.1E

National Environmental Policy Act Compliance
Program

DOE

DOE 5400.1
DOE 5400.2A
.H

DOE
i

ii

DOE 5100.3
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DOE 5480.1B

Environment, Safety, and Health Program for
Departmsnt of EnergyOperations

DOE

DOE 5480.4

EnvironmentalProtection, Safety, and Health
Protection Standards

DOE

i1[

i

iiimlUl
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II

i

ii

ii

ii

i

DOE 5480.19

Conduct of Operations Requirementsfor DOE
Facilities

DOE

DOE 5480.20

PersonnelSelection, Qualification, Training,
and Staffing Requirementsat DOE Reactor and
Non-Reactor Nuclear Facilities

DOE

,,inn
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DOE 5482.1B
i

i

ii

i
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DOE 5700.6C
i

DOE 5820.2A
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DOE/EH-O071
,

January 1994
Draft Final
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DOE
ii
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DOE

Internal Dose Conversion Factors for
Calculation of Dose to the Public

DOE

Environmental Regulatory Guide for
RediologicalEfficient Monitoring and
EnvironmentalSurveillance

DOE

DOE EnvironmentalAudit Program Guidance

DOE
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RediologicalControl Manual
.

III
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ii

External Dose ConversionFactors for
Calculation of Dose to the Public
i ii

,,,,,

DOE
iii

DOE

Illl

,

DOE

General Design Cr_eria

ii [l[lll

i

DOE/EH-0256T

i

DOE

ii

i,i

DOE/EH-0173T

H

ii

ii

iiiiii

Radioactive Waste Management
i

DOE,=_I-O070

i

inl

DOE

iI iii

i

Quality Assurance

i

i

i

DOE

Planningand Preparednessfor Operational
Emergencies

i

DOE 6430.1A

i

ill

EmergencyCategories Notification Classes,
and Reportingand Requirements

DOE 5500.3A
"__

i

i

i

DOE 5500.2B

ii

,

EnvironmentalProtection, Safety, and Health
Protection Information Reporting Requirements
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i

Environment, Safety, and Health Appraisal
Program

DOE 5484.1

H
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DOE/EH-0326

Protocols for Conducting Environmental
Management Assessments of DOE
Organizstions

DOE

DOE/EH-0358

Performance Objectives and Criteria for
Conducting DOE Environmental Audits

DOE

July 31, 1990,
Secretarial
Memorandum

Guidance on Environment, Safety, and Health
(ES&H) Self-Assessment

Interim Guide
March 8, 1991

DOE Guidance on the Procedures in Applying
the ALARA Process for Compliance with DOE
5400.5

DOE

DOE

ii

December 1992
Guidance

Self-Assessment

Guidance Document

i|

DOE

u ii

November 1992
Guidance

Environmental Implementation Guide for
Radiological Survey Procedures (Draft)

June 1993
Secretarial Policy
Statement

Environment, Safety and Health Policy for the
Department of Energy Complex

DOE

DOE

i

June 8, 1993

Radiological Health and Safety Policy

Secretarial Policy
Statement
58 FR 33804-5

DOE
i

i

i

March 24, 1990
Toxicity
Characteristics
Revisions
55 FR 11798

Hazardous Waste Management System,
Identification and Listing of Hazardous Waste

29 CFR 1910.120

Hazardous Waste Operations and Emergency
Response

EPA

National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air
Pollutants

EPA

i

u

40 CFR 61

uluu

|!u

i

,, ,, ,,,

.1,

i

,

i

40 CFR 82

Protection of Stratospheric Ozone

40 CFR 110

Discharge of Oil

40 CFR 112

Oil Pollution Prevention

EPA
i
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EPA
EPA
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40 CFR 122/123

National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES)/State PollutantDischarge
EliminationSystem (SPDES)

EPA

40 CFR 141

National PrimaryDrinking Water Regulations

EPA

40 CFR 142

National PrimaryDrinking Water Regulations
Implementation

EPA

National Secondary Drinking Water Regulations

EPA

40 CFR 191

EnvironmentalRadiation Protection Standards
for Management and Disposal of Spent Nuclear
Fuel, High-Leveland TransuranicRadioactive
Wastes

EPA

40 CFR 262

Standards Applicable to Generators of
HazardousWaste

EPA

40 CFR 264

Standards for Owners and Operators of
Hazardous Waste Treatment, Storage, and
Disposal Facilities

EPA

40 CFR 143

.................

,

.......

,

,,,-

,

40 CFR 265

,,m

i

|

i i i ,

,

,,

i

i

i

Interim Status Standards for Owners and
Operators of Hazardous Waste Treatment,
and Disposal Facilities

S.torage,

EPA

.....

1
/

40 CFR 268

Land Disposal Restrictions

EPA

CERCLA

Section 120 Federal Facilities

EPA

EPA-520/1-88-020

Limiting Values of RadionuclideIntake and Air
Concentration and Dose ConversionFactors for
Inhalation, Submersion, and Ingestion - Federal
Guidance Report No. 11

EPA

ASME NQA-1-1989
i

IlL

Quality Assurance Program for Nuclear
Facilities
I

111 IlL

,

11 1 111

Ill

l

ANSI/ASME
,

ANSI N13.1-1969

Guide to SamplingAirborne Radioactive
Materials in Nuclear Facilities

WAC 173-160

Minimum Standards for Construction and
Maintenance of Wells

,,,
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WAC 173-216

I....

I

III III

II

State Waste Discharge

[11

I

IIIII

Permit Program

I

IIIll

WDOE

WAC 173-303
RCW 90.44

Regulation of Public Groundwater
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GLOSSARY OF ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

Acronym
ADS

Definition
Activity Data Sheet

,

,.

,,,,.

, ,

.

.,

,,,

ALARA

As Low As ReasonablyAchievable

ASSP

Analytical Support Services Project

BED

BuildingEmergencyDirectors

BEP

BuildingEmergencyPlan

BHI

Bechtel Hanford, Inc.

,,

CATS
i

CEC

H

.

,

,.,, ,l,

i

i

i

L

,

,

..,..

i

.i

HH

,,..

I

I, II

i

CY

i,

,,

i

i

i,i

D&D

,

•

..

,

,,

,,

Code of Federal Regulations

,,,,

i

,

.

,,

Central Information Control System
i.H=

,,,

H

Calendar Year
i i

,.==,

,

,,,, ,,,.,

==

, .

,

i ,

,,,,=,

.

.

,

Decontamination and Decommissioning

OOE*
= =l

•

r

Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and
Liability Act
i

ii

,

,.

iql,i

i, i

CICS

,,,

,,.=,,,,

Central EnvironmentalCommittee

,ll

, ......

CFR

,

ComplianceAction Tracking System

, ,

CERCLA

,,

H ,,,.,

DOE HQ

,

DP
EH

i,,

,

U.S. Department of Energy
iHi

ill

,.

U.S. Department of Energy- Headquarters
.,,

.

i

,,,

,

,

i, ,,,,i

,,, ,

.,,,

,,

,=.,

Defense Programs
,

DOE Office of Environment,Safety and Health
Hll

i

.,ll,

,

,

EH-5

DOE Office of Special Projects

EH-24

DOE Office of EnvironmentalAudit

EM

Office of EnvironmentalManagement (formerly Office of
EnvironmentalRestorationand Waste Management)

EMP

EnvironmentalMonitoring Plan

EPA*

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

EPIP

Environmental Protection Implementation Plan

EP

Environmental Protection Programs

ES&H

Environment, Safety & Health

FEMP

Facility Effluent Monitoring Plan

FFCA

Federal Facilities ComplianceAct

L

.,,

.m.

,,,,.

,,.,,,

i,i

,

,

,

.....
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GLOSSARY OF ACRONYMS AND ABB)EVIATIONS (continued)
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i

L

H

ill

i i

=

i

.

ii

ii.lll

FFrF

Fast Flux Test Facility

FR

Federal Register

I

FTE

_.

.

i Jl

llll,,

i

i =,.,

I

_nltlon

i

.

.ll

I

i=,

i,,

"

,IB'..

i i

Full-Time Equivalent

,H

i

f,i

H

iJ

H

GPMP

Groundwater

GPMPP

Groundwater Protection Management Program Plan

HEHF

Hanford Environmental Health Foundation

HEHF-Industrial
Hygiene Services

Hanford Environmental Management Program

HSADB

Hanford Self-Assessment DataBase

ICF KH

ICF Kaiser Hanford Company

MMP

Meteorological Monitoring Plan

MOU
i

i .ml

i

i

l l.i

I

i,,

ii

i,,,

i.

Protection Management Program

Memorandum of Understanding

,

i ,li,,

NEPA
i

i

i

i

I,

i

i

i i

i

,,,,

National Environmental Policy Act

ii

111iilli,!lli

NESHAPs

i ii

ii

i

i

.

i,i,

i

i

i

i

Jill

i ,i

_

if,

i,,

National EmissionStandards for Hazardous Air Pollutants

NPDES

National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
1111

I

llill

__

ODC

Ill

l

IIIII

I11

'11

11

,

i

,

Ozone Depleting Chemical

OEM

Operational EnvironmentalMonitoring Program

am.

I

In

IIII

IIIIrll

II.I

•

I

IIII

II.I

PNL*

Pacific Northwest Laboratory

PNL-EESC

PNL-Field Sampling and Analysis Group

PNL-F&O

PNL-FacUities& Operations

PNL-HGC

PNL-Hydrogeologicand Geochemical Characterization

PNL-HRAD
,

_

_

PNL-Health Physics
_

m,

,,,,

PNL-OHE

PNL-Office of Health and Environment

PP

Pollution Prevention

PPAP

.....

Pollution Prevention Awareness Program

,fill,

i

il l|nlll

QA

I

i

i

lilll

,

I

,flu

I

Quality Assurance

QUEST
l

,

,i

i

Fiscal Year

i

,

i

FY

iii,.i

I

,,,.,,,.,

I

Quality, Environmental, and Safety Tracking
I
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GLOSSARY OF ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS(continued)

Acronym

i

,i

tl,

i

J

ii

i

,

Definition

,

i,,,,i

R&D

Research and Development

RBP

Risk-Based Prioritization

RCRA
i

i

RCW

RL*

RL-EPD
RL-ERD

,.

i

,,,

,

,H

,,,

,

,

--

,,

,,..,

,,,

,

,,,, ,,,,,

,,,

,

i

,

U.S. Department of Energy- RichlandOperationsOffice
i

i

ill

llll

,

,

i

i

RL-Office of Chief FinancialOfficer
RL-Office of EnvironmentalAssurance, Permits and Policy

H

i ii

ii

, i

i

i

,,

,,,,

RL-Environmental ProtectionDivision

,,..

H i.

i

i

i i

,,

,..

=

i

ii

,,,

RL-Laboratory Management Division

ii

i

H,,. i

i

,,,

,.

--

RL-Environmental Remediation Division

i

RL-OPA

,

i

1,=

RL-Office of PerformanceAssessment
i

iHq

RL-OTR

i

i

i

i

RL-Office of Training & Education

,. i

RL-QSH

i

,.,

RL-LMD

i

ii

Revised Code of Washington

RL-CFO
RL-EAP

,

Resource Conservation and RecoveryAct

.,,

.................

i

,,,,

i11ii

i

i

RL-Quality, Safety, and Health ProgramsDivision
i

J

H =

ii

.i

i

iHi

RL-WMD

RL-Waste Management Division

SDWA

Safe Drinking Water Act

SEN

Secretary of Energy Notice

TPA

Tri-Party Agreement

TSD

Treatment, Storage, Disposal

TWRS

Tank Waste Remediation Systems

USACE

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

UST

Underground Storage Tank

WAC

Washington Administrative Code

WDOE

Washington State Department of Ecology

WDOH

Washington State Department of Health

WHC"

Westinghouse Hanford Company

WHC-ER

WHC-Environmental Remediation Division

WHC-ESQ

WHC-Emergency, Safety, Quality Services

WHC-HRD

WHC-Human Resources Division
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,

WHC-EnvironmentalRestoration ProgramTransition

WHC-TRS

Training

WHC-WAE

WHC-Waste, Analytical, and EnvironmentalServices

i

i

WM
i

,l,l,,

i

i

WSLECO

r Ill,

i r

i

!L

,, ..,H.,

Waste Management

iH

--
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WHC-RR
li,

i

_

i

,

'"

L

,

,,,,,

,,

,

,,i

i

i

,,,i i i

WashingtonState LiquidEffluent Consent Order
i

I

I

i

i!

i

i

i

I
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*These commonlyused acronymsare spelled out only on first reference in the report. All
others are spelled out on first reference in each subsection.
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